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Appanoose, Davis, Jefferson, Monroe, Page, Taylor, Van 
Buren, Wapello and Wayne Counties. 
j .. \MES A. Ci\1\ll'BELL, INSPECT OR. 
• 
LETTER OF TR \ NSMITT.\L. 
To the !Jon. Le.,l/e ~1[ Shaw, G(ll'e'''wr o( lmM: 
~IR l han! the honor, in compliance with the mining laws of 
lowa, to submit to you herewith my biennial report for the two 
years ending June 30, lgDI. 
In it will be found tabulated statements gi,•ing number of 
mines, and number of miners and other employees, also the 
amount paid the same. number of tons of coal produced, number 
of fatal and non-fatal accidents, number of new mines and aban-
doned mines, and all improvements made in the district, and 
other information] deemed of importance to incorporate. 
Respectf11lly, 
)As. A. CAMPIIELL. 
REPORT OF F1RST D1STRICT. 
In the First district there are nine coal producing counties, namelF 
Appanoose, Davis, Jefferson. Monroe, Page, Taylor , \ 'an Buren, Wapello 
and \Vayne. They are located in the southeastern, southern and south 
western part of the state . Van Buren and Jefferson counties on the east, 
and Page on the west, are the extremities of the district. The counties in 
this district producing the largest output of coal are Monroe, Appanoose, 
Wapello, and Wayne. The mines in general have been working more stead-
ily than heretofore, giving employment to more men, owing to n greater 
demand for coal and the opening of new mines, which has placed the dis· 
trict in a prosperous condition. 
In the last two years there have been eighteen fatal and thirty·lour non· 
fatal accidenL<; in the district 
There bas been a number of drills prospecting in the different parts of the 
district for the last eighteen months. 
During the last two years there have been twenty·seven new mines 
opened. Most all of them are equipped with the latest improvements for 
ventilating and handling the coal. The new mine• are located as follows: 
\Vapello Coal. Co. No. 3, near Hiteman; Consolidated Coal Co. Nos. 10 
and 11, two and one-half and three miles southwest of Buxton; Smoky 
Hollow Coal Co. No. 6, five miles southeast of Hynes City; Hocking Coal 
Co. ~o. 2, near Hocking; St. Paul Coal Co., near Hilton; Frederick Coni 
Co., near Avery; White Ash Coal Co., near Hynes City; Star Coal Co. No. 
2, near Albia; Thistle Coal Co. No. 2, two miles east of Cincinnati; Artie 
Coal Co., near Mystic; Columbia Coal Co. ~o. 3, near Diamond P. 0.; 
Browning Coal Co. No.2, New Market; Ingram Coal Co., two and one-half 
miles southwest of Clarinda; Anderson Coal Co. No. 2, two and one-half 
miles east of New Market; Chicago Coal Co, No. 2, two miles.east of Sey-
mour; Bear Creek Coal Co., four miles east of Ottumwa; Eldon Coal ancl 
Coke Co., two miles southwest of Eldon; Lunsford Coal Co., el&ht miles 
south ot Bloomfield; Finley Coal Co. and Carson Coal Co., near Doudo; 
Perlee Coal Co., near Perlee; Drake Coal Co., three miles east of Exline; 
Mystic Coal Co. No.2, Mystic. 
Five mines were abandoned-Smoky Hollow Coal Co. No.5, near Hyae!l 
City; Browning Coal Co. No. 1, near New Market; Darby Block Coal Co., 
near Darhyville; Finley Coal Co. and Canon Coal Co., near Douda. 
Fires have occurred at five different mlaea, u follows: The Appanoo.e 
Coal Co's. top plant, at Cincinnati; Consnmers' Coal Co., top works, at 
Jerome; a part of the top works of the Men:baats' Coal Co. mine at Cincin-
nati; tbe smokestack and timber in alnbaft all burned at Centerville Block: 
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Coal Co's. mine No. 5, at Brazil; and the Machine and Blacksmith shops at 
the Deep Vein Coal Co's. mine at Foster. 
During the last two years there have been forty-eight sets of scales 
inspected. Thirty-one were found weighing correctly, and seventeen were 
found deficient. They were adjusted and made to weigh correctly, giving 
,..;atisfactioo to all concerned. 
l902] TATE M£NE INSPECTORS. 11 
TABLE No. 1. 
Showing the number of mi~tes, oul·fml of coal, 11um6er of millers and other 
employes, etc., i n District No.1, for the :yl!ar mding Jrme 30, 1900. 
~ 
oe 
" .,c. c c., ·a .:: 0<> 
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-~ 01 
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TABLE No. 2. 
Showing tlte number of mittes, o"t fml of coat, 1>um6er of miners and other 
l!m/Jloyes, etc., i1> District No. 1, for the year mding Jrmc 30 , 1901. 
SA'IE OP 
LOU ST\". 
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TABLE No.3. 
Out-put of coat of the counties co;nprisinJr District No. 1 for the past fifJe 
years: 
COUNT! IS. I 1897. I lilql!. I 1899. -'lqco. 
372 ... 02 421,100 ._. ... :z3z 6.5.403 
~.JJO 2,900 ).JOO 5.750 
~:~ 4.000 •. soo 6<1:~~ 190.300 66z, soo 
7,2)0 r;,oso 6,o8; . ''2i,"68i 13 200 u,8oo 1 .. , lCO 
••. 300 ll.200 12,soo .:):~ ISZ,20J 236, roo 2q1,JOO 
,32.130 <(I. 200 .-8_.10o .~.8oo 
.\poanoose ... o •• • • • .. .. .. .. • • .. • ........ .. 
~i:J f: tH L ·[ ·· 
Wayne .. .. .... . .... . .... .. .... ·_c· ... ~. :.·:..:· .-". '--==~...!:~~-
APPANOOSE COUNT\'. 
ItnprofJemmls 111ade ;,. file mitles durittl{ tile last two years. 
.. 
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0 rLAN OF WORK· ' HOW VF.~TlLATiiD. a tt6 
lNG MINll. ~ t ·E..; 
I I b I 
"i 0 
~ . ~ ~ 
Centerrl •. lle Ulock Coal Co , No, 1 •• • . •. •. .\lex DargavcJI ....• . 
1
' Centen!lle -... ! Shalt· · ·. Room a ad p!Jiar .. Fan........... . . ... . Steam , . ~h!p11!ng, 
Centerville Block Coal Co., No. 2 •••• •.• -~Alex. Darga veil .. . Ceoten!lle Shaft. . Room and p~llar .. Fan ... . . . .. .. .. .. .. . Srcaru . ~h!PPIDfl, 
Centerville Block Coal t:o., No. 3 .... Alex. Darran•ll . . . Centerv!lle . - . Sbaft. · Room a ad pillar. Fan ...... , .••... ,, .... Steam .. ~hiPP!ng, 
C('nterville Block Coal Co., f\o. 4 ....•••.. Alex. Darguell.. . Ceoten·!.lle .... Slope .. , Long wall .. ...... Furnace ............. Steam .. Sh!PP!ng. 
Cencen•lle Bloc it Coal Co., No. 5 .• _ .....•• '\lex . Darga\•ell ..... - ~enterv!lle .... SJope .. Long wall . - . -.. Furnace. .. • ••.... Steam .. SbiPP!Dif. 
Centenllle Block Coal Co., No. 6.. . • •• •\lex. Darr....-a\·ell . . Centerville -. •. Slope... Long wall .•. lfun::r.ace .• ,, • . . . . • Horse , .. Sh!PPing. 
Cenlndlle Block Coal Co_, No. 1 . ••..... , Alex. DarJ!a,•ell ...... Centtrl'!lle · Slope, •. LooK" wall ... _. .... ~urn ace • . . Horse .. ~hiPP!DQ'. 
Centen·!lle Block: Coal Co., No.9 ........ , Alex. Darga\·ell .... . . 
1 
Centerv!lle. . ~baft ... Room and P!llar .. F_an ...... .......... Steam .. Sh!pplog. 
Cc:ntervilh.· Block Coal Co .. No Jo ...... "I Alex. Darga,·ell ...... Centen·llle ..... Sbnft.. Room ~.od pallar .. Furnace ........... Steam ... Sb!pping-. 
:\lendota Coal and Miuine-Co, ~o. 1 .... B. H. tobnson ....... Mendotat Mo Shalt.· Long\\all .... Fan ................ St~am .. Shipping. 
:\fcodotaC.:oalandMinmgCo., No.2 ...... B H. o~nson ....... ~1endot~ ~to. Sbalt ... Loogwall ...... Fan .............. ~team . Shlppin". 
.-\nchor Coal Co., No. L....... .. ... ~ames :Valson ........ Centerv!lle .... Sbaft ... Loog-\\all ..... . Fan ...... , ........ .. !Steam . ShlppiDg. 
\nchor Coal Co .. No.2.................. ames \\:pson .... Centerv!lle ..... ShaH Lona--,,·aJI. ... , Fan.. .... . ... ..... ~team .. Sb!pping-. 
.\nchorCoalt:o, No.3 ................. 
1 
ames\~ll,son ....... Centen:1lle .... Shaft .. l.ongwall . ..... . Fan ................. !?team .. Sh!PP!nr. 
\\'hitebreasl Fuel Co .. No. •9· ... ,. -···.. . J. Phdhps ..... Ottum\\a ........ Shaft.. Loogwa!J ... ... Fan . . .... .. Steam . Sluppmg, 
Numa Coal Co............ . ............. Geo. \Vidwcr . ';eymour ........ Shaft ... Long wall .. .... Fan....... . . ... Saeam. Shippinr. 
Star Coal Co.. . .... ........... Geo. McCleary ...... Rathbun ........ Sbaft ... Long\,all ......... Fan ... ....... - ....... Steam,. Shipping. 
~~~~~~;!"co~n~~.~:·.: ::::: .. ::::: ...... ~1"'R": d~~~~n::::::: g::J!~ri1!1;id·s:.: ~~:~:: : . t~~~~:ll :::: ::: ~:~::::::: ::::.::.:::: ~:~:::::. ~~i~~~~t 
Big joe Coal Co., No 1 ................... Robt. Hunter..... Coal C.tty, Ill. . . ~bart ... Longwall ......... Fan.............. . Steam .. Shippinr. 







i~~~~~;"c~la~;o . .'.'.'.' ..... .'::· fos.~d~g!1.' •• .'. . ~r;;iJic· .. : ... ·::. ~~~~!::: t~~~~~:ii. ::::: ~~~~=~: .::: · ·.:::::::. ~~~~~·: : ~~~gg~~~: 
Brazil Coal Co .. .... .... ... .. .. .• ... ... B. F. S1lkneuer ...... Brazil. .... , . Slope ... l.oog wall ....... Furnac;:e...... ... ... Horse ... Shippinr, 
Columbia Coal Co 1 No. t ................ \Vm. Baker.... Centerville. . Slope ... Long-wall .... . Furnace . •. .... Steam . Shippinr. 
Columbia Coal Co .. No. 2 ................. \Vm. Baker . .. .. Centerville ... Slope .. Long wall........ Furnace ............ Electric Shippinr 
Electric. Coal Co., No. 1 ••••....•.. •••.. Tho$. E. Lee ...... Centerville. Slope ... Long wall ....... Furnace ...• .. . Horse . , Sh1pping . 
Electric Coal Co .. No. 2 .................. Thos. E. Lee ........ Centerville ..... Shafr.... Long wall.. . ... .. Furnace .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Horse . .. Shipplog. 
Electric Coal Co., No. J .................... Thos. E. Lee ......... Centerville ..... Shaft .... Long wall...... . Furnace .............. Horse ... Shipping. 
Elet:lric Coal Co., No.4 .................... Thos. E. Lee ......... Centen-ille ..... Shalt .... Long wall ..... .... Furnace .............. Horse ... Shlppioe-. 
Electric Coal Co , No. )- ....... . .......... Thos. E. L~e ......... Centerville ..... Slope. .. Long wall. ........ Furnace ............ _, Horse.. Shipping-. 
Electric Coal Co., No. b ................... Thos. E. Lee ......... Centenille .. Slope. Long wall ......... Furnace ............ Horse., Shippiol(. 
f~f.;;i'~'c~~~~ ccoo .. N~ ... :::: :: ·:·: :.:::: :.:· l:i:~iJ%~;1:::: ::. ·::· ~r:~i~;;~i;' :::::. ;h0.'l~:. : t;~~~:ii:' ::·.:::: ~~~".·.~~ :::::::::::: :· ~~~~~~: :: ~~~g~l~[: 
'l'hiscle Coal Co .. No.2 .................... Da,ld Steel ...... Cincinnati ...... , Shaft .... Long wall ........ Fan .... ..... . ....... Steam .. . Shippfnr. 
Eagle Coal Co ............................. Smith ................ Ciocinnqti ...... Shaft ........................ Furnace .............. l-lorse ... Shi~Jping, 
~ll.'rthllnts Coal Co ...•• 
ltodc.in~Z: Coal Co .. No 
Ludwilk Bros .. No.1. .................. .. 
Ludwick Hros., So. 2 .•. , •••••••••••••••••• 
ll)'&ticCoaiCo, No 1 ........... .. 
)hslic Coal Co , No . .z ................... . 
K(nadike Coal Co ........ , ................ .. 
-\chon Coal Co., No 1 .................. .. 
\chon Coal Co., !'Jo. 2 ................... .. 
r::~t~~i~~~--: .·: :· ~: :.-~: ·· :::: ·:: :~~ ::: ~:: 
I uck.I"U Coal Co ..•... -.................... . 
Urr HrCis Coal Co .• No .z ................. .. 
lowa Ulock Coal Co ....... , ............ .. 
(:. l ... :\root ............................ . 
~:~~~~~~.fCo::::::::.: :::::::.::: ·:. :·:· 
~tar Coal Co.... . ..•.•.• _ .•............... 
Monitor Coal Co ....................... .. 
White Oak Coal Co ...................... .. 
llappy Co.1l Co.... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. 
North Hili Coal Co .. ... .. .......... .. 
Rock \'alley Coal Co ....... . • .. ... .. 
Fox Coal Co< . ................ . ...... .. 
fit~tr:~ncc:r~~-.. N~~·;· :· .. :::: .. :::: ~::: 
Di<kl..,n Coal Co. No. a ................ . 
Sam Houser ............................. .. 
b":aa8&"U~i-'iii :::::::::::::::.:: :·:::::.:: 
Aston Lee Coal Co. .. .. • ............ .. 
g:~~j:J~~7::;:~~~;;: :~;::· :::::::::::: .. 
:~u=~ ~~:: g :::! :::: :·:::::: ::::::.::. 
~~~;~1£f~~ai:c~::::: :· ::::::::.::::::: 
1. D. Collins .. , ..... Cincinnati ...... Shalt .... 
1 
Long wall ......... Fan ........ ~ .• ..... 
'R.obt. Hu he-s ....... Cincinnati ...... Slope ... Longw:~~.IJ. ........ Furnace ........... . 
Oa~id LuNwick...... M)·stic .......... Slope ... Long wall. ........ Furnace ............ .. 
Da,id Ludwick. ...... Mystic .......... ~haft .... Lonllwall. ... ..... Furnace ......... .. 
gs. Helm ....... ..... . Mystic ......... Slopo ... Long wall ......... Furnace ............ .. s. Helm ............. My.stic .......... Shaft .... Longwall ......... Furnace ............ .. o Ougtuoo ......... Mysuc ......... Shaft. ... Loogwall. ... ..... Fan ......... ...... .. 
m. Porter ...• M)Stic .......... Shaft... Long wall ......... Furnace ..... , ...... .. 
\Vm. Porter .......... Mystic ......... Slope .. Long wall. ... . .... Furnace ............ .. 
A.\'. Venell.. ....... Mystic ......... . Slope . Loogwall. ........ Fura•ce .... ....... .. 
Daniel Clark. .......... Brazil .......... Shaft .... Longw<\11 ..... Furnace ...... .... .. 
~".oo~r·~-~t-r~~~::::::: ~1;-:n~:::::::.::.: §~!f~:::: ~~~~~a--,;uiar:. ~=~ ·::::: :::::.:::::: 
t.~: ~~~~~:::::::::: ~ey~\~~~·~~1.6.::::: ~~~g: ::: t~~~::JL:::· .. : .. ~~~~=~: :::::::.:::.:. 
¥h~~~ iY11bnr~0.~ :: :::.:: ~~~~o~:i_l!~.-:: :· ~r:~~-: :: ~~~;:It::::·.:::: ~~~~-=~: :::::: .. :::::: 
j. G. Bland ........... Ceoten·ille ..... Shall. ... Loogwall ......... Furoace .......... .. . 
A. D. Crawford..... Centerville ..... Shaft ... Long wall. ...... . Furnace .... .. ..... .. 
]no. Bur~Jand ...... Centerv!Jle ..... Shaft ... Long wall ........ ~urnace ..: ......... .. 
thas. Enckaon ..... Centcn-1lle ..... Shaft.. Long wall....... l'uraace ............ .. 
L. S. Hall . .... Centerville .... Shali . Long wall..... . Furoace ........... . 
L S. Hall Center,iJJe .... Shaft . Loog wall........ Furnace ........ . 
\Vm. Fox .. .. . .. Centen-ille .... Shah . . LonK wall.... .. I·'urnacl' , .. , ...... . 
Richard Campbell . Brazil ....... _ ... Slope ... Long Yrall ... . • . Furnace ........... . 
~
o. Dickison .. .. .. .. Denn .. .. .. . .. . Slope .. Lona- wall .. ,. . Furnace ... . , ... .. 
o. Dickisou . .. . Dean ......... ~IOP.C ... Lonlf wall ........ Furnace .............. .. 
ru Houser .......... 
1 
!erome .. .. .. .. . Shall. Long wall ... " ... , Furnace ........... .. 
las .. Broser. .......... erome ......... Shaft ... Long \\.all.... I Furnace ............ . 
Wm. Me Fall .... .. erome ... ..... . Sba!t ... Long wall. ••. . ,_. fluroRce ......... . 
Aston Lee ............ , .!ystic ......... Slope. Long wall. ....... Furna<e .... .. .. 
Peter Anderson .... ,. , Mystic... .. Slope. Long \\all. ...... Furnace ...... ...... . 
Ben Morris ........... Mystic .......... !>lope. . Locg wall. ...... Furnace .... .. 
Lra Grim ... _ ...... Dean . . .. . . . Slope- Long wall. ...... Furnace .......... .. .. 
Jos. Guio1 .......... "I Dean . ...... . Slope . Long wall . .... Furnace ... . ....... .. 
Geo. Allen ........... Dean ........... Slope ... Lon~r wall .. Furnact. ... .. .... . 
Geo. Allen .... Dean ........... Slope ... Long wall .... .... Furnace . ........ .. 
Geo. Young .......... Dean ...... Shah ... Loni wall ..... Furnace ........... .. 















Steam .. . 
Horse .. . 

































































\\:ape11o Coal Co. No 1. ....... -.- ... .. .. P. H. \Vaiermau ..... , Hileman .... ·.·1 Shaft. ··1 Room and pjllar-.. , Fan ....•............. ,Steam .. , Shipping. 
\\_apello ~oal Co. No 2 .................. P. H \Vatermao ... Hileman ........ Shah ... Roomaod P!ll~r .. Fan . .. .... Steam .. Shlpplnl(. 
\\al)f!llo Coal Co. No.J .. ~ ........... P, H . \Vaterman ... , Hiteman ........ Sbah. . Room and P!llar . Fan .............. , Steam. Sb!ppJn~e. 
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r~ti,nti~t~!~ cCoaft:·No: .•. ~ ::::: .. :~ .. 
~=~~~.U~ll~:g~:l5~: ~~- t:::::::::::: 
J~o _S..:hnller ....... 
1·. H1oes ....•....•.. Uf~e~'Cit'i:~lleyl ~~oa~~· .. . ~:~ :~~ giH:~· · ~=~ ····:::.:::.::::. ~t:~: :: g~!~g!~:·. 
Hines City ...•.. 
1 
Slope. Room and pillar .. fan ......... , . .. ..... Steam . Shlppln.r. 
Conaohdation Coal Co. No. 10 •..•• 
Consolidation Coal Co. No. u ...... . 
St. Paul Coal Co. 
F. 1-lines ............ . 
lo~. Hines ..•..•....... 
B C. Bus ton .. _ ... . 
8. C. Buxton ...... .. 
T. J l'hillips ...... . 
llines C.ity ...... Slope.. Room and pillar.. fan ..... , ........ .... Steam .. Shippin~ 
Muchaklnock ... Shaft ... Room and pillar Fan ............... Steam .. Shippinll. 
Muchak1nock ... Shaft.. Room and pillar Fan ...... ......... ... Steam Shipping. 
OttulllY+B ....... Sbart ... Room and pillar .. Fan .... ... .... .. Steam. Sbipplnr.:-. 
Central Coal Co .. . . .. 
Diamood Coal Co. No. L ........... .. 
Geo Youo~ ......... . 
.\. B Lillie ......... . ~~~~3!rd .... :::: ~l~~ ·:· ~:: =~~ ~m:~: . t:~n~~~- :::;:.:::: ·· ~!::: .. ~;~g!:~: 
Ottumwa..... Shaft .. Room and pillar .. Fan ........ ..... .... Stel\m Shlpp1nr. Deep Vela Coal Co. No 1 .••••.••••••• 
S1ar Coal Co . . . . • . . . . . . . .... -• • • · ·. 
A. Erskin 
N .. \ Flanders .... . Albia.......... ShRft. Room and pillar Fan ... .. ••. .... .. Steam . Shlpplnll. 
Ottumwa...... Shah ... Lonr wall Furnace... .. .. . Horse . Sblppln.:-. 
l?~~~~~rg~:.~.~:.~::::::·:::::::::. 
Wbile .\ob Coal Co ....................... . 
. -\. Erskin .......... . 
joe Sca .. enger ..... . as Smith ....... . Aver)' .... Shart. Room and pillar .. l Fan .................. Steam Shiprin~r Avery .......... \ Slo1>e ... Room and pillar .. Furnace... .......... Horse .. !:)bippln~.: 
WAPELLO COUNTY. 
Wbllebrtut Fuel Co., No ................ -~ Wm. \~illiams. ······1 Ottumwa ....... Shalt. ··1 Room and pillar .. 
t~~!1S:aFC:!I<i:00.',~00.4,_:::::·:::~·::::: . ~ I~~t~"~~de;;:::::: 8~:~~::::::::: §~:f!:·.: ~~~::~~~H:!~:: 
Eldoa Coal and Maniog Co .•............. \V, R. Daum .. . ...... Ottumwa ....... ShaH ... Room and pillar .. 
Carbon Coal Co ...................... , _ L. Ludwick.......... \Villard .. .. .. • ShaH , . Room and pillar .. 
Bear Creek Coal Co ........................ Robt. Parker ......... Ottumwa ....... Slo~ .. Room and pillar .. 
~~.?~~:IC~ ~--~-~~- ~~:. ~~::::: :::::::: ::::! kn:bt~0P:diir: :: ...... 8!:~~:: ~ :::::: ~ro~ · ~:~ =~~ ~ill:~:· 
~~~~sc<?~!fCo::::~:::::::::: :::::::::: :::: ·i X: J~oz~ams::·:::::: 8n~~:: ::::::: ~~:fL · ~:~~ :~~ g::J:~ : 
~~~~o~·g~~lc~~~-~~:::::::::::~:::::: .... fr!':s·c~~ePs~~il ....... 8!!~::: ::::::: ;r;J~·. "I~~~~:~~ g::J~:: 
Excelsior Coal Co ....................... _ .. ~ Stire... .... . .. .. . Ottumwa ....... Shaft, . Room and ptllar . 
Black Hawk Coal Co ....................... A. C. Cau¥"hlin ....... Ottumwa ...... , Slope,. Room and pillar 
Risher Coal Co ............................. R. }tisber ............. Ottumwa ....... Sbtlft. .. Room and pillar .. 
Fair Coal Co ................................ E. Fair.............. Ottumwa ....... Slope ... Room and pillar .. 
Cooper Coal Co , No. 1 .......... , ......... \Vm. Cooper......... Ottumwa ....... Slope ... 1 Room and pillar .. 
~'13.\':'c~~T'.iS·e:tt:· ~,;: 
M clotosh Coal Co. • •.••. 
\\'m, COOJlcr .... ·····1 ~ttumwa ...... 
1 
$lope ···1 Room .-ud pjllar 
D. J. Loyd ... .. fo.ldon -· ...... Shaft .. Room and Jllllar . 
ju, McloiO!!ih ...... Eldon .......... Shaft. Rsom and pillar .. 
VAN BUREN COU~TY. 
Fan ................. .. 
Fan ........•......•... 
Fan .................. . 
Fan ........... .. 
Fan ................ .. 
Furnace .•............ 
Furnace ............ .. 
Fan .•............ 
Fan ..•................ 
Furnace .••• • . . ...... 
Furnace • .. .. .. 
Furnace ............ . 
Furnace ............ .. 
Furnace ...... .. 
Furnace ............ .. 
Furnace ............. . 






































Findley Broa................. • . .., H. Findlev •• .•••• •• ,Douds ......•... , ~halt. .• ,Room and pillar .. ,l'urooce ...••.•.••. ,Horse •. , Shlpplo~ 
W•. K. Carsoo ............................ \\'. R. Car.son ........ Douds .......... ShaH .. l<.obrn and pillar .. Furnace .............. Horse .. ShlpJJin~: 
Radclltl Coal Co...................... H. L. Radclitt • Douds .......... Shaft . Room and pillar. Furnacf' .. • ..... II one .. Shipplni. 
Cablll Coal Co ............................. C. A. Cahill.. .... . ... Farmington .... Shaft.. Room and pillar, _ Furnace_ . ..;:;;. ........ Horse ... Locn_l_ 
JEFFERSON COUNTY. 
Pearlee Coal Co ......................... ,!. E. Courtoe)· ....... , Perlee ........ ··1 Shaft .. 1 Roam 1nd p~lar ·I Furnace. • • . .•. . ShiiiPinif',. 
Wilco• Coal Co ............ , .............. \Vm. Wilco:. ......... Fairlit"ld ...... Shalt ... Hoom nod pillar . llurnace .. . .. ........ Lout. 
Bate. Coal Co ..........•... . •. G. \V. Bates .......•.. Fa1rtield. ···· -· Shalt • ..::l.R~m and p11lar. Furoace_:_··;,.__· ··~ Local. 
"WAYNE COU~TY. 
= ~::1 ~~-: ~:·. ~-- ::~: :: .::~:: :::.: ~=~~~I~~::: .. :::::: ~=~·~~~~ :::::::.1 ~~=n: :·1 t:~~ ::n: ::.:::::: 
t'w,.:~,~~·-~~: :::·::~::· ::.::::.:::: ... r:~-'is~r~1~~-~~::.:::: ~n~~~!c~·: :.:: ~~=n: :. 1:~~: ::n: :::::::: 
Will L Rouaoo ............ ................ \V. L. Rousson Confidence ..... Slope. Lonr wall. ...... .. 
Aaron Radcllfl"...... .... .. .... .. .... . o\aron Radcliff..... Confidence ..... Slope ... Lon~r wall ....... .. 
Fan ...... -......... .. 
. Fan ..•.••.• 
Fan .. ...... ...... .. 
Fan .... . ., . •••• 




Thomas D1al. ............................ Thomas Dial. ........ Laddsdale ...... !))ope •. Room and p11lar . Furnace .......... .. 
~tei'lm .• Shippln~e. 
~taam. ~hipplnl( . 
~leam •. Slupp1nw-. 
Steam .. Local. 
Hone , Local. 
Horse. Local. 
Luaa(ord Coal Co .......................... I A. C Lunsford ...... 1 L.uosford ...... , ~htlt. ... I Room and P!llar .. I Furnace ............ . 
lr.o.vJ.o~;:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :.::·::: li.0\lo~::·.:·::.~··: ~~~~~- :::: .. :::: bl~f: : .. ~:: =~~ ~m:~ .. ~~~~:~: ::~. :::::: :·:: 
J, TeHdale .... .. .... .. . . .. . . . . .. • . ... J. Ttesdale .......... 1-.ldon .......... , Slope ... Room and pillar .. . Furnace •. , .......... 1 norse . ·I 1.-0c~:.. _ 




















e::: ..... z 





Campbell Coal C~ ..................... ~- . ~odrick Campbell. ... ~ew Market .... ~hart ... j Lonac ~II. ........ Furnace. . .......... Horse. tbipvin~ I . . I I .\Ddenoa Coal Co •• No. t ............. . ... , Thos .. \odersoo ...... 1 ;l;ew Market .... ~halt .•. Lonr •all. ........ 1 F.urnace .• .. . ..... Horse .. ~hlpplo~. .....,. 
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APPANOOSE COUNTY. 
'l'his county is underlaid with a very regular ,•ein of coal; having double 
the amount of mines that any other county in the state has. The principal 
mining centers are Centerville nod Mystic, there being more mines located 
within a radius of six miles of these points than in any other location in the 
county. The coal is worked on long wall and semi·loog wall method. The 
coal is of no excellent quality, and one among the best domestic coals pro· 
duced. 
There were employed in the mines on an average, during the pnst bien· 
nial period, 1,809 miners and 545 day men, mnking, all told, employed in 
the mines, 2,354 men and boys, who produced, during tbe past two years, 
1, 295,800 tons of coal, receiving in wages, during the nbove period, $772,800, 
making an average for each employee working in and around the mines of 
$343; this certainly is a good showing, taking into consideration the large 
amount of mines that do very little work during the summer months. 
There has been a great deal of improving going on in nod around the 
mines, during the two years just passed; hoisting appliances, cages, tipples, 
fans, and a number of improvements which have materially aided those 
connnected with the coal business in the above county. 
The county is favored \vith good railway facilities, having the Iowa 
Central, K. and W., C., St. P. and )1., C. R. and P., nod K. C. Railways, 
to cnrry her product to the northern, northwestern, and western markets. 
:MONROg COUN'l'Y. 
:\!on roe county bas become the lnrl!est coal-producer in the first district, 
and promises to be the largest in the state, having within the past biennial 
period added several large mining plants and increased the output of n great 
many of the others. 'The county's location for railway fncilities and railway 
business is secrmd to none in the •tate . 
The new ruining plant•, as well as the older one~. are equipped with the 
latest mining Improved machinery and equipmeots. The vein of coal is of 
goucl quality and tbicknes.~, and the vast amount of drilling that has been 
done clearly shows the county to contain some of the largest basins of coal 
yet discovered within this section. This territory is practically open to lava 
sion from northern feeders, and this naturally leads to the more rapid devel· 
opment of these rich fields. 
There wa.~ produced during the first year of our biennial period, 642,000 
tons of coal; during the last half of our biennial there was produced 938,000 
tons, nearly reaching the million point; being a net gain in favor of the last 
year of 295,822 tons, which is much the largest gain that waa ever made in 
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any one county in a year during the history of mining in Iowa. Producing 
this coal gave employment to 1,235miners and 590 day men, making a total 
of 1,825 employees working in and around the mines. There was paid 
during the last two years for wages 1,574,865 dollars; showing that Monroe 
county is nearing the top of the column of mining counties. 
WAPELLO COUNTY. 
This county bas quite a large field of coal, although the mineral has 
been mined in large quantities for a number of years. The coal is of a good 
quality, giving excellent satisfaction as a stone coal. The veins are from 
three to five and one-half feet in thickness. There is a strong belief among 
the coal men that the largest basins of coal are, as yet, undeveloped, 
although there is a great deal of drilling being continued along that line, 
which certainly means new developments. The local mines, within a radius 
of three miles of Ottumwa, do an excellent local business, owing to the 
large demand from manufacturing plants located around the city, which 
are increasing in number very rapidly. 
JEFFERSON COUNTY. 
Jefferson county has produced coal, in small quantities, for a numher of 
years, but the production for each has never been large. Coal averages 
nhout three and one·half to four feet in thickness and usually free from 
impurities. Coal brings very good prices at the local mines, which are 
worked principally during the winter months. Ventilation is furnished by 
furnace 
VAN BUREN COUNTY. 
'I'he coal-producing area of this county is small, none of the mines having 
railway connections. The coal is usually reached by shaft. Nearly all the 
mines now working are within n radius of three miles of Doud staHon. At 
most of the mines the miner delivers his coal on the cage. 
Furnace ventilation prevails throughout the county. There are employed 
in and aronnd the mines about fifty employes. 
DAVIS COUNTY. 
Uavis county joins on the east one of the largest coal producing counties 
in the state, the same being Appanoose county. Yet, the county does not 
seem to increase its outpoot of coal to a very large extent. This county 
needs more prospecting, which if followed up will mean more mines and 
machinery for handling coal. The county is favored with good railroad 
facilities. The mines that are now being operated are within a short dis-
tance of Eldon. 
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WAYXE, TAYLOR, A...."D PAGE COUN'l'IES. 
Wayne, Ta~lor, and _Page counties compose the principal southern tier 
of. coal-~roduc~ng counttes, also a part of the line which divides Iowa and 
.:\[Jssoun. 
The principal coal ~eam worked in the aboYe counties lies at considerable 
depth· The s~am is of uniform thickne" and a number one quality. The 
C. • M. & St: I·' the C . , R. I. & P., and the C., B. & Q. handle the coal 
from the \•anous mines in these counties. 
Quit_e a number of mines are operated exclusi,-ely for local business in 
the vanous parts of the counties. They are usually located where it requires 
~he least expense to reach the coal and handle the snme. Prices for mining 
10 Taylor county average $1 . 20 per ton; in Wayne county 95c is paid· in Page 
count?' $1.00 per ton is paid. The long·wnll method is used th•·ou~hout the 
cnuntJes. Way_n~ county produced during the laM biennial period !1.1,000 
tons of coal, g1v1ng employment to 138 miners noel 39 day men, making a 
total of 167 employes. There was paid out, during the biennial period for 
lab~r performed in producing the same, $116,200. Taylor county produced, 
dunng th~ same penod, 43,08~ tons, giving employment to on an averag" of 
110.men, In _and around the miDCS, and paid for wages, during the biennial 
penod, $73,:>30. 
'rhe ventilation of some parts of the mine• located in the abo,·e named 
counties, bas, at times been deficient, especially during the spring and fall 
months, for the reason that there are those who use furnace ventilation 
aucl depend on different ones in the mine to look after the furnace· there 
not being sufficient output to enable them to employ one to do nothi~g ei
5
e 
but look after the furnace; and for this rca<;On the vent;Jation is ven• often 
neglected·. F~ns are be_ing substituted in a number of places, which all 
tends to n1d th1s sectiOn •n better ventilation. 
The companies producing the largest output of coni are the Chicago Coal 
Company, No;s. 1 and 2, and the Seymour Coal Company, each plant being 
located near Seymour. 
There. are in operation six mines in Wayne county, seven in Taylor county, 



































6. 1901 .s. 1901 
FATAL ACCIDENTS. 
Ta/JI.~ showing Falal Accidenls ;, Dis/riel .\"o. I, for Ill~ bimttial p~riod mdittg Juu~ 30, I90I. 
I ~ NAME OF COMPANY OR FIRM. I \\ IIBRB LOOTBU. CAUSB OP CASUALTY. NA.K& OF DaCLUBU. 
Alfred SwloiCoe ..... ... . Pit Boss .. ...... Strucb by balancewel~tbl. Black Hawk .........••........ ' O!lumwa. 
J. L. Wooda ••••.•••••• ·· Carer •. . • . •···· Soair~t~~nb~~lel~-~~0~.1.~~-~~ ~~~r~-a-~~- Chica o Coal Co. . ...... ~eymour. 
). Mc:Kiozie.... .. . . . •.•. Cager. . ...... . , Fell down shaft ...... .• _ • ........... Whitetrea.st Fuel Co ......... 
1 
CJe,·elan. d. 
H. Edwarda .••..••....•. Miner .......... Fall of slate ... ... . ... ........... Wapello Coal Co ............... HitemAn. 
Wm. BroWDlq ........... ea,.er..... ... . .. . Fell down shah.... . ........•. . 'I Browning Coal Co '. . . .. .. New Market 
Cnrter PerkiDt. . .. . ... Miner....... . . . F:all of slate . .. .. .. .. . . ... . . . . . .. Hockiug Coa.l Co. .. . ... . Hocldnr Valie~·. 
~~ou:~~·a:::::: ::: . :· ::: ~!~:~:::::::::::: : ~:H~I :::~~ .: :.:~::::· · .. ::.·::: ~~:m~~aJE~al c~ .... : ....... :~ ~~~~freid: 
Cbaa. Carlton ............ Mi~er ............ . Fall of slate .................. c 1., .. _ .......................... Hileman. 
~irr~·.:UI!:n ..... ~:~:: ~in~~~:.' .... ::·" ~:Bgi :~:~: ::: '"··:::· _· .. :::. ~~l~~a~oo~~~~ ~~·:::::.:·:·~:~: ~-lei{::::~: 
jao. RlchardJ.... ..... • Cager..... .. ..... SomethiDJt fell from top or sbaft and . . . 
: slruckh1m ..................... Pb1lhps Mme. , .. Ottumwa. 
Miner ....... "I Fall of slate .... ... .... ... . Keb Mines ... . ··1 Keb. 
Miner ............. Fall of slate ..................... Keb A!1nes .. .. . .. ... .. . . .. . Keb. 
Miner ............. Fall of coal. .......... ... . . . . . . .. Centen·1lle Block No 5 .. . . . Dru1l. 
Miner ............ Fall of slate .... .... .. . . . .. Deep \ 'em .. . . . . Foster 
~i~:~: ::::: ..... ~:lfg~ :1:!: ··::::::··· ··~.:: .. ··1 \"naJ~e~~~nCMi~~-0 ... •• ·.: ~!~~!aacitet 
Harry RaDJOD .... . .... . 
l<obl. £qaa ........ .... . 
Fruk Sblrck. . ...... .. 
Cbu. Tborulon .. .. . 
G. Wllllamo ........ . 
G. C. Raina •••..• 
FIRST DISTRICT, NON-FATAL ACC!DE:STS, 
Table slunllinr lis/ Non·falal Accid~nls District So. I for lilt' biennal p~riod ending Jwu 30, 1901. 
CAUSE 0> ACCID&NT. ~--~- RBSIDBNCK.-
Aaplt u, •199 Frank E. jane ...... ··· ··\ Machine runner .. Back injured ................. ........ ~ • •. ·······- ... .... ....... ~~llle. 
Auplt 38, ·~ R. L. Evau ............. Timberman ...... Hip a~l<l. back injure1t ............... Fall of slate .. .. •. . . .. .. .. .. . . . 11ockina-. =:.e• ~: := u:c.M~::race:.: ::::::: :: ~~~:~ :::: ·::::::: ~kh1r~::~~::::.:::::::·.:::::::.:.::::· ~:ll ~f ~~~t_:::·· ." ..... :.:·.:.:: t:~:~rvlll e. 
October 2"/. 1899 Wm. Veacb .... .. •• . . . . . . Machine runner .. Back broken .............. , ........... Fall of slate .... ... ... , .......... Cent en ille 
Nonm.ber s. 1899 H . Mathews ............. Miner ............ Fractureofsku·l. .. . ............ ............................... , ... l\ly•tlc 
NoYember n. 18Q9 Geo. Palmer ............ Miner ............ LeK"s bruised ................. . .. .. Shot of coal. ............ ,, ...... ,\ver). 
=~r ::: := l\im~e~~rtf:~~::: : :::::::: ·-w;~;;·::.: :::::::: Ji:~kb:~:ehne~d i~·)ured":.:::::::::::: i'~tiotsi~ie:.: ~ :.:.::·· .. :··: m:~~: 
Pebruary a. 1900 A. ZanaiDio oo•· .......... M!ner ............ Lee broken ..................... t"t>Ot caua-ht in Cage ........... ~Rlhbun 
)larch 16, 1900 \Vm . Mathe""• ........... M1ner ........ . Heiad and face burned , ............. Powdel" exploded . .. ........ Smo ky llollov.. 
March 16, 1900 t B. James ... ............ Miner ............. Head and body burned ........... . ... Powder exploded ............. Smoky Hollow. 
March 22, IQOO . Cudworth ............... Loader ...•..•... "I Back injured .. ....................... Fall or slate ... .... ··- ' .... Laddldalr 
March :a8. 1900 ao ......•.•............ ··1 MKhiae Ranoer .. Lip and nose cut., ....... , ........... Struck by cba.il1 . . .. .. . . . • .... Laddadale. 
llay 1, 1900 • SemanskJ ........... .. Mioer ............. Bruised aad stunned ..... ..... ..... lilt by blown open dool", .. , .. Hynes. 
1::: ~: :: ~~·~~~t::.:::::::::: ~:e~~~:.:::::: : I k~kbh~~~~.:-.-.-.-· :::·::::::::::::· ·· t.:n ~~::::~::: · ::·:· :.:·::::: r;~~:; · 
J•ne :i•'900 PelorGoibet ............ Mioer ............. · Head cut and bruised ........................................... ...... Hynes. 
~:~ember .: !;: ~~~J!•r~~· ... .".".: :::: ~~=~:·;:::·:: :::;; ~fc'l:l~\~r~~~~."::·::::::·:.:.::·:·· ~:~~~~~le".'.'.'.' .. : .. :····:·:: r1J~~dale 
~!:t!~ ;;: !C ~- {:·r!.;:~=~ ::::::::. ::~: =:::~: :::::::::: :·1 ::~~~r-~i-~~~. ::~: ".::::: :::::: ::~: ·· ~::J ~} ~~!i. :::: :_ ·::: :: .: .. :. : ·~ ~~~~;ih . 
December 6, tqoo Arthur }ooee ............. MlDer .................................... ......... ,_ .... ~~II do"A""D shaft ................ Cincinnati. 
l~ouary -'• 1901 J. Winston ............... Trad.la)·er ....... Leg broken. , ....................... fall of slate .................... ll !teruan 
i.":~h"y ~t ::: ~. ~.dt:::::,;;;:::.::: :::: ~1::: .. :::· ...... ~ Mn;~~.~·:c::::::::::.: ... ::·:·::::: ~:~~~~ ~~~r::·.::::::::.: :·· V~~~~~~"· 
~~~ :6: ::: a.~·~ihf:!~'.".'.".'.".".":::::: ~~=~:::: : :: ..... ~~~~e~n~u.red::::: :::::: •· :::::::::::: ~::Ourfd~~~~ ~~fn po;,;d~~·::.: .. ~~:t:;: 
April o, 1901 S.l:; Wrie ................ Miner ............. Injured intomallr •...•... ........•. Fall o! roor. ........... .... ,. .•. l(Jdon. 
~~~· !i: !:! kurt0~1itiPi:::: ::::::: :: ~~~~1R~:~er~: ~~~ ~~r~~~.:·:::::.:·:: :::::· ::::.::~::\ ~:~~~fog~~~~-::·::~ .. ::::~:~~:::: ~l.":~nd, 
::: =:: ~:: ~.'ie!j: .. ~: ::::::~·:: ~n~err_·::·:: :;:::::: &:~i~~'di~Oii~j·u·r-~d.::::::~.:· ::~: ~=r~~~~l~~=~-f~t.·:::::: :::: .... ~::~~:: 
iaauary •· 1901 R. Samuel ................ Tracklayer ...... ,. Severe scalp wound ................... Fall of slate ......... ..... .... _ .• Hlteman 
DAn. NAMB. OCCUPATION. 
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EXA~UNATION HELD AUGUST ZS, 1901. 
lOW\ SJATit 'EX\'IP\'\TION" FOR '"\Il~J· l·ORlt:\1\S ANIJ PIT DOSSF.S-1901-
FIRST SBRU!S. 
I. Describe fully the duties of a mine foreman of an Iowa coal mine. 
2. Define the following terms: Anemometer, regul~<tor, water-gauge, 
indicator and tail-rope. 
3. What is the ratio of the rubbing surfaces of two airways each 2 OOIJ 
ft!et Jon~.: when one is eight feet square and the other i, ~lx by ten and ;wo-
thirds feet <'(:tiona! area' 
4. What <loes the Iowa law require in the way of fans and furnaces for 
the ventilation of mine,, and what are the duties of the mine inspector when 
he line Is that these devices produce an insufficient amount of air or that the 
mmes are being workt!d under unsafe conditions? ' 
5 •• What is_ the penalty ~or o~structmgair-courses, di turbing machinery 
or d~mg anythmg that Will 1mpa1r the health or endanger the life of miners, 
and 1n case the owner of a mine fails to provide for the safety of his men 
after twenty day~· notice, what should be done> 
h. t:1ve n rule for dett:rminlng the horse-power nL'<'essary to ventilate a 
nune when the amount of air and the pressure required to circulate it are 
known 
7 l:xplaln the principles of natural ventilation, and give reasons why 
the deeper shaft usually acts as an upcast in winter nnd downcast in summer. 
R. _What is the diffP-rcnce between longwall advancing and longwall 
retreating? l!ncler what conditions would yon prefer the latter process? 
9. In what docs an explosive develop It< power' Wh t is n blow-out 
shot, and what causes it? 
1~. \\'hat horse-power'" usc<l to ventilate a mine u ing 80,000 cubic feet 
or ntr per minute \\hen the resi lance nf the air as shown by the water-guage 
l• two mches. 
SECONI> SllRIIlS. 
11 \Vhnt are the cau5e5of spontaneous combustion, and how would rou 
proceed to prevent it In n mine that produce.• n large amount of fine coal? 
12. H n fan that makes eighty revolutions per minute produces 1-iQ ()(lt) 
<ubic feet of aJr per minute, how many revolutions must tht: same fan m~ke 
in order to pruduce 100,000 cubic feet? 
13. Where shonl<l a mining-shaft be lo ated In opening up n mine, and 
what should be the SIZe of shaft pillars for dllferent depths of a mine> 
Under what conditions should these pillars be especially large? 
H. How can the appro~imate velocity of an air current in a mine be 
deterrumed without using an anemometer' 
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15. Describe an accurate method of using an anemometer in dctermln· 
tng the velocity of an air-current in a mine. 
16. Determine the moll\-e column In a mine 400 feet deep when the tem· 
perature of the down.:ast i< forty clegl'Ce'l and that of the upcast 120 degrees 
Fahrenheit? 
17. What gases are commonly found in the coal mines of Iowa? 
11escribe each fully and state wb:lt effect It has on the human sy-tem as well 
tu• method of testing for it? 
11-;. How is a true meridmn determined, and wb t is meant hy the decli 
n tion of a magnetic needle? 
19. Describe the proper method of conducting the underground survey 
of ~1 mine. 
20. There are two rectangular airways eac·h 3,000 feet long. One i~ 
live feet SCJuarc and the other is four by ().l$ feet sectional area. When tbe 
pressure that is required to \entilatc the square nimav show, a wntcr-v;nuge 
rcadmg of 2 S inches, what will h~ the pressure require<! to ,-cntllate the 
other a1rway with the !<llme amount of air? 
10\\.A STA 1K I~X \:\Jl::\ \ 110~ I' OK llOlSTISt~ ft."'(oJNI· HJ.ts-1'")()1-IIRS I 
Sf:HIH..; 
1. What are the du!Jcs of a holstiogengtneer at the coal mines of Iowa, 
an<l what natural •1ualities should he possess? 
2. llefine the following tcnns: Combustion, dea<l center, lead, t<n ile 
strength and factor of safety. 
3. Determine the horse·power of a fifty inch cylinder boiler, thtrty-t"o 
feet long, when it Is •et one-half exposed to the heat 
4. c;1,e a complete definition of foanung and priming, .md tute ns 
fully as possible the causes of each. 
5. Describe a proper methocl of conducting a test t•> determine the 
s.,fcty of a boiler. 
1). Determine the mtlicated hor u·power of a single-cylinder eogme hnv· 
in~ a piston ten inches in diameter w1th a twelve-inch stroke, when thecrnnk 
makes 120 revolutions per minutc, ancl the mean etTectlvc pressure of th< 
steam Is sixty pound• per square inch. 
7. Descnhc the proper mcthorl of lining the crnnk-shaft of an engine. 
R. How can hnnl scale be removed from the flues and sheets of a botlcr, 
nrl what can \OU sa} abont cleaning tt at frequent int rvnls? 
9. Describe the best methnd of firing a holler that "'111 m•ure ec n my 
10 fuel nnd protection of the plates. 
HI. What steam pr ore hould be allowed in a b01ler xty I h 
dmmcter, made of three·e1ghtbs steel plate, hnvmg a teo le trength 
fiS,tJrlO pounds, when 11 is double riveted and operate I un r a fac r f 
fety of lhe? 
S~COSll P.RI 
11. What is meant by the mc<:banlca efli en y of n eogme Supppo 
the mdlcnted horse-po .... er of an engine 180, nd Its res1stan e s tw nty 
two horse-power, what Is Its mechanical efli ency 
1:.!. 'fhe diameter of n lever snfety·valve Is two me e . What we ght 
rutJ t be attached to the lever twenty Iache beyond the val\e to allow th.,. 
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steam to blow off at sixty pounds pressure, when the distance between the 
fulcrum and valve is four inches? 
13. Explain all the principal safety appliances that are used in connection 
with a hoisting plant . 
14. Give a full description of a block-brake and a band-brake, and state 
where each of these should be placed on a drum to give best results. Which 
of these brakes do you prefer? Why? 
15. How can the safe working load of a steel cable be determined when 
its diameter is known? Give a rule that will apply to cables of all diameters. 
16. Describe as fully as possible the method of conducting the hydraulic 
test of a boiler, and state when this may be b~tter and when less satisfac-
tory than the hammer test. 
17. What can "you say about erecting hoisting nppliances at the begin-
ning that will meet all the future requirements of a mine? 
18. Describe the tail-rope and endless-rope systems of haulage, and 
explain fully the differences in the operation of each. Are both winding 
drums in gear at one time for tail-rope haulage? Give reasons for your 
answer. 
19. Describe the construction and differences between a suction-pump 
and a force·pump, and explain fully the forces that operate each. 
20. 'Vhat horse-power is required to lift 300 cubic feet of water per min-
ute through a vertical distance of 200 feet, when the friction of" the machinery 





Mahaska, Keokuk, Lucas, Marion, Scott, Adams, and 
Warren Counties. 
JOHN VERNER, l NSI'ECTOR. 
LETTER OF TRANSMlTTAL. 
Hon. Leslie Jl'f. Sllaw, Go1•~rnor of I owa. 
SIR-I have the honor to submit to you herewith the report of 
the Second inspection district, covering the biennial period 
ending June 30, 1901. Very respectfully, 
jOHN VERNER, 
lnsputor Stco11d ])islrict. 
REPORT OF SECOND DISTRICT. 
Since the last report it has been found advisable to rearrange the inspec-
tion districts to some extent. Of the counties which composed the old 
second inspection district only three remain in the new second district, 
Mahaska, Keokuk, and Scott. Jasper county was added to the third dis-
trict, and Jefferson and Van Buren to the nrst. Adams, Warren, and 
Lucas from the first district and Marion from the third were placed in the 
second district. This arrangement makes the districts more compact, the 
work is divided better than formerly, and the expense of reaching the mines 
is somewhat reduced. 
The district, as· now constituted, includes the counties of Mahaska, 
Keokuk, Scott, Marion, Warren, Lucas, and Adams. These seven counties 
produced from July 1, 1899, to Juae 30, 1901, 3,800,337 tons of coal of all 
grades. This output came from 128 mines, large and small, and to mine 
and market it 2,759 miners and 1,252 other workmen were employed. 
Comparing the output of coal in the above counties for the last two years 
with their output of the biennial period preceding, we note a net gain of 
259,821 tons. This gain, however, is not a proportionate one in all the 
counties. Mahaska county's coal productioil diminished 346,312 tons, and 
Adams county's loss amounted to 9,349 toes. On the other hand, Lucas 
county gained 359,399 tons, Marion county 156,435 tons, Keokuk county 
71,002 tons, Scott county 19,069 tons, and \Vafl·eu county 9,577 tons. 
During the two years the miners and others employed in and about the 
mines have gained many concessions from the operators. 'rbe price of 
mining two years ago, in those counties in the district where the coal is 
blasted from the solid, was 75 cents per too of screened coal and 50 cents 
per ton of mine run. The screens in use then bad diamond bars, spaced 
one and one-half inches apart. The price paid in eight foot entries was $2 
per yard. Room turning wa.o; $4. Timl!>ermen, drivers, tracklayers, eager·, 
and others employed in the mines received $l.b'9 per day. Outside common 
labor was paid $1.25 to $1.50 a day. 
The price of mining at present is 85 cents per ton of screened coal, and 
60 to 65 cents per ton of mine run. Akron bar screens have been substituted 
for the diamond bar screen, and the space between the bars baa been 
reduced one-eighth of an inch. The price paid in eight foot entries Ia now 
$2.20 per yard and $4.48 is paid for room turning. The price for deficient 
and dead work has also been proportionately increased. Timbennen, 
drivers, tracklayers, cagers, and others employed in the mines receive at 
least $2.15 per day, and the minimum wage for outside common labor hu 
been raised to $1.60 a day. 
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believe I can <ay that the last two years have been the most successful 
in the coal trade of Iowa. Successful, not only from the operators' stand-
point, but from the miners' as well. Abundant crops, heavy railroad 
traffic, prosperity in general, and the total absence of strikes and lockouts 
have contributed to give to the miners steadier work with better pay and to 
the operators the fair profit they are entitled to . The yearly meetings of 
the operators and miners, to adjust the wage-sc ale in a way that may 
be muwally satisfactory, have also had their influence, and have done 
much to place the coal business on a more staple basis. It means much to 
the operator to have the reasonable assurance that he can run his mine for 
a year, without having to fear or take into consideration when making his 
contracts emergencies that may arise on account of wage disputes between 
himself and the miners in his employ. On the other hand the miner is 
equally benefited by this arrangement. He knows that, alter the ratification 
of the yearly agreement, for twelve months he may labor at fair wages, free 
from drtad that his earnings may be cut off and himself and family placed 
in want through a strike or lockout. It is to be hoped that the miners and 
operators will continue to adjust what differences may arise between them 
with the spirit of justice and fairness that has prevailed in the past. 
The condition of the mines in the district with regard to safety has been 
lair. Considerable work has been done during the last. two years to bring 
nbottt improvements in this direction. Additional escape-shafts have been 
provided in a. number of mines, the haulage and traveling roads have been 
kept reasonably safe, lind the safety appliances in use have in the main been 
found satisfactory and in good order. Not a man has been injured on 
account of unsafeness of entries in going to or returning from his work dur-
ing the last two years, and no serious accident has resulted from defective 
safety appliances. Especial attention bas been given to secure the safety of 
the miners in case of fire, and in some mines danger on that score has been 
reduced to a mere minimum. In a few cases mine stables were found so 
located that a fire breaking out in them would have proved a serious danger 
to the men in the mine at that time, but these stables have either been 
abandoned or measures provided to insure greater safety should a fire occur 
in them. In the absence of any legislation on this matter, I suggest that in 
the future all stables put underground be built as nearly fireproof as possible, 
and that they be so located that they can be ventilated by a separate split, 
diredly connected with the return air current. Hay and straw should not 
be permitted to accumulate in any part of a mine, and the storage in amine 
of large quantities of explosives and oil in one place should be avoided. 
Some months ago the miners in most mines in the district, where powder is 
used, requested the operators to send the powder ordered by them to their 
working places. The operators have generally complied with this request, 
aml in some mines, to facilitate the handling of the powder, storage-places 
for it have been provided to hold a day's or perhaps two days supply. The 
danger incident to such storage is so grave that there should be no delay in 
discontinuing the practice, wherever it may exist. 
The present mode of conveying the powder under this new arrangement 
through the mines is certainly more dangerous than the old way of getting 
the powder to the working places. I know what it means to carry a keg of 
powder for long distances underground, and I appreciate the desire of the 
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miner to be relieved of this tiresome task, but comfort purchased at the 
expense of safety is dearly bought. ln each of the larger mines in the dis -
trict from twenty to forty kegs of powder are used daily. Under the old 
system these kegs were taken inside by the miners who purchased them, 
and were carefully guarded by them against mishaps. Now the kegs are 
placed in one or two mine-cars, and in this way from 500. to 1,~ pound~ of 
powder, in an almost compact mass, are sent into the mme dunng workmg 
hours. If by careless handling or by accident this mass of powder should 
explode a horrible calamity would result, and the Joss of life would probably 
be limited only by the number of men in the mine at the time. The danger 
may be remote, but it t:xists. The possibility of such e~plosi~n occurring 
and its consequences should be sufficient to cause the d1scontmuance of a 
practice that apparently was adopted without due c~nsideration of the dan-
ger involved. I do not object to the operators takmg ~are of the powder 
until it reaches the purchaser at the working face, but 1t should be trans-
ported through the mines under safer conditions than pre,•ail no\~, . 
While there has been no retrogression with regard to the samtary condi-
tions of the mines of the dtstrict, and while in many instances decided 
improvement' along this line have been made, it remains a fact tha: perfec;· 
tion in this respect is still a long ways off. 'l'be powder-smoke nUisance 1s 
particularly objectionable. Nearly all the coal in the distri~t is mined by 
blasting it (rom the solid, aud in all the mines where powder IS used, except 
two, the practice prevails of firing twice a day, in the mid.dle of t~e shift 
and at quitting time. The ventilation provided for the mmes, whtle wtt~ 
due care and in the absence of shot firing, sufficient to air them properly, ts 
in a number of instances inadequate in those mines, where firing is done in 
the middle of the shift, to remove all the powder-smoke nnd gases by the 
time the miners have to commence work again in the afternoon. Consider-
able relief has been offered in ~orne mines by the sinking of additional venti-
lating sbatts, in others the cleaning up of airways and splitting the air cur-
rent has been of benefit; yet results have not been entirely satisfactory. 
It has been suggested that the best way out of the difficulty would be to 
stop firing at noon. That would be an effective remedy, and would work 
all right in mines where the coal is o.f fair thickness and bias~ .well;. but 
unfortunately nature has failed to provide such favorable condttinns 10 all 
mines. I did not feel justified, except in aggravated cases, to apply this 
remedy, because in a large number of mines in this district an action of that 
kind would mean a reduction in the earnings of the miners working in them, 
as well as a reduction in the profits of the operator by reason of a decreased 
daily tonnage I favor continuing the pracrice of firing twice a day, if It 
can be done without injury to the miners' health. I believe it is to the 
advantage of the miner and may in some re!tpects promote his safety. It 
appears to me that it would be of decided benefit to the operators of m!Dea, 
not especially favored by nature, to remove the objection to twice-a-day 
firing by providing means of ventilation of such power and capacity that the 
mines can be practically cleared of smoke by the time the miners are nady 
to start to work again after dinner. 
3 
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Below will be found the tables giving the amount of coal produced in 
each county of the district in the last two years, the number of men 
employed, their earnings, etc. In this connection I wish to express my 
appreciation of the promptness of the operators in forwarding to this office 
their yearly reports on which these tables are based. Every mine that pro-
duced more than 8 ,000 tons of coal la.st year has reported, and of the smaller 
mines nearly ninety per cent have sent in their reports. 
TABLE No. 1. 
Showing t/1~ """"'~r of mines, ottt/)ut of coal, ~tuml>er of miners a"d o/Jier 
~mployes, etc., i11 District No.2 for the year mdin!f Jmu 30, 1900. 
:.. ------
~ :;;i ~ 0 "' .!! -~ a ~ u ·a o., 'ii "' s 
s~ 
a 0 
COUNT\ ~ o13 ·e -~ o: 0 
~~ .. -:l ~_g :ri ~;; 
D o., DC. .. DO. .!:C. e ~~ ee :.E SE Ee z z" ea , .. . .. ... (;) z ~ 
~~~· :·: T : J ·~~ ·~. ~~ ] ·~~ 
Totr.l ..... 127 _ 1 9_10,214 2.782 S1,:zq6C)96 1.:169 J62o.7IT 
TABLE No. 2. 
Showing /11~ 11umber of mines, output of coat, m"ul>er of mi11ers and other 
employes etc., i11 District No. 2 for 1/u year endi1l![ Jum· 30, 1901. 
';-o ~ 0 ~ ~ . .. 0 .. -u ii 'C c o, 1: .. '6 _., "' ·: t:O\'~TIKS. ~: -..; ·e 0 
0 




·=~ ~.~ .c~ E .. g~ S.S! co c~ ea z oOO ·=- ;c.. ,... z (!) z "' - ~·---
~ahuka • • • • ••• ....... :19 1,072,4~ 1 <59 777,742 72!\ S 403,264 
eokuk .• •••••· · ........ •. ........ 17 261, 31h 17J,9S3 15~ 8t,J05 
Lucu.... · ..... •· ...... · .... 7 249 3 28.! 174 659 166 q; 195 
~tarloo ............. h..... .... .. .... .. :zW. :z28:6o7 ~ •S6,JJ2. 1_11 tJ' 950 Scott. ... . .... ... ... .... ... ... .... .... 10 22,,.69 761 24,:\95 u 3'868 
Adam a,.... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. . 17 •S,.Yh 1 u 24 ~S9 16 3: 11s 
\Varren •.•.. ... . . .... . . .• • . . . . .. . . .. . to 16, ~72 ss 15, 2ss l.t 3. sos 
Tolal , ...... .. . .•.... ........ -;~~ ~734 ~;.-;QS~ S658.2en 
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TABLE ~o. 3. 
Itur~au or tkcnase for IIi~ y~ar ~!tdi1r.tr Jmu .JO, 1901, as compared will• lhr 
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The last table is a very interesting one, a nd should prove especially grat-
ifying to the representatives of the miners, who met the operators a year 
ago to adjust the scale for the year ending March 31, 1901. The mines were 
run an average of fifteen days less during the year ending June 30, 1901, 
than in the year preceding. ln the last year the tonnage in the counties of 
~lahaska, Keokuk, Luca.s and Marion fell off 59,688 tons, and fifty less 
miners were employed. Yet, notwithstanding this, the gross earnings of 
the miners in these counties increased during last year $46,&17 over their 
earnings of the year before. The decrease in tonnage in Mahaska county 
was 163,440 tons and the decrease in miners' earnings only $10,507, while 
Keokuk county:s output decreased 37,894 tons, and the miners' earnings 
$24,257. It appears at the first glance that the showing from these two 
countie< is very disproportionate, bttt investigation shows that there is noth-
ing wrong with it. Very little ha.s been paid by the operators of Keokuk 
county for deficient work, because there was little o( that kind of work to 
do; the expense for lifting bottom or brushing has been very light, and in 
addition about one-half the coal produced in the last year in the county has 
been mined without a cent of expense for narrow work or room turning on 
account of the exceptionally large amount of pillar work done. The case 
has been different in Mahaska county. Considerable low coal was worked 
last year at an advance per too over the scale price; the expense of taking 
up bottom and taking down top to make height has been very great, and 
there was a great deal of deficient work to pay for. 'l'he yardage and room 
turning account wa.~ proportionately very much larger than the ~ameaccount 
in Keokuk county. The figures for Lucas and Marion county also need 
explanation. \Vhile )!arion county's increase in tonnage last year was 
more than one· fifth that of Lucas count} , the !\[arion county miners' earn-
ings reached only ooe·tenth the increase gained by the miners of Lucas 
county. The number of small mines in Marion county Is consider&ble, and 
they are run on an as inexpensive scale as possible Some of them are not 
worked by union labor, and the prices paid in these mines are generally 
I 
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below the scale, In Luca• county, large mines have been recently ~pened. 
'l'heir development has been rapidly pu•hed, and the great expense mcurred 
lor narrow work, room turning, deficiencies, and dead work offers a ready 
and ufficient 50lution why there bas been such difference in the increase of 
themmen~'earning'll in the two counties. The number ofotberemployes, not 
mlnel"!!, in Mahaska, Marion, Luca.~ and Keokuk counties was twenty-nine 
)eM in the last year than it was in the year before. Still, the 1193 employe 
earned $37,710 more in the last year than the 1222 employes earned in the 
pn•ceding one The principal mines in the district worke~ about 260 days 
Ia t year. ~ow, if the agreement of 1900 increa.<ed the datly wage of each 
of theti<! employes 12 cents for each day worked in the twelve months end-
ing June 30, 1901, and I believe it increased it fully that much over the daily 
wage paid each during the year ending June 30, l!lOO. we have a gam of 
earnings on that score of $37,221, a sum almost identical with the one gtven 
in the table. 
MAHASKi\. COUNT\'. 
Maha•ka county •till maintains its position at the head of the list of the 
conl·produclng counties of Iowa. For more than twenty-five years it has 
produced more coal each year than any other county in the state; but it 
begins to look as if its supremacy in this respect is about ended. The 
extro.ordinary development of mines in Monroe county in the last two years 
has far outranked development work in Mahaska county; and, unle-. •orne-
thing Is done quickly to offset the advantage gained by its neighbor on the 
south, tbe lndicnttons are that .Mahaska county will have to be satisfied with 
seconcl place. 
The extension of the Chicago and North-Western Railway across the Ues 
,\!nines river will prove of great advantage to the mining industry of Mahaska 
county. 'l'he extension has made available valuable coal territory, that 
promises to yield more coni than bas been produced in Mahas~a cou~ty 
11ince the beginntng of coal mining in it. At present only one mtne, shtp-
l>ing coal over the new road, is operated in the county on the west side of the 
river; but a great deal of prospecting has been done in the new field, and 
other mines will probably be opened in the near future \V.,;t of Oskaloosa 
and Gouth of the now abandoned ~o. 4 mine of the American Coal Com-
pany, a new n1ine has been recently opened by the Garfield Coal Company. 
The coal in this mine, so far os It has been developed, is of fair thtckness, 
a'ernging more than five feet, and the mine promises to bt.'Come one of the 
Ia rio produco:rs of the county Several fair-sized ba.~ins of coal have been 
located southeast of the Garfield property, and their development is only a 
question of time. I am Informed that n new mlne will be opened southeast 
of Colon, with shipping faclht!es O\er the Chicago and ~orth-Western Rail-
road. Pro pcctlng is going on In different parts of the county, bot results 
at this time are not detinite enough to base predictions on a.-. to whether the 
tracts pro•pectcd contain coal enough to warrant their development. 
Of the mines now in operation In the ounty havtng ratlroad connec-
tions, eight are located on the Chicago and ::>:orth-Western Railroad, e1ght 
on the Chicago, Rock bland and Pacific, and one on the Iowa Central Rail-
road. 
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.'lfechanical underground haulage 15 largely in u_e, Two endles, ropes, 
se\·cn tail-ropes, and one electrtc motor convey the coal to the shaft bot-
toms, and three ,.jogle rol""> in slopes pull it to the tipples. The electric 
motor in u~ in the Pekay mine seems to do the work satisfactorily, and 
there f, no doubt that this kind of haulage i, n success, if conditions are 
fa,·orable. It appears to be not ~·onomical In mines where a olid roadbed 
cannot be made and maintained at a moderate cost, and where many and 
var~able grades have to be run over. 
The pro\isions made. during the last two )CDr» to insure the safety of 
those employL-d in the mines of the county ha,·e been satisfactory. Ten air 
and escape shafh have been sunk, and other commendable improvements 
have been made to render the mines as safe as possible. Of twenty-seven 
fatal and non-fatal accidents occurring in the county in the la.•t two years, 
none was caused through the ab!'ence or faulty construction of salcty appli-
ances. 
All the large mines and some of the smaller ones are ventilated by fans. 
~ineteen are now in use in the county; eighteen of these are run by steam 
and one by electricity. 'l'hese fans provide more than 375,000 cubic feet of 
air every minute to ventilate the mines. More than the minimum air volume 
per mmute required by law enten. each of these mines. In some of them, 
however, the air-curnont is not strong enough to remove readily the great 
volume of powder-smoke due to the firing of many shots at the same time, 
and the miners working in them are therefore compelled to labor, for a time 
at least, in an atmosphere that i< dectdedly injurious to health. I have spoken 
of this matter before, and I again urge the operator , if the practice of twtce-
n·dar firing is to continue in these mines, to increnge b)' <orne adequate 
method the volume of air going through them tmmedintely after firing time 
KEOKVK ~OUNTY. 
For seven years Keokuk county has ranked fifth among the coal counties 
of Iowa, Mahaska, Polk, Monroe and Appanoose have stood ahead of it in 
th<' number of tons of coal produced annually. It is not probable that the 
county can maintain that position in the future 'l'he mine that nas been 
the b t producer in the last few years, the Crescent No. 4, is about to be 
•bandoned, and the Columbian mine, almost equal to the Crescent, cannnt 
last much longer, unless the coal depo Its that can be reached from this mine 
arc larger thnn the pro pect holes put down in the adjacent territory seem to 
mdtcate. So far there have been no new mines de,·eloped of sufficient capn· 
city to make up for the falling off In the county's coal output that will be 
caused by the giving out of these two mines. \\'h1le Rome take a rather 
gloomy view of the situation, there is no rea on to fear that the coal wea th 
of the county is about exhau ted. It is true that the workable coal area 11 
small, nod Is confined almo t altogether to the northwestern part of the 
county; it s al o true that n con•iderable port ton of this area hn been worked 
out; yet it is very probable that good coni fields can still be fo nd f thor 
ongh and systematic prospecting 1 re nrte<l to to locate them. 
Five mines have shipping facilities over the Chicago North-\\ t rn 
Rn1lroad, and two ship over the Hurllngton, Cedar Rap ds &: Northern 
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Sew mines have recently been opened br the Lambert Bros . • the l!argaret 
(;on I company, and Baker; Bros. They are located in the vicinity of What 
Cheer. 
The mines now io operation are cot very extensive, and on that account 
mechanical haulage is not found in any of them, the Blatt mine excepted. 
In that mine ~inl{le rope haulage is in use. 
The mines in the countr, as far as safety is concerned, compare favor· 
ablr with any in the di•trict. Four air and escape shafts ha\·e been sunk 
<luring the last two years 'l'wo fatal accident< occurred, and four non-fatal 
acddents were reported. Two hundred eighty thousand, seven hundred 
forty-five tons of coal were mined for eacb fatal accident. 
The fair thickness of the seam, and the coo><equent roomy condition of 
the airways, ventilating machiuery of ample power, together with the gen-
ernl limited extent of the mine workings, mnke the problem of ventilation 
comparatively easy In the mines wher~ stoppiogs were properly con-
structed and looked after, ancl ordinary care wns taken to direct the air cur-
rent to the working faces, little or no complaint on account of insufficient 
ventilation was made by the miners employed in them. Neglect on the part 
of the mine foremen to make good use of the air \'Oiume at his disposal 
brought just complaints from the men. In such cases speedy improvement 
of conditions was tl&ked for, anti generally obtained to a satisfactory extent. 
J,UCAS COUN'l'Y. 
ln my report ul the first district, made in 1893, the following was said 
about the condition of the mining business in Lucas county: ''Once the 
second coal producing county in the state, with tln output of over a half mil-
lion tons per annum, it has nnw taken a position almost at the foot of the 
list. At present only two smnll mines llrestruggling along to keep the name 
< r Lucns county from being wiped out altogether from the roster of Iowa's 
<·onl-producing <·ounties. There is no question that coal in paying quantity 
<·an be found here, hut the reason for not developing it seems to be that the 
expense account to reach it would show up rather heavy. Be that as it may, 
the time will come when the coal fields of Lucas county will again give 
employment to hundreds of men." The time has come, and r am pleased 
that my predictions htl,•e proved to he correct, From twentieth in rank 
among the coal producing counties of the state in 1893, Lucas county now 
occupies seventh place, nod tbe indications are that during the next two 
years it wiiJ move still higher in the list. This change from n practically 
dormant state to one of great acti\'lt\· has been effected iu the last two years, 
and is due to the opening of mines by the Whitebreast Fuel Company, of 
Illinois, and the Big Htll Coal Company, in the western part of the county 
near the towns of Lucas nnd Cleveland, not far from the old coal territory 
that has yielded millions of tons of cnal, and where mining was carried on 
frum lll76 to 1891. Cle,•eland No. 4 mine, worked by the Wbitebreast Fuel 
Compt>ny of Illinois, has probably produced more coal during the last year 
than any other mine in the state. The ~st day's output of this mine was 
I ,058 ton' or mine run, and it was handled in seven and one-half hours.' 
~lore than 300 men are employ~d in and about this mine. The Big Hill 
, 
' 
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Coal Company's mine at Lucas has been worked so far under great disad-
vantage, dne mainly to the large amount of water that fonnd tl' wtly into 
the mine through a. porous sandstone that immediately overlies the coal. In 
the south and southwest portions of the mine, hol.-e\-er, the infl<>w of water 
ha.s apparently stopped, and if this condition continues the mine's de\·elop-
ment will be more rapid and a corresponding incre::<-e in ih output will 
result . The Chicago, Burlington & Qui ncr railroad furnishes shipping 
facilities for these t1vo mines, and also for the mine operated b\' the Lucas 
& Cleveland Coal Company. A new mine is about to be opened, three miles 
north of Chariton, by the lnland Coal Company. , 
'l'be principt>l coal seam worked in the county lies at considerable depth 
below the surface. North of Chariton the new shaft will reach the coal in 
about 225 feet: the Big II ill Coal Company's sbt>ft is 2i4 fl<t!t deep; nod the 
shaft of the Cle,·eland No, -l mine bus a depth of 321 feet. The lattcr is the 
deepest shaft in the state at present. The cot1l is of good quality, and will 
average four and one· half feel in thickness. The Lucas t>nrl Cle\·eland Coal 
Company works a seam belonging to tile middle coal measures, the coal Is 
two feet thick and is worked long wall. 
The mines were operated 260 days during the last year. 
SL'< fatal and six uon-fatal accident• occurred in the mines of Lucas county 
in the la.st two yea", Only 63,833 tons of coal were produced for each fatal 
accident. This is an extremely bad showing, and I hope that the miners 
and operators will use the utmost care to prevent, as far as po<sible, the 
occurrence of fatal and serious accidents in the future. It seems that good 
work in this direction has been done already. Since the explosion in No 4, 
ou January 5, 1901, up to this time (August 15th), only three accidents, 
(,;ausing- ~light injuries, have occurred. 
Tbe ventilation or some parts of the mines hR.~ at time~ been insufficient, 
but the deficiency was caused by adverse circumstances rather than through 
willful neglect on the part of the mine officinls. Fan ventilation has recently 
been substituted for \'entilation by steam jet by the Lucas nud Cleveland 
Coal Company, and efforts are being made 1n the other mines to put them 
in as good saoitar)' condition as possible. 
MARIOr\ COUNTY 
Marion county is very rich in coal deposits, and we find it stated in the 
geological report of the county, issued this year, that ''almost the entire 
connty is underlain by coal. Yet," the report snys further, '' notwithstand· 
iog these abundant depo,its, mining bas not been curried on nearly so 
extensl\'cly as in some of the adjoining counties, particularly Mahaska. The 
reason for this non-development of the min in!( industr)' in this region has 
been neither the character of the coal nor the thickness of the seams, but the 
Jack of railway facilities for the transportation of the product.'' It is true 
that railroad facilities to reach the maio coal ba.•ins of ~he county have not 
yet been provided, but there has existed so far seemingly little oecessit)' to 
tap them. Furthermore, there is yet an abundance of undeveloped coal 
within eas)' reach of the railroads. lo my opinion, the principal reason why 
developments have been somewhat slow has not been due so much to the 
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lack of railroad facilities, but rather to the lack of available markets. 
'!'a king everything into consideration, Marion county has not done so badly 
recently in developing its mineral resources. Since 1898 the coal production 
of the county has increased 71 per cent, and there is every indication that 
the healthy gTowth of the coal business will continue. 
Three railroads, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Wabash, and 
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific furnish transportation to get the coal to 
market. 
The two mines having the largest output at present are located on the 
Wabash railroad, one is the mine operated by the Wild Rose Coal & Mining 
Company at Morgan Valley, and the other is No. 1 mine at Hamilton, 
owned by the Donley Coal Company. Four mines have switches from the 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad, and one mine at Otley has track 
connection with the Des Moines line of the Rock Island. 
About two years ago a shaft was sunk by the 0. K. Coal Company five 
miles west of Bussey, and on the north side of Cedar Creek, into a vein of 
coal between eight and nine feet in thickness. The mine was at the time 
developed to some extent, but for more than a year and a half it has been 
idle. Owing to the considerable distance of the mine from the railroads, 
the coal could not be hauled by wagons, loaded on the cars, and marketed 
at a profit. This difficulty bas, however, been overcome. A switch about 
six miles in length starting near the town of Tracey, and running along the 
north bank of Cedar Creek, now connects the mine with the Wabash rail-
road. The prospecting record of the field, in which the mine is located, 
indicates that its yield should be very large. Another mine is about to be 
opened on the Knoxville branch of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail-
road. It will be located north of Flagler, and be operated by the American 
Coal Company. The vein is of good thickness and easily reached and the 
mine promises to become one of the large mines of the district. 
The amount of coal hauled by wagons from the smaller mines near the 
towns of Hamilton, Flagler, and Otley, and loaded on the cars, has been 
considerable. About 27,000 tons were handled in this way last year. 
It may confidently be expected that the next year's output of coal in the 
county will show a material increase over the output of the year just ended . 
Only four of the county's twenty-eight mines are ventilated by fans. 
Small furnaces are used in the others to furnish ventilation. In the winter 
little difficulty is experienced in airing them satisfactorily, and as there is 
little work done in them in the summer and the number of men employed 
in them very small, the decreased efficiency of such ventilation during the 
warmer months does comparatively little harm. There is an evid~nt desire 
on the part of the operators of small mines to improve them, make them 
safer, and better their sanitary condition. 
SCOTT COUNTY. 
Scott county has produced coal for a long number of years, but, while 
its total output from the time mining first commenced in the county up to 
the present time repre•ents a very respectable tonnage, the production for 
each year has never been large. Jn the last two years mining has been 
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carried on more actively and extensively, resulting in a marked increa,e of 
the output, the coal production for the two years amounting to 42,119 tons . 
The coal averages about three feet in thickness. Jt is worked on the 
room and pillar plan, and the miners receive from a dollar to a dollar nod 
twelve and a half 'cents a ton for mining the coal and delivering it at the 
shaft bottom. In the mines west of Buffalo the coal is blasted from the 
solid; but in the mines aroulld Jamestown no powder is used. None of the 
mines are located near a railroad, consequently little coal is shipped. James-
town is the center of the mining industry, and the principal mines of the 
county are located near that place. 
At only one mine steam power is found to hoist the coal, horses being 
used for that purpose at the others. Ventilation is maintained by small 
furnaces in all the mines, except in the mine operated by Buchmeicr & 
Carlin which has fan ventilation. The mines are cheaply equipped, yet the 
equipments are adequate under the circumstances to insure reasonable safety 
to the men working in them. No accident of a seriou' nature has occurred 
in the mines of Scott county during the last two rears. 
ADAMS COUNTY. 
The mines in Adams county produced in the last two years 34, ?51 tons ot 
coal, and about 175 men found employment in work in and around the 
mines and in hauJing the coal to market. The mines are all small, none 
have shipping facilities, and they are depending entirely on the local markets. 
As there are no manufacturing or other industrial establishments to supply, 
and as the demand for coal for domestic use is very light in the summer, 
nearly all the mines are idle during that season of the year. In the winter, 
however, especially if the roads are in good condition, the demand generally 
exceeds the supply. 
The coal seam, which averages about sixteen inches in thickness, is the 
thinnest worked in the district. It is reached by shallow shafts and is 
worked long wall. The miners receive from five to six cents a bushel for 
mining and delivering the coal at the shaft bottom. Most of the county's 
coal output comes from the mines in the vicinity of Carbon. Mines are also 
worked near Eureka, Briscoe, and Hoyt. 
Mine ventilation is produced by small furnaces, and in cold weather 
natural ventilation is generally sufficient to air the mine~ satisfactorily. 
Owing to the thinness of the seam, the method of working it, and the good 
roof, accidents of a serious nature are very rare, and none has occurred 
during the la.<t two years. 
WARREN COUNTY. 
Warren county contains considerable coal, and its yearly output could be-
largely increa.o;ed, were it not for the fact that railroad faclllti• to market the 
coal profitably have been lacking so far. There is only one amall mine in 
the county that can load its product on the cars without baalfq It by wag· 
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MAHASKA COUNT\' . 
illi•us in operation i1f Disll-icl l\lo. 2, 1/uir location, etc. 
~0:: I ~ I ·~ I 
""!ti g. ~ ·o 
!iiSD Of' 11.\ULAtO! 
LOCATIOS OJ.' ;\.liSE. 
-~ ~; .E.!: ~..!! .E 
"tt C - I'Llt.N 01<~ WORK· Q . 1 .<: 
~L ~,;, I IS<' , .. s.. :l~ ~ I 
"' :..: ::0 :..: i . -- ~ - - - --- --
(;onsolidatiOtl Coat Co .. •• I Q I" miles east of EddV\tlle .. C. & N. \\',. :;.haft Room 01nll pi.Harl F.ana •..• l S.team. ·1 Endle~• ropt• and mule " 
Lost Creek Fuel Co.. • . . • 1 ' Lost Creek............ C. & N \V .. ~haft H.oom and p1IJ;n Fan.. Steam .. Mule . ' 
Lost Creek Fuel Co • . .... . 2 !i nule~outh of Lost Creek. C & N W . Shaft, Room and vallar Fan " . ::,team .. Mule. 
~~~i e.:':r~~~ ~~~ :.: .... :: :·:: ~f .. ~r1!·:o~~~o~1P~~:;:.'~~:: ·e::· & ~ · -...: . ;.::~~[~. ~:::: :~~ r.:::~; ~~~·::~· ~~~~~~: : ~lulr. 
\Yiutebreast l''uel Co., of 111 .• zS Pe~a' .. ··.· .. .. . . Iowa( entra. l ~haft Room and Jnllarl l'-an •• :--team Tall rove. electric moter, mule. 
Kennebec Coal Co .. • ......... 1m1lesouthofMuchakmock ............... . Jo,,e Room and pillar l•an ............ Ro\)eand mule 
Klondike Coal Co .. ....... _ •.•. --~ S miles south of Okkaloosa. C. & S. \\i .. ~ha(t . Room and pillar l-'an . • Stam ... Tai rop,., muir. 
lowa Fuel Co ..... ............ Colon ................... C. & N . \\' .. Shah. Room and pallar Fatt . Steam .• Mule 
J.. Baxh:r ............ ........... ~torrisvllle . ........ ..... ............ ! Shah . koom and p1llar Furnace Hone .. 
~mltb Bros............. . ......... 4\i.· m1les east of 05kaloosa. \": -- -. . . Shaft. Room anrl P!llar Sat ural. Horse • ~tule. At~-ood Coal Co.... ... . ....... 2 miles noub of Atwood .... C. & N. \\ ~halt . Room and p~llar Fan j Steam , lulr. 
~~rCl:uiD~D·~•~•~k~ey.:.::::::· :::· ~~~:~~l &~~~=~~:::. .:·::: :. :. ~~~~ : ~::::~~~ ~::::; r~;~=~~ :.:::·: 1 ~~~~: 
P. Schuftz ••.. u .............. . . . 1 lllile north of Oslta)oos.a.. ...... . .. ~IOJ'It' Room and pillar furnace ...•...••. 1 .Mule 
Evans Coal Co ....... . .... .. ...... . 4n milesNEofNewSharon . . ...... ~lope. Room and pillar Fan ......... _lf{Ofu:, mole 
\\',F._ \\'illiams. .......... ... 3 :v-~ mile~NEo!NewSharon . ..... • •. ~lope Room and pillar Furnace ......... 1 Mule-
Gr-o. ~ook .............. , .... ·•" \Vest of Oskaloosa. .. .. ........... !;haft . Koom and p11lar Furnace. Hor"'e . Muir 
Oti.bloo1aFuelCo. . •••••••• 1;2milewestofOsk.aloo1a .... ...... Shaft. Koomand r·~llar Fan .•. Steam. Mule. 
r;·ul:t:{Jo,,., Coal Co.. • ~!'~f"b~~~~:J•:.~ ~~~~: ·e:·::R·.T& I'. I~~:[~ ~:::: :~~ ~~~~~; ~~~~~:~. ~~~~ ... ~~~\: . 
~:18~o~":'1.~o. :::·::::··:::: ···· ~,.o~~~:'i-?~iii"i.<";i<.hi~~·· · . : ·. ·:: ~l::r:: ~~~::: :~~ ~:H:; f,~;~:~: ~~~:~: ~l~l~. 
\\"m, Patterson & Sou..... .... ~~miles SE or Leighton. .... . .. ~hah. Room and lJIIIar Furnacf' Houe • . ~l ule. 
Ame:ncaoCoal Co. s 1miles\VofE•ans ......... C .• R. l.&P. Shaft. Koomand pillar Fan ... .. ~team .• Tatl ropt", mule. 
Kic.hard Bros.... •.• . .... .• t r -\-,4 miles \Vot Evans .. ... . C., K. 1 .& P. Slope Koom and p1!lar Fan . ............. Rope, mule. 
Garfield Coal Co....... . I > 1':-s miles \\'of Enos ....... C, R. 1.& P. Shaft. Room and pillar Fan ..... St1·am ... Multo . 
Gar-field Coal Co.... , .... 1 'S'\\' of Beacon .... C ,R. I &.t'. Slope Kuom and pillar Fan. .. .... . ... Tail·rop~. muh~. 
O~k:.loosa. Coal and ,.tinina:- t:o 2. 1 milt.' \V of Beacon •••...... C., R . 1. &. P. ~haft · Room and villar Fan ... . . ,S team. -. Tail·rotJC, mule. 
Oskaloo"'a Co;sl ond Min in.: Co 3 1 males S of Beacon... ... C . R . 1. & P Shaft . Room and pillar I Fan. • i Steam ... Tall· rOJle, mull·. 



















I ~ I I g ;:. ;;; ·c; 
:I; CORrQRATION, F IRM OR 
OPHRATOJt LOCATION OF MINE. COSNECTION ...... IZ"C Ml:";h. 
RAILROAD 0 I PUN OF WORK· 
KINO OF HAULA(;£, 
oc 
0 0 
1\1. Fisher ..............•.... 
R. \V. Allsup ............••...• 
1 
.... 
Bell & Teeters ............ , ..•... 
\'olunteer Coal Co. .. , ... ...... . 
Margaret Coal Co. . . .. .. . .. 
T. o\rmstrong. .. .. . . ... 
T. Mason ........ ... .•.. 
Hugb Murray ......... ·-···· 
Wm. Platt ............. . 
IF ANY. 0 
~ I I 
i] 
~-;:; 
So( Delta ................................ ... \ Shart. Room and P!llar Fumr.cc 
3 mpes N of Delta,... . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . Shaft . Room and p1llar Furnace 
J.males N of Delta ........................ -~Shaft . Room and pillar Furnace 
1~ miles NE \Vhat Cheer B .. C.R. & N -· Shaft. Room and pillar Fan .... . 
1 mile N of \Vha.t Cheer... B C.l<. & N. Shaft Room and pillar Fan ... . 
E of What Cheer . _ .. . .. . . . . . . Shaft. Room and pillar Furoa e 
h. of What Cheer . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. Shaft . Room and pillar Furnace 
Nor What Cheer. . .. .• .. . .. . . .. . Shaft . Room and pillar Furnace 






Steam . ·I Mule . 




f;rudiag-s Bros ......... . .. . 
D . Peacock:.. .. .........• 
Crescent Coal Co 
Hommerin & Son .. 
S of \VhRt Cheer . . . . . ............ Shaft. Room and pillar Furnace .. I S of \Vbat Cheer . . -- .. -. ShaH . Room and pillar Fumace 
4 zJi milc:s N\V. of\VbatCbeerl C. & N. \V .. Sbnrt. Room and pillar Fan. 
2milesN\Vof \.YhatCbeer. C. & N. W .. Shalt. Room and pillar jet. 






Baker Bros ... , ....•.•... 
Lambert Bros ... -··· ......... . 
Columbian Coal Co 
:~:u~~~~~\v~~:c~~~~ 8: ~ ~: ~:: §~:r:- ~:: =~~ ~m=~ F-~~----







~~~~~r~~~~~;l~o. of Ill. ·14 . Cle1·eland ................. , C. B. & §"·\ ~hafl I Room and P!llar: Fan .. I Steam .. I Mule 
B1g Hill Coal Co. ... .. Lucas. . .............. C. B. & . !Shaft. Room and pillar Fan.... Steam .. Mule 
Lucas & Cle,•eland Coal ~o •. ". .. 1 mile E of Lucas. . .. . C. B. & ... Shaft . Lon~wall ........ Fan . ... Jlorse .. Mule 
BuwaJda Bros . . . .. . ...••.... 'I 
I. R. DLeleman . .. .. ... . • .. . .. . 
'Forest l1uel Co .. .. .. ,.. .. . .. 
McCroskey & Co.. .. . . . ... 
\\'m. Pace &Co ..... •........• . ... 
Kobcrts &. Youn.: ............ .. 
Youkon Coil! Co, .............. , .. . 
Wild Rose Coal and M. Co ....... . 
Dunre;t.th Coal Co ............... .. 
H. Booth............... ...... .. 
I. T. Hayes ............ . 
l-lawke__ye Coal Co ............ . 
S. R. Rolliogs ........ . 
0. K. Coal Co. . ............ 1 S 
0. K. Coal Co . . . . . . . . .. 6 
Hamilton Coal Co....... .. . . 3 
Ennis & StillweJI .. . . .... . . .. .. . 
George Davis ................. . 
Donley Coal Co ............. . 
Dooley Coal Co . .. . . ..... . 
Donley Coal Co .............. . 
Ed. McCollough .................. . 
Metzger & Kaucher ............. .. 
MARlON COUNTY. 
2 miles N\V of Pella ....... . 
1~ miles NW of Pella .... . 
\V o~i~t~e~~st ~-{· ~~~~Y ·. : 
~ ~~ 8~1:~·.::::::.:::.: ::: 
·c:·R.. ·i:&·fi: 
Wof Olley ............... ............. . 
Morgan Valley ••• _ ......... \Vabash ... . 
Dunreatb.. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . .. . ..... .. 
4~ miles SE of Knoxdlle ......... . 
4~ miles SE o{ Knoxville. . .. .... .. 
t}J miles\\' of Flagler..... C. B. & g .. · 
Flag-ler ..... .. . ..... C. B. & .. . 
S m11es \V of Busse)'........ \Vabash ... .. 
1 mile\Vo£Bussey ......... C. B. &Q 
2milcs N\Vof 11amiltoo .... C. B. & Q ... 
\V of l£amilton...... ...... . ........... . 
NW of Hamilton ................... . 
Hamilton . .. . . .. .. .. . . ... . .. \Vabash 
3 miles N\V or llamilton .. ........... , .. .. 






















Room and pillar tet .. .. Steam .. 
Room and pillar et . . Steam . 
Room and pillar ~urnacc ......... : 
Room and pillar Furnace ...... . 
Room and pillar Furnace ........ . 
Room aud pillar Furnace .......... .. 
~:~ :~~ gm:~ ~~~~~-~-~-1 Steam::: 
Room and pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Furnace 
1
.... . . ... 
Room and pillar Fan..... Steam .. . 
Room and pillar Furna~e ......... . 
















Room and pillar Furnace 
Room And pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Fan ..... 
Room aod pillar Furnace 
Room and pillar Furnace 
M~~~~·::1 Tail-rope. mule. 
t\~Y!: mule. 
SCO'l"l' COUNTY. 
N of Buffalo: ......................... .. 
amestown .......................... . 
Horse .... 11 
Horse ... I A. McDonald ................. 
1 
... . 
L. Loug ......................... . 
Chas.Sass ..................... . 
•~ miles NW of Buffalo .... \ ............. . 
amestown ............................ . 
~am .. town ............................. . 
Shart .. , Room and pillar Furnace 
Sbaft.. Room and pillar Furnace 
Shaft.. Room and pillar Furnace 
Shaft . Room and pillar Furnace 
Shaft . R om and pillar Furnace 
Shaft .. Room and pillar Furnace 
~halt ·1 Room and pillar Fan. 
Shaft . Room and pillar Furnace 
Shaft Room Rnd pillar Furnace 
u~;:~::l 
Horse .. r Hor&e ... Pushers handle the cars . E. T. L.ngwith ...... . 
Bachmeier & Carlin ........ .. 
Theo. Krantz .................... .. 
Thos. Weboter 
' 
{id~::\~d~~0.~: :: :::.: :::: ·::: :: ·::· 
IV. R. Miller ........... . 
C. W. Powley. . ... .. 
N. S. Wheelen ........ . 
Rice & Collins............. . .. 
John Ruth ................... . 
k.ees & Perks............ . .. 
E. McKee.... . .............. . 
~}:J&~~~i~:········:: ...... :::: .::. 
S. 0. Trowbrid"e ......... . 
~;Hi);;;~(~~;~~:::~::::::;·:::: 
amestown ........................•.•.... 
ames town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
wo miles west o( Bt1ffalo.. .... ... . ... 
Two miles west or Buffalo .. ! 
ADAMS COUNTY. 
Eure~a .................... 1 ............. . 
'" m1les NWof Eureka .............. . 
Uri!lcoe ..... . ..... ... ... . ......... .. . 
Briscoe. . .......................... . 
Carbon ............. ................... . . 
Carbon ................. . 
Carban. .. ............. .. 
Carbon. .. ............. . 
Carbon .................. .. 
Carbon. . ....•............... , •....... 
Carbon ................................ .. 
Carbon. . ...................•.•...... 
Carbon ......................... ·• • .•. · .. · · 
Hoyt. ............................ ..... ... . 
Hoyt ......... .... .... ... . ..... ...... . 






















Longwall . Furnace 
Longwall. . . Furnace 




Longwall ....... Furnace 
Loogwall . .. .. .. Furnace 
Longwall ... , . . . Furnace 
Loogw~il. Furnace 
l ongwsll . . . . . . . Furnace 
Longwall. . Furnace 
Lonewall. . . . Furnace 
Steam .. 
Horse ... 
Horse ... J 





Horse ... I 
Hone .. . 






~~~=~: :: I 
push and cage 
""' "" 
H 
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MINES OPENED AND ABANDONED IN THE LAST 'l'WO YEARS. 
MINES OPENED . 
American Coal company No. s. 
~~,~~ ~~~~:~~~;~)'. 
Little-Hoover Coal company. 
Atwood Coal coal comp~ny No.2. 
Kennebec Coal company 
Eveland Coal company. 
~ost Creek Fuel companv No. 2.. 
0. K. Coal company No. s. 
Forest Fuel company. 
I . k. D1elem"\n. 
McLaughlin & Payne. 
Volunteer Coal com(Jany. 
Lam bert Bros. 
Margaret Coal compan.r. 
Buchmeier & Carlin No. 2 -. --
Tho!S. \Vebater. 
Eh!i~~Ss. 
E T. LROf!Wilh 
liiASliASKA COUNT\'. 
MINRS ADANDONF.O. 
.\mcrican Coal companv No.2. 
American Coal company No.4· 
Cardilt Coal compAnv. 
Consolidation Coal company No. 7. 
Coo~olldation Coal company No. 8. 
Atwood Coal company No. 1. 
Smith Bros. No. 1. 
U. llowarth. 
="[ARION COUNTV. 
-~ 0. K. l:oal corn1>any No. 4. 




Klondike Coal com pan, .. 
J· M. Olive. · 
fhomas Bros . 
SCOTT COUNTY . 
I 
Clintner & Hanlon. 
Blackwell & Fridley. 
- Buchmeler & Cnrhn No. 1. 
WARREN COUNTY. 
.. 
FATAL Al'CIDEXTS . 
Table slwwi11g Fatal Accidents in District No.2, for tile two years cndi11g J/111e 30, 1901. 
























-;~~ 1 Mt G~des. .• ,. . . ·I M!ner ...... ······I ~all of slate .... ... ..... . ............. -, ~merican No 2 ...... u•· 
!;: := {\,~ K.:i~oS!ith : ·: ·· ::: ::. l ~~j~=~· :::: : ~ .. :. }~'lj"Jl~J:t~~'-~~-!1h~.1.: ::.: : ::·::~ :: : g~rlireidt .~~--~- :~ :·:~~:· :·· 
3 18QQ John ltcKen1ic _. _. .. Weighman _ . .. .. Fallin~rr down shaft. . . •• .. . . .. . . . . • . Cle,•elaod No. 4·.. . ..... . 
22, 1899 Rob Gray .. _._ .. . ....... 
1
1 \1ioer ........• _. •. Fall of slate.. . •• •. . • . . . . .• . . . Klondike. ..... . . . .. . .. .. 
C). lCJOO I. B. Carpenrrr .. ·· ··•o- M1ryer. ··-· .... o .. Fall of slate ........... 0 ....... . ... .. McC~IJou g:bt$ ., . , __ ... 0 .. .,., .. 
25, tqoo rho E,·ans ............. DrHrr ... . .. . .. . Kuno,·er b\· car .... ... .. . ....... , .. .. Coosthdallon ~o. 8 ...... .. 
2;: !!: )iJ.'s.H G~!fl;~ne.: 0 ::. ••• • ~H~=~: ~: :: ~:.: : ~ :: ~~~~lngg c~~~f~osba~~-0.(. : . ~ ..• :: : : •. 'I x~~rrc~~ 'i·i~ ··r;·:. ::::::.: ·:.:: .: 
1 , 1900 TA. Anderson . ...... . .. . , Mine foreman .... Kun O\'er by I all rope trip . .... . .. . Mahaska C. &:. ·~1. Co's ...... .. 
1t 1900 W. Dot('y, .... . ........... M!oer . ............ l ~all of slate ........ ... .... ..... .. .... Kennebec .................... .. 
3~. ::= 1 fv:"Wbaiiey::~~~:::~~:. ~~~~~:: ·: ·::. : .. ::·: ~:H~~b~~id~;·.:· .. ·.·::.·. - ::~ : :::::::: . : ~i:eH1ili~ .~~.' 5···:::.:::::: .. .. 
11, H.)OO IN. Branl.lt .• ~ ..... .......... \V.eighman . ...... Run o .. ·er by water car .... .. .......... Forest Fuel Co'• · _ .......... . 
~: ::= ~: 'buiT~r~:~::::··:·::::: ~:r,e:~:::::: .::. k~~ ~~:~·~;·c~~-· .. :::·~:: : :: : ·.::~ . :. ~s~c~:!~'No. 2 .. :::: .... :~:-
> 1900 P. Sofranko .............. Orner . .......... Kun O\·er by car ... •o .... \Vhitebreast No. 28 .......... .. 
21, •900 \V. Tur!J_er .......... . .. . M1~er .... . o .. ... .. Wind' shot .. ....... ... . ............. . Cons.:»Hdalion !\o. 8 ........... . 
••· 1900 : Jr D Williams ..... .. .... 
1 
On\'er . , . . .. Fall of slate... . .. .. .. .. .. . . Lucas and Cle-.ellnd ...... .. 
5. 1901 bos. H. B~nnett Shot firer ......... Explosion . ............ . .... .. . ....... Cleveland No. 4 ··•· ......•... 
s. 1901 \V. ~ Jen1uos .......... Sh4?l firer ... . .. Explosion . . ...... · - ........ . Cle,·eland No. if ........... , .. 
u, upr I R. G~~b,ons .. ... .•. . Dnver .... .. ... ~ Run O\'tr by car.......... .... .. Lost Creek No. ~ ..... . . 
29. lQOl L. \V1Jhams .............. )finer ...... ... .. Fall of slate . ... ..... ............ .... 1 Garfield .... ............. . .. .. 
NON-FA'rAL ACCIDEN'l'S 



















































Jos, Sedlock . _ .. . ... Miner .•••..... • .. , Shoulder bl:. bro.ken ...... •. Fall of tilate . . . . .•.. .. • . - Klon~k~ .. ~. .. ... Mahask:~ 
k. \V. MafliD ....... Miner ............ Head and face brutsed •o· .. 0 .. , 1'-all of slate • .. .. .... . Oakaloosa Fuel Co . MahASka . 
~~hn P~lllll .. _ ...... - M1ner .. .. .. .. .. • Fate a.nd hands burned .. .. .. . Blown-out shot ... , ,. .. K<·nnebec MahaskA 
Fohn Belt_ ..•.. . .••.. Mioer ............ Face and hand• burned ....... • l!lown"out 5hot . • ..... , ~cnncbec Mahaska . 
l?b!0.\~~~s : :::::: : t::~:~:::::~ . :::: : ii~b~k:~~-~~o~en .... : .... : f;:H~::!:~: .. :··.·::::·: .. f~!~e:?~1~~--~ ... h~1~·lkn . u•· Ho_eler ....... Timberman ...... Knee injured.. . . . . ..... ... . Fall of slate ...... _ ....... 0 . K. . N o ~.... ... Marion 
s. i~!':~~ :. :::: ·:.: ¥;!~~er:: :. :::::: R~~~~!?:b~~~thi~,~ ;;~d ~ibdOmen ~:~~~~ebyb~n~a~ . • ·: o · • • : : :: 0 : te·hfri;~~~~or-:o: - 2~· t::f~::t:. 
~- ~~C::~~~ :.· :::::. ~H~:~ · · · ::::: ... -tw~k r~~~-~~~~~~:·ea · · · 0 ::: : ::::: · t::u ~~ :i:!: :·:-.. ·: :::: ·::: t:~;~~'bi~"~~- .~ _ ... ~:~':~:~ 





































.... 1901 s. 1901 
s. 1901 s. 1901 
II, I9DI 
E. Brown.... . .. .. . Miner..... . Hip dislocated ...... ,. .. . . .. . .Fall of coal . . .. . . ..... . .. .... lo•-a F uel Co ..... Mahuka 
j"'.,· J-.~t~~"r~:::::: :~:: ~H~:~·-::::: :::::: ~~kb~~~e~'.P.~~r.ui·s·~:::::::: : k~~~:~.:~a~~- car . : .. : •::::::: [ie{~~~':J~o:·4 ::: . r::!~~ · 
A. Guilliman ... ,. .. Miner .. .. . . . ... . . Le~t broken. . .... . . • Fall of coal ........ , .. .. .. ( O•k . C. & M .Co. No.2 Mahatka 
R. Iones ·· - '" ~hper . .... .... ~nee disloc:~ted ... . I<~ all of slate .. I t:orr&t F ur l Co. I a} arion 
T. ~aldwin..... Dr.t\·er ....... . o. . l;_ut and Bru1scd . ... . .. t.:Au~ln between cars trcvcent .. . Keokuk. v. Manilla.... Miner. . .. . .. .. .. Foot crushed .. • ... ~all of slare • .. .. Donley ... ... .. .. ~fAr !on 
·~-i~.o:t~son . : : :: rr:~:~: .:::::.::: ~y~tdr:,~~~!~~d ·, ... . .. : .. : . : : : .. ~=::~~ :::!: . :.·· ...... o .. g~~~t~ ·· · · ..... ' ~~=r~l~."k·l 
~hos. Hyde.... Miner . .. • .. .. . Face and head IDJured . .. ... l•_lymg coal from • hot .. Colu~twm ..... K~okuk . 
~Bard ..... Miner., .. .. Lec- broho ............ . fallofcual ... . .. ... , ll utf &lhber .... \\ arrcn . 
if:~:::::~.:.. . ~!!~~~::::~: . · · .. · r:;t::k:~ed · ... .. ... ~:ll ~~ :l::: ·: .. :.::::· · I?~:~:td :_ · .. 1 ~=r~'~:ka. 
8 HartJhorn Miner. Brrast bruised , head cut . . . .. l·all of Jlate. .. . .• . . . .. I h.,- H1ll. . . -.. .. Luc:t lo 
~
.Beitel .: .. Cager . ....... Foot injurrd _ ...... Run over by cAr ... . .. J~ig II III , . Lucas. 
acob Luke. . Driver . .. .. . .. Left an.kle fractu red ........ ~uo O\·er IJy c.ar .t l_le,·eland ~ o. " . 1 ~ucas. 
. Eapn ...... .. . )1iner . ... .... .. Three fin&"erscrusbed .. I: all of coal , .... . . . l.re~ttnt 0 Keokuk . 
0. Hayes . ... . Orh-er Arm broken . .... .. .. . ... t:auiht bctw n c:araod Umber J , T Ha)'es \1anon , 
s. Parlett. • . . Drive~ . ...... T9es trushed .... ....... .. N.un O\'er b~ empt) c:-ar, \'W1ld Rose ... . .. I Marion . 
0. Reil"d- ,.... Supenntendent ... Rib broke_n . . ..... JhrO\\n under car .. ... ~el"ll • • •. •• ... Mabuka 
J Rickabaueb 0 • • Miner. Extern. al mjunet. .. . .. . .•. • . truck. by ttymg co:al ... . • f ore•t lluel Co ... ·1 Marion . J. Moomao ..... . . Miner. .. External InJuries ....... . . ~truck by tlymg c:oal Forest Fuel Co. .M ar1on 
A. Pointer .... Miner.·--- .. ..... Arm fractured .. .... ... . ~um"'IDi from runav.ay tnp \\hilt-breast No. 28 Mahaska . 
M. Serottooct Miner .. . . Externa1 injuries ... .• ... umpmg lros,n runaway lri!) .. \\ h1tebreaat No. 28 \tabuka. 































:;o TJ-:~TH .IHJo:NNIAL REPORT OF THE [No.W 
Fatal and non-fa/at acctdtii/S from July I, IS99lo June 30, /901, with r·ela-
l:o" lo tonnage aud """'ber of emplo;·u. 
COIJNlY 
. INO.B>IPLO' .. llSFOJlaAC U 
c;· ACCIVBST, 
1 -r] 
0 • " 0 ~ 0 z z 
J!\8 lSI 
21<6 I~ ,'So 
170 ,6 
~1aha ka ••••.•.• 
71 
----
Too~ .... 17Q 111 
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The number of lata accorlents m the last two years bas been exeeptlon-
ally large It is a difficult matter to account Slltisfactoroly for this inc rea ~, 
especially where we mu<t concede that fair efforts ha,-e been made by the 
operators tu n general wav to promote the s.'\fe working or their mines, thnt 
the mines themselves have not become more dangerous, nod that the work 
performed in them has not been of more hnzardou natnre than it wa• 
two, three, or more ynrs ago. ln tal!.angover this feature of accidents with 
some parttes interested tn mining, the claim \\as mnde, that to some extent 
the shortening of the working day 10 the mines from ten to eight hours 
wa.~ re ponstble for the incrL'aSe of fatalities. They referred to nrgumeuts 
and statist•cs used durmg n recent sston of the Rrotish Parliament h\' the 
opponent~ of a btU pendmg hefore that bod)• to legaltze the etght-bour day 
1n all the mines of Great Rrltam. Their mam argument, however, was that 
the miners, eager to mnke about the same wa&"' lo>r the shorter "orkday, 
that they had made Cor the longer on~. would give too much attention tn 
the gettmg of the <'Dal nnd take risl..-s they would not ba\-e taken had they 
more time at their rhsposnl to do their work propcrh·. 1'ak ng this argu-
ment together with the bare fact that moreacddents occurred tn this district 
durtng the last blennml perio<l nnd under the eight hour d •> than during 
nn> hke peri d when the mines were ru"ntng ten hours, seeming!) mak 
it appear that there mtght be con~id rable truth m the r assertion, but an 
analy Is of the ncculents themselves and the r causes sh<nvs that their post· 
tlon not tenable, and that there s ab olutely nn proof that the •hortening 
of the workday had nn)thmg tu do \vith the increa • olncctclents 
It rna} look to the casual observer that a reduction in the huun; of labor per 
day should also result n a reduction of accidents IDC!dental to the pt!Tfnrm· 
ance or uch 1 hor. This seems a reasonable l'oncluson, but there nre 
rensom; why it m&\" not pn1\'e correct ns far as the minin~ bu-;ine s of this 
clistrict Is concerned. '!'he Rh<>rter workda} does not lessen the dangers 
incident to trove! to and from the working lace, and it does not In any 
manner decrease the danger on account of the bl.., t!ng; it may necessitate 
the employment of a greater number of men to get out about the same 
amount of coal that wns produced under the old system, or, if the working 
Coree Is not increased, the mines may be operated a greater number of days. 
Hat, even if It Is questionable that the shorter workday has brought with It 
an mcreased measure of ~afety, the proposition tn consider It nn additional 
source of danger cnnnot be regarded 'criously nnd of weight, because It Is 
opp•Jsed to reason and to fact. 
B) pia lng the <atal accidents of the In t twn )ears In groups, we find 
that stx were cansed dirL-ctly ur tndirectly through the use of powder for 
blasting purposes, eight occurred on tbe hnulage mad• or while the deceued 
were handltng cars, 10d eJKht were clue to fall• or rnol near or at the work· 
ng race. 
Three or the deaths due to blasting "ere caused b) carelessneu on the 
part of the men ktllerl, !Jut as to tbe other three men, who lost their llvee on 
the BBme &(·count, no charge of carelessuess or recklessness can be made 
Three of the accidents occurred where the powder was ignited by aqulbs, 
and the other three, where fuse was used Cortbat purpose. Jt lltillamuch 
debated qnestlon 1n this district as to whether the squib or fuM J. the safer 
to use. The facts developed In two of the above cases lndtcale tbat bad tbe 
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men used fuse instead of squibs, they would not have lost their lives in the 
manner they did. In two of the three cases where the powder was ignited 
by fuse, there is nothing to show that the use of fuse was in any way respon-
sible for the men's death, and in the third case it was foolhardiness and 
thoughtlessness that caused the accident. The man had been in the habit of 
firing his shots with fuse, but instead of lighting them at the same time, 
would first light one, and after that had gone, would go back and light the 
second. 1 !e was warned that such practice was very dangerous, but be per-
"isted. On the day of the accident the fire from the fi rst shot ignited the 
fuse of the second, and when he arrived at the room face, intending to light 
it, the charge exploded, and he paid the penalty for his rash act. The main 
objection to the use of fu..e seems to be that it permits the miner to tamp the 
holes insufficiently and improperly, making blown-out shots more frequent 
and more dangerous. There is considerable proof that U1e objection is pot 
no idle one, but it must be admitted that the use of squibs is by no means 
a sure preventive of blown-out shots and explosions that may result from 
them, and what greater safety it may afford on this score is more than counter-
balanced by the dangers it carries with it in other directions. The squib 
may be used with profit when only one shot is fired in a place, but if two or 
more shots are required, I believe the fuse is safer , especially if the same care 
is taken in tamping the holes that is taken when the squib is used. 
Five drivers were killed and four more seriously injured in this district 
during the last two years. Eighty per cent of the deaths and 75 per cent of 
the non-fatal accidents were caused by the extremely dangerous practice of 
riding the tail chain. When one con tell! plates the daring feats of the driver, 
as they stand poised on the chain in front of the loaded car, heavily topped with 
coni, going through the narrow entries at a high rate of speed, where there is not 
one chance iu ten to escape serious injury or death, should the car jump the 
track or the mule stumble, one may well wonder that the list of killed and 
injured is not a great deal larger. The practice of riding the tail chain should 
be stopped or else adequate provisions made to make the driver's work less 
dangerous. 
A considerable number of fatal accidents occurring at the working face 
was apparently unforseen, and could not well be guarded against, but there 
were some that might have been avoided, bad a little more care been used. 
It has been truly said that there is little hope for a substantial reduction in 
fatalities, until a sense of personal care can be instilled into the miner. 
SCALES TESTED. 
During the last two years twenty-five scale tests were made. Fourteen 
tests proved the scales to be in good condition and eleven tests showed that 
at1justment \vas necessary. 
THE MINE FOREMAN LAW. 
Since January 1, 1901, the law requiring mine foremen, in mines with an 
average daily output of twenty-five tons of coal, to have a State certificate 
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of competency, has been in force. The object of the law is to increase the 
safety and provide better sanitary conditions in the mine• of Iowa by per-
mitting only men to be in charge who have proved tbemseh·es qualified, a' 
far as such qualificattons may be determined by examination and inve.tign-
tion, to work them intellig.,ntly and safely. 
In a general way the law has been well recei\'ed. There are some, how• 
e\'er, who do not regard it m a favorable light. Their claim is that the law 
discriminates against men of practical experience, who ha\'e not had the 
ad\'antnge of the technical training needed to enable them to get n certificate, 
but who are by virtue of their practical knowledge amply able to manage a 
mine successfully. I think this is a mistake. Practical experience is a 
broad and indefinite tenn It ma)' mean much, it may me.m little, and it 
is certain that its \'alue cannot be Justly measured by the number of years 
one has been employed in the mines. Xo man, who is possessed of the 
right kind of practical expertence and k'lowledge, <uch as a mine foreman 
mast necessanlr ha\'e to perform his work intell!gentlr and Mtcce-,fulh·, 
need fear that he will not be able to secure a certihcate. 
One good fe.~ture of the law has already become e\'ident. Its l'tlBCtmcnt 
has proved an nd<Jitional incentive to the ambitious mint!r to "ttpplcmcnt hi!i 
practical knowledge by study. 1 ucreased knowledge means better sen• icc 
I believe it "ill IJe to the ad\'llntage of the operators to encourage the desire 
for !>elf·impro\·emeot among their men Some operntorti hnvc already don~ 
tbis for some time, and the fnct that titer are still doing it seems e\'idcnce 
enough that they are -atisfied with the re5ults obtained. 
For various reasons the (;0Sl of open ng, equipping and working ruincs 
in this State is steadily .ncrcasing, nnd fair returns on mining investments 
depend more than ever on careful nnd judicious management. Of how 
much benefit the enactment of the mine foreman law will prove in this con-
nection remains for the future to reveat. ln those coal produ<.:ing Stntcs, 
where similar laws are in force, rf'sults in that direction have heen satisfac-
tory, and there b no reason to doubt that this will be the case in Iowa. 
THI;; EXPLOSIOJ\' AT CLEVELANU NO. 4 MlXE, AND SO~IE 
R8MARKS ON " DUST'' EXPLOSIONS 
On Saturdav, Jnnuar)' 5th, 1901, ahout 4 o'clock 1'. ).1. an explosion 
occurred in Nu. 4 mine at Cleveland, Ia., in which two 'hotnrers, T. 
Bennett and W. A. Jenkins lost their lives. I was immediately notified and 
on the morning of January Gth, accompanied by n party of miners and the 
representatives of the company, examined the j)tlrt of the mine where the 
explosion had taken place. It w..,; found that the explosion originated at 
the face of the tlurd Ea•t entry on the North side. Three shots had been 
fired, One of the'e had wor ked all right, the second bad blown off the 
''heel " and ldt about 3)~ feet of the hole solid, and the third, which wa1 
located tn the break-through! just started, had blown the tamping oo 
~'riday, been recharged on Saturday, but had again failed to bring down 
the coal The face of the entry was about iO feet ahead of the last break-
through. 'I' he entry had passed through a small depression, but for the 
last 25 yards had been going to the rise. The coal at the face was much 
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charred, indicating that the beat developed must have been exceedingly 
intense. 
At the inquest held in the afteroon of January 6th the following facts 
were brought out: 
Blasting was done once a day at the end of the shift. During firing 
time nobody was allowed in the mine except the shotfirers, six in number. 
Four of these fired the shots on the South side and two fired them on the 
Nurth side. Fuse was used to ignite the powder. The shotfirers also 
examined all holes as to depth etc., before they were charged and had the 
right to refuse to fire any shot that, in their judgment, was unsafe. 
About ~ o'clock P. M. on Saturday, January 5th, the men working 
around the top of the shaft were startled by a rumbling noise and the 
appearance of a large cloud of dust aoc\ smoke from the mouth of the shaft. 
'l'be alarm that an explosion bad occurred was at once gsven, and in a few 
moments a rescuing party composed of D. 0 Campbell, Superintendent, 
Jobn Luke, Mine Foreman, George Wright, W. J. Thomas, and W. J. 
Davis were ready to enter the mine. In the mean time the fan, which was 
always run at a low rate of speed during the time of firing, was speeded up . 
When the rescuing party reached the bottom of the shaft, they were met by 
the four shotfirers from the South side, who had felt the shock from the 
explosion and becoming alarmed, bad immediately made their way to the 
shaft. The party re.inforced by the four sbotlirers proceeded north through 
the still strong afterdamp, stopping only to make absolutely necessary 
repairs, urged on by the hope that they might be in time to find Bennett 
nnd Jenkin.~ still alive. \Vhen they reached the mouths of the third and 
fourth East, it became evident that the explosion had occurred in one of 
these entries. On the We•t rib of the Main North nod opposite these entries 
were large heaps of du•t and fine coal. Turning east along these entries, 
the stoppings were found in bad shape and the afterdamp very strong. 
They pushed on, however, and finally found Bennett lying between rooms 
9 and 10 on the fourth E:ast entry and Jenkins between rooms 10 and 11. 
'!'he hope of the rescuers to find these men alive wns not to be realized, for 
both were deau wheu they reached them . While the bodies and the clothes 
on them were considerably burned, appearances indicated that it was not 
the fire, but the initial force of the explosion that had caused their death. 
Judging from the condition of the bodies death must have been instantan-
eous. The last inspection of the mine, prior to the explosion, was made 
October 30th, HJOO. t.enerally speakmg tne mtne was rnen wunu lU u~ 111 
(air condition. The ventilation on the north side was good The mine is 
the deepest in the State, the depth of the shaft being 321 feet. lt was 
opened in 189G and is well equipped in every way. Ventilation is maintained 
by a force fnn, 20 feet in diameter, producing ordinarily about 4,500 cubic 
feet of nir per minute. The mine is free from fire damp. Just one month 
after this explosion, another occurred in the same locality. lt originated 
in Room 13 on the fourth East entry. Two shots were fired in this room and 
they worked fairly well, although somewhat overpowdered. The two shot-
firers, M. Davis and R. Edwards, were tound by the rescuing party in 
Room 10 on the same entry in an unconscious state. They were speedily 
removed from the damp-ladened atmosphere to fresh air and soon recovered. 
Naturnlly the disastrous ending of the first explosion brought about a 
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feeling of dread and insecurity on the part of the men employed in No. 4 
mine. To remove this feeling. and to devise means to work the mine with 
greater safety in the future, arrangements were marie for a conference 
between the representatives of the company and a committee chozeo by the 
miners. The parties came together early on Tuesday morning, January 8th, 
and remained in session all day. They im·estigated clili!{ently the cause of 
the explo,ion, and considered carefully the measures that were suggested as 
helpful to avert a like disaster hereafter. They agreed to recommend to the 
miners for adoption ~uch mea~urcs in addition to the already existing rules, 
as they thought adequate to reduce the danger from shot-tiring to a mini-
mum. The miners accepted the recommendations of the conference, and 
pledged themselves to work in conjunction with the rcpresentallves of the 
company to promote the safe working of the mine in the future. 'l'his action 
did much to remove the feeling of dread and apprehension that was apparent 
everywhere before the conference was held ,lind the fact that fourteen volunte-ers 
offered their services as shot-firers furnished sufficient evidence to show that 
confidence had been restored in a remarkable degree. It is true another 
explosion occurred since in this mine, bnt that is no proof that the joint 
action of the representative, of the com pam· and the miners had been barren 
of satisfactory results 
r believe this conference ha.s been of much practical vahtc. It brought to 
the men a better realization and understanding of the danger before them, 
and was the means of uniting them nod the representatives of the company 
in the praiseworthy effort to work intelligently together for better pre•erva-
tion of life uod property The example set by the miners or Cleveland and 
their employe~">' is certainly worthy to be followed by the miners and opera-
tors throughout the state. Co-operation in this direction is a reasonable 
and feasible way to lessen the number of accidents in the mines; .it is the 
best means of arriving at a better understanding as to their causes and man-
ner of prevention; it divides the responsibility, and will cerlaioly result in 
the adoption of desirable and beneficial mine regulations and in better and 
more general observance of them. 
Much has been said about the so·callt!d "dust" explosions in non-ga.•eous 
mines, and many suggestions ha\•e been offered to prevent them, yet not· 
withstanding all this, explosions of this character are not becoming less fre-
quent and the fearful Joss of life caused by them has not been di~ioish.ed to 
any appreciable extent. It is a difficult matter to account for th1s satisfac-
torily. 1 believe, however, that the main reason may be found in the fact 
that the causes of these explosions are not as thoroughly unde!'litood as they 
should be, and that in consequence measures of prevention were adopted in 
many instances, that proved either faulty or ineffective alto~eth~r. l thi?k 
it can be truly said that all efforts to legislate these explosiOns out of exl•-
tance have been ineffective. and that even general laws, inteudecl to regulate 
shotfirin~t in mines, have been of doubtful value. On account of the 
requirement that only the shotfirers be allowed in a mine at firing time, such 
Jaws ha,·e perhaps prevented great los.• of life, but asicle from that they have 
proven so far Inadequate to remove the danger itself. Th~ reports fr~m 
States, having such laws, show that the work of the m"n doiDg the shothr-
ing is seemingly performed under as hazardous conditions Ill; ever and tbe 
number of shotfirers killed each year in this State proves the fact. The 
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trouble is, there has been too much dependence on the Jaw-making power of 
a legislature to provide greater safety in the mines and too little indi-
vidual effort on the part of the miner and operator to do for themselves, 
what they expect others to do for them. 
Explosions in uoo-gaseous mines are said to be caused by the flames of 
blown-out or overcharged shots extracting and igniting the volatile matter 
of coal d11st, stirreu up a:od suspended in the air within reach of the flame 
by the concussion from the firing of such shots. Most writers on this sub-
ject enlarge especially on the danger of the presence of dry coal dust. and 
rhe claim is made that blown-out or overcharged shots will prove harmless, 
if the dust in the vicioJty of the shots fired is kept in a damp condition. Some 
.,ven say that the watering of the roadways alone will effectually remove aJI 
daov;er. .Mr. Pamely says on this point: ''Roadways should be system-
atically watered so as to damp the dust, and thus render it harmless." Mr. 
Hughes makes this statement: ''It may now be regarded as established 
that small amounts of moisture are sufficient to prevent the possibility of 
coal dust being ignited, and at many collieries the main roads are regularly 
watered." 1 believe that the sprinkling of dusty roadwnys has a beneficial 
effect, it may afford some protection and it is certainly to be commended 
as a sanitary measure, but I think the above named gentlemen claim too 
much in this respect. If their views, that damp road\vays are an absolute 
protection against explosions in non-gaseous mines, are correct. a number 
of explosions, where this condition existed in a marked degree, should not 
have occurred. Bnt they occurred, nevertheless, and damp roadways 
apparently did not even mitigate their severity and destructiveness. I will 
mention only one instance. Some years ago, the owners of the Vulcan 
mine at New Castle, Col., realizing that the easy innamability of the coal 
dust in that mine requin:d extra precautions, concluded to install an elab-
orate sprinkling system, that would keep the mine at all times in a thorough!)• 
damp condition. Aloof( the entries pipes were laid, perforated in such 
manner that the water forced out onder considerable pressure in fine sprays, 
moistened not only the bottom of the entries, but sides and roof as well. 
The owners did not stop with only keeping the entries damp. At the mouth 
of each room was a suitable arrangement to attach to tbe maio pipe a hose, 
long enottgh to reach the room face, and before a miner was allowed to . 
fire a shot in his room, it had to be thoroughly wetted down. Now, if 
dampening the dust furnishes an unfailing prevention of explosions, it 
should have proved its effectiveness in this case. The fact is, the explosion 
which occurred in this mine, was a most disastrous one. Every man in the 
mine was killed and the mine itself almost destroyed by its force. The mine 
at the time of the explosion was of comparatively small extent and well 
ventilated, between 54,000 and GO,OOO cul•ic feet of air passing into it eYery 
minute. 
Is it not strange, with such example before us, that of all the works of 
mining experts, I have looked up on the question of coal dust, there is only 
one (Coal and .Metal :Miners Pocketbook, 6th ed.,) that gives warning that 
'.too mttch faith must oat be placed in the use of water by sprinkling for 
laying the dust." When evolving theories regarding these explosions it 
seems well to consider carefully all the conditions and details about them as 
far as they can be established by close investigation. Taking the first 
, 
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explosion in Cleveland No. 4, as an example, the initial force developed 
mnst have been very great, for only a short distance from the starting point 
of the explosion large rocks, some of them weighing several hundred 
pounds, had been picked up and carried quite a distance. ln the Pekay 
explosion in 1892 chunks of fire clay were uprooted and thrown against the 
coal and roof in such manner as to give that part of the mine the appear-
ance of having been whitewashed in spots. The advocates of the sprinkling 
system claim that their method is safe, because the dnmpoe.s of the dust 
will prevent it from rising into the path of the flame This would perhaps 
be true if the display of force accompanying or rather preceding the flames 
could be eliminated, but I submit that, if the force developed can dig up 
the clay and toss large rocks about, it can surely ele,,ate and separate from 
each other the damp particles of coal dust and hold them in suspension loo!{ 
enough for the flames to reach them and distill and ignite the gases they 
contain. It may require a greater initial degree of heat than if the dust was 
in a dry and finely dh·ided state, and in all probability, if the mine is nat· 
urally damp all over, the scope of the explo•ion may he limited to some 
extent, yet there seems to be no grottod for assurance that an explosion 
even under these apparently unfavorable conditions may not be as disastrou~ 
as one occurring in a perfectly dry mine 
I do not like the term '• dust explosion.'' The term, in my opiuion, is 
confusing, it obscures the real cause, it leads one to attach too much impor· 
tance to the dust ond tends to detra~t attention from other features that in 
all probability ha,·e a great deal more to do with bringing an explosion 
about than the dust il~elf. I have no intention tn belittle the innueoce of 
the dust 10 extending and magnifying the force of an explosion alrend}· 
under way, but 1 believe it is wrong to a"ign the presence of coal dust as 
the ruain cause of it. 
There are no data us to the amount of dust that must be ignited to cany 
au an explosion started by blown-out or overcharged shots. I belie\·e, how· 
ever, the amount of dust needed is-comparatively small, and considcrabl)" 
less than is generally supposed. The claim made by many, that the greater 
the amount of dust present, the greater the severity of an explosion, 
appears to be not in keeping with the facts . We know that excessive use of 
fuel in firing a boiler results in a lower degree of heat in the fire-box anrl 'l 
consequent lessening of the steam producing power. Now, I will not go so 
far as to say that an excessive supply of coal dust to the advancing flame 
of an explosion will weaken the explosion, but I believe l have reason ancl 
facts on my side, when I state that such excessi\•e s11pply cannot in any wny 
add to its power. Only a certain quantity of dust, varying according to 
conditions in each case, can be effectively ignited by the flames of an explo-
sion, and in my judgment, the mine containing just enough dust to supply 
the flames of an explosion • .Ll1 it can readily consume is nt least fully ns dan-
gerous as the mine with larger accumulations of dust, provided, of course, 
that oth~t conditions are ideptical. It appears to be not " question as t<> 
the amount of fuel available, but as to how much of it can be used under 
the circumstances with the greatest possible effect. 
Some years ago several governments in Europe appointed commission~ 
to investigate and establish the cause of these explosions. These commis· 
sions did a large amount of experimental work and their experiment<. 
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proved of considerable value to all interested in mining, but as they were 
principally conducted with the view to establish the dangerous character of 
the coal dust in the presence of beat and flame from blown-out or over-
charged shots, other features brought out by them did not at the time 
receive the attention they deserved, and in consequence of that fact the de-
dnctions made were not always as complete and exact as they might have 
been had these features received more careful consideration. There is 
ample excuse for this, however, for it must be remembered that the experi-
ments were necessarily conducted under conditions that differed materially 
in many respects from those existing in an actual mine, and it could hardly 
be expected that absolutely correct deductions would be possible under such 
circumstances. 
As an illustration of the manner of conducting these experiments and 
reaching conclusions from results obtained, the following furnishes an inter-
esting and valuable example. The experiment and investigation was made 
by .Messrs. Hall noel Clark of England. It was carried on in a slope of 
thirty square feet sectional area, arched with brickwork and driven dowu 
from the surface a distance of forty-five yards. The charge of powder was 
fired from a strong iron tube, two feet long and two and one-half inches 
diameter. This is their description of the experiment and its results: 
''Coal dust having been scattered the whole length of the slant, the !hill 
being very wet, fired two and one-bal! pounds of powder. In this case 
flame issued strongly at the mouth of the slant, having traveled forty-Ave 
yards. 'rhe blast was very fierce, and would certainly have proved fatal to 
anyone struck by it in its course. It was noticeable in this experiment that 
not only was the flame largely increased, but the blast was also proportion-
ately greater, and bearing in mind that the floor of the slant was very wet 
(dripping), and the temperature low (50 degrees), we may fairly assume 
that in dry mines at a high temperature and where the roads are always 
co,·ered with fine dust, this dust will play a considerable part in extending 
and adding to the destructiveness of an explosion." 
The experiment was conducted under ideal conditions and brought out all 
the essential component parts of the cause of an explosion in a non-gaseous 
mine. The iD\•estig-ators, however, did not at the time take in account the 
importance of all the!<e factors, in fact for years very little attention was 
paid to some of them and the opinion prevailed for a long time, that all that 
was necessary to cause an explosion, in tbe absence of firedamp, was plenty 
of coal dust and the intense heat and Aame produced by blown-out or over-
charged shots. 
Here are the conditions a.~ we find them to exist at Mr. Hall's experiment: 
l. We have the heat and flame from the equivalent of a blown-out shot. 
2. \Ve know th,Lt the ventilation of the slope was of such a character as to 
insure pure air in all parts of it. 3. We note the presence of coal dust, 
(its state with regard to wetnes.• or dryness not well defined). 4. We find 
that the slope was a place of small dimensions, affording little expansion 
room for tbe heated air and gases. 5. We find that the temperature was 
low (50 degrees). 6. We find that the course of the explosion was an 
ascending one. Mr. Hall says the result of the experiment was a very fierce 
blast, that would certainly bave prO\•cd fatal to anr one struck by it in its 
··tourse. 
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A careful comparison of the conditions surrounding the experiment with 
the conditions, as im·estigation has pro,·ed them to exist at actual' 'dust" 
explosions, reveals a remarkable sameness, that warrants the conclusion that 
these conditions are e"ential in bringing about an explosion and further, 
that the four first named and generally the fifth must all be present to make 
such explosion assume dangerous proportions. 
\Ve may therefore state that the following are the '""entia! factors of a 
dust explosion: I. Intense heat and flame from blown-out or overcharged 
shots, or from shots fired in rapid succession in the same working place. 
2. Good ventilation. 3 Coal dust (not nece"arily verY dry nor pre,ent in 
very large quantities. -L Limited expansion room for the heated air and 
Kases in the neighborhood of blown-out or overcharged shots. In addition 
to these factors there is another, that 'hould be considered a prime factor, 
bnt which to be on the ~afe side, 1 shall call an auxiliary factor or a factor 
ha,·ing n decided influence in increasing the severity and extent of an explo-
sion. and that is a low mine temperature prevailing at the time of an 
explosion in the territory affected by it. 
The fact that good ventilation b necessy to make a ''dust" explosion 
possible, seems to he fullv established, and it is so well known now, that 
there is little occasion to say anything further on this point. Good ventila-
tion is •the vitalizing agent of an explosion; without a plentiful supply of 
pure air near its origin, it will die in its incipiency 
Investigation as to in what mines or in what parts of a mine these "dust" 
explosions are most likly to occur show< conclusively that they either orig-
inated in oew roines of limited ex.tent 1 or,lif in older mines, in the newer and 
more congested workings. The more room there is pro,·ided for the rapid 
expansion and dissipation nf the heated gases in the \·icinity of blown-out or 
overcharged shots, the more remote will the possibility of a ''dust" explo-
sion become. It seems that the heat must first be confined to narrow chan-
llels to give the forming explosion the neces.•ary impetus to project itself 
through the whole or a considerable portion of a mine. 
The innuence of a low mine temperature in assisting the formation and 
extension of ''dust" explosion is so marked, that it should receive special 
attention. In the earlier in,·estigations of these explosions, it appears, that 
t~mperature was deemed of small importance and received very little atten-
tion. lllr. Hall, in commenting on the results of his experiment, did take 
in &ccount the state of temperature, but he evidently made a mistake, when 
he considered low temperature a check to these explosions rather than a 
help, for nearly all these so-called ''dust" explosions have occurred during 
the colrler months of the year and, so far as I know, there is no record of 
an explosion, caused by a blown-out shot, having occurred in a non-gaseous 
mine during the months of Jnly and At1gust. Admitting that most ,mines 
have a greater degree of dampness in the summer than in the winter and 
that in con!<equence the safety of the mines is thus increa!<ed somewhat, yet, 
as we have seen that dampnes.• alone is not a reliable preventive of explos-
ions, there must be other reasons why ''dust" explosions are of such rare 
occurrence during the summer. \Ve know that the supply of oxygen, 
under like conditions, is less in a mine during the summer than in the 
winter, we also know that natural ventilation, which plays a very important 
part in the winter time in supplying the workings adjacent to the main air 
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channels with fresh air, is almost altogether absent in the summer. Now , 
all these conditions, affecting more or less unfavorably the formation of a 
• 'dust" explosion, are brought about by the same cause, viz. high temper-
ature of the air entering a mine, and therefore high temperature may 
rightly be regarded as a far more reliable preventive of ' 'dust" explosion 
than dampening the dust by sprinkling , On the other hand, an air 
current of low temperature entering a mine constitutes a powerful aid in 
a%isting the formation and enlarging the scope and force of such explosions. 
Goocl ventilation is essential to a' 'dust'' explosion, ~nd we know that an 
air c urrent of low temperature will ventilate a mine more thoroughly than 
one of high temperature, other conditions being the same. Again, the 
lower the temperature, the less natural dampness will exist in a mine. It is also 
a fact, that the lower the temperature of an air current Rowing through a 
mine at the lime of an explosion, the greater will be the expansive force 
developed under the same conditions. The law that under the same pressure 
the volume of any gas '" air varies as iL~ absolute temperature has direct 
application in this case. Supposing that the flaming gases coming from a 
blown-out shot bad a temperature of 2000" F., and that the temperature in 
a mine in the vicinity of such shot was 75~, it follows that, as long as the 
difference in temperature between the flnming gases and the mine and the 
pressure remained the same, the mine air and the other gases, after attain-
ing a temperature of 2000~, would be expanded to !,lj()S lime; their original 
volume. If the mine temperature was lowered to 40" F., other conditions 
remninin~ the same, the expansion would amount to 4,927 times the original 
v~>lume, To illustrate the effect: With an original temperature of 40" in a 
territory traversed by an explosion, the increase in the volume of heated air 
containt-d in an entry, ~0 square in area, would be for every hundred feet of 
its length nearly 1300 cubic feet greater than if the temperature at the time 
of the explosion bad ilecn 7.'i", It need' no argument to show the disastrous 
effec:·t ()f sul'h int.:reascd expansion. 
'l'he explosions which occurred in No. ·1-. mine, Cleveland, lowa, on Janu· 
ary Sth and February Sth, 1901, respectively, furnish the rare opportunit>' 
for observing the actions and effects of two explosions originating almost in 
the same place and extending over the same territory. The explosion on 
the 5th of January nrigiltated at the face of the third east entry on the 
north side, the explosion of the 5th nf February started in room 13 on the 
fourth cast entry, less than fifty yards distant from the seat of the first ex-
plosion, Hoth explosions extenllecl through the third and fourth east 
entries tn the main north and along this entry to the hoisting shaft and 
through it to the ~urfu~c Not only as tu the place of origin and territory 
affected were these explosions decidedly similar; the manner of shotfiring 
was the same, the amount of air entering the mine was about the same in 
each case and there was no perceptible difference in the condition of the 
entnes as to the dampness and the amount of dust present. 
There was this difference, however· The amount of powder contained 
in the three shots tired in the third east entry was probably twice as large as 
the amount used for the two shots tired in room 13 on the fourth east entry. 
Two of the holes in the third east were tight ones, while the holes in room 
13 were fair holes that did the work intended for them to do, although one 
of them bud too much powder. With thiS fact before us, it was not surpris-
• 
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ing at all to find that the heat developed at the starting point of the first 
e><plosion was very iutense and the display of force there very great, while 
the second explosion left scarcely any 'igns of great heat and created no 
unusual disturbance, either in room 13 on the fourth ea.~t or its immediate 
vicinity, and it would seem that, under the.;.e circumstances, the conclusion 
would have been justified that the first explosion would at least maintain it• 
superior degree of violence all the way through. But this pro,·ed not to be 
the case, for strange as it may seem it lost considerable of its initial force in 
its travel to the shaft, while the second explosion gained force and became 
more de~tructive on its way out. It ejected a larger volume of smoke and 
dust from the hoisting shaft than the fil'it one and demolished stoppings and, 
doors along the main north that the first explosion bad failed to damage, 
How can we account for this? The ph)sical condition of the mine in the 
immediate vicinity of the starting points of the<e explosions bnd probably 
some influence, but the fact that these starting points were less than lifty 
yards apart suggests that some other intluential cause must have been at 
work to bring out the second explosion's extraordinary de\·elopment of fon·e. 
I submit that this can"" was the very lo\\ temperature prevailing on the dny 
of the second explosion. Mr. S. H. Mallory of Chariton (the county seat 
of Lucas county, where these explo>ions occurred) has kindly furnished me 
a copy of his meteorological records for the months of January and Febru-
ary, 1901, and according to these records the mean temperature on the day 
of the first explosion, January 5th, was 27.5°, and on the clay of the second 
explosion, February 5th, 5.5°. It was therefore twenty-two degrees colder 
on the last named date. Of course the above readings refer to outside tem-
perature ouly, but there is little doubt, in this case, at .least,. that ."ny 
increase or decrease in the outside temperature would mantfest •tsel( •n a 
proportionate degree in that part of the mine where the explosions occurred. 
1 have already called attention to tbe in6uence of temperature on ''dust" 
e>--plosions and the comparison of the two explosions in the Cleveland mine, 
occurring as they did, under almost identical conditions, seems to sustain 
the views I have expressed on that point. 
There is nothing very mysterious or unexplainable in these "dust" ex-
plosions. They are not due to agencies beyond tbe control of man. Much 
bas been said as to how they may be prevented, but the greatest safeguard 
of aoy mine rests in the ability of the management and the miners employed 
therein to understand thoroughly the nature of the danger they may have to 
deal with. When that is accomplished it will prove a comparatively easy 
task to devise adequate means to eliminate that danger, or at least minimize 
it to the utmost. 
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TABLE :::-Jo. ~. 
List of rorj>oratio11s, firms, and i11divzduats opt!Yali11g milles i11 the second 
district, tlteir post office address attd shippwg facilities, if a1ly: 
MAHASKA COUNTY. 
COR( ORA:riON, PIR)1 OR INDIVIDOAL. I POST OFPJCB I 
AUORBSS. 
Lonsf)lidatfon Co:~ I Co=·. .. • . . . . . ·J M uchakinock •. 
Klond' kc Coal Co • . .... _. Oskaloosa . 
SJ.IJPPING FACILITIRS, 
Kt·one.bec Coal Comr,an\ _. • .• . _ Muchalcinock 
Lost Cn•ek: Fuel Co .... :.. • .. Loat Cret·Jc .... 
Kc~al Coal Co...... . ...•••.•.. Ol!ikaloot~a. 
lona Fuel Co...... • . • Oskaloo!Oa .•. 
'la/uuka Coal .tod )Jinllllf Co .•••.... _ ... O!ikaloosa 
\I wood Coal Co ............................ \Vhat Chl•er ... . 
Lvcland Coal Co, E,·eland ••.. 
,\mcrlcan Coal Co . . . ...... Evans ........ . 
Oskal<•o•a Coal nnd \1inin~r: Co -. . . . . . . Oskaloosa , ... . 
GArlicld Coal Co..... ...... , . . •. Deacon .. . . 
Utllc~Jtoonr Coal Co...... t>skaloos:l ... 
l<.ichard Bros . .. •. • E\·ans .. .. 
Wm. Patkrson .•. . .. . . .. .. . . Leighton ..... . 
\Vhilebrtast lut:l Co of Illinois... .. Ottumwa 
:-;..,wdeo Coal Co. . .. Bt·acon • ... . 
~mltb Uros . . Oskaloosa .... .. 
G Clouri:'b.... •. . . Oskaloosa 
Barrowman & Oak:lt·y. 0:-;i:aloosa ,, .. 
Fred &huhz . . . .. . . . • . Oskaloosa 
/;~~-a~~~k~~: ... · .. ~:. :··.~:.::::::::: 8:~:1::: ..... . 
01kaloo:~a Fuel Co ...... , ................ Oskaloosa .. .. 
Evans Coal Co...... New Sharon . 
\V. ll. Willia~ns .... . .. . • New Sharon .... 
{.~118.:\~a~;;~n & san·· .. .. .. ~~~cy~~llc. 
/.~~'~\~~eli~ .. ::::·::::~:~ o ............... ~~~~vir~n·:· ::· 
~Carey...... Ro~e Hill. 
MARIO::\ COUNTY. 
Chacago & Northw(:stern, 
Chica(Co & Northwestern 
Chicago & Northwe~.lern. 
t:b icaio & Northwestern, 
Chicago & Northwestern, 
Chicago & Northwestern 
Chicago & Northwestern. 























tt~rJeio~:'Un;,o ~~d '1 ·nin~ co 
C) f.;, Coal Co ....• 
Hawkeye Coal Co 
H::~;·~~es · : ·· i~:~::~: 
Uuuey .. '·· ~~~:g9~. 3B~r~n,~O,~ &l~· uincy t:l:~~~~. ' .. :: ' Chicago, Burl,nN:ton & uincy: 
l lamilton. •. • . . Chicago. Burl1ne-to:1 & ulnc'/. 
ltarnihon. Chicago, Burlinelon & uiocy. 
Ilea ~ICiinrt. •• \Vabatth. 
~ . H. Rollin"s 
llam•hon Coal Co 0 
l•.nn11 & Stillwell ... 
Dunreath Coat Co 
Jl'orrsl Fnel Co . . . • 
McCroskey & Co •••• 
\ ukon Coal Co . • 
J~oherts & \'oun.: ...... . 
II. Booth ••• 
). 'J Haves .... • 
i~~~~·~J:}~n;~·~ ··:" 
Vaion Coal Co ., ••. 
J. R. Oiel_eman .•. 
~·--~· 
Otley • . • • . •• • Chicago, Rock 1"1and & Pacitic 
Otle) ...... ,Chicago, Hock hland & Pacitic. 
Otley.... .. • Chica~ro, Rock bland & Pacitjc. 
<Hie.. • . •• • . . . . Chicago, Rock Island & Pacitic. 
Knox~ille •• I Local. 
.... . , KnoHIIJc Local. 
. . Busuy ... Local. 
•• . . Otlry •. , Local. 
• ..... Pella . . . . I Local. 
.. .. .. Pt•lla..... . Local. 
Hamilton Local. 
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KEOKUK COUXT\ . 
CORPORATION. FIRM OR I~UIVIUUAL. I 
I r'OST Of' PICE 
.o\DllRBS!>. 
Volunteer Coal Co ...... o.. .. . • •• . . \\'hat Cheer .. 
~~~ur:~~Ta~~~ co. .. . ..... ..... . . . . ~~~:! §~:~~.: . 
Crescf!:nt Coal Co. \\'hu Chetr 
Columbian Coal Co \\.hal Chetr 
Hommerin & Son \\'h;t Cheer 
Lambert Bros \\bat Cbet.'r 
Baker Bros . \\hat Chrer 
~tu~~~r~ B:o~~:: .. ::::.:.' .... . ~~~=: Et:~~ .:: 
D Peacock ... ., \Vhat Chee-r r .\rmt1roo~:, • ... • \\'hat Chnr 
f. Mason . ..... \Vhat Chet·r .. 
~-· ~l''.~'"~~.u~.::·:· ... : .. :.:.::: :::: .... g:U!: ·.· .. :·: 
Bdlan'l TeetNs • .. ... • ..... • .. ... De h-. .. . ... 
LL"CAS COU~TY. 
!'Uirl'l!'ic; I ACILITIK~ 
Burl., Cedar N.ap1ds & Northern 
Burl . Cedar lhpjds & Norche-rn 
Burl.', Cedar Rapids & Northern 
Ch1cae-o & Nortt. \Veateru. 
Cb1ca~o ..'\: ~orth \\'estern 
Cblc,a~o , Sorth-\Vesrero. 
Chlcaro ,\: l\orlh·\Ve!'otern 





fgf~~o Hock Ishmrl & Pa ih._, 
l.ocal. 
l.ocill 
\\'bitt'brust Fuel compaor o( Jllinota 
Big H11l Cotal Co. . ..... 
Lucas and Cle\ eland l'oal Co 
Cle"rel:tad and I 
. Ottumwa • ChlcR.:o. Hurlin~ton & §utnc\ 
J ucas • ChiCtli!O. Burlington & umcy 
Lucas Chita!'A. Uurhn~ton & lliQ~;;\· 
ADA~IS COU~TY. 
1, ~L Hemon ...... .... "I Joureko · " 
l'.d, :\111dor.... . ... !'ureka ..... . 
\\','!<..Miller...... . ..... Hricoe ...... . 
C.\\'. Po~AI~y ...... Hriacoe .. .. 
Rice & Collios ... Carbon . . . . 
N. S. \\'heeler.... . .. .. Carhon 
k0:e~ ~u~'!;ki: ::: ........ · · .. ... f:~~~ 
ij·, ~~c~:e . , ... . :·: . o • : ~=~~~- : .... 
r. Gebbte . .... . • o , • •• • ••••• •
1 
t:arbbon ••·• 
S. 0. Trowbnde-e • ... . • • .. t.. ar on . • . 
k r~a\~~~~rl)". • : .. ::.::.: 0 : ::· .. ::. ~l~~,~~~.:: ... : .. 
~~~~~~~~~·r· .'.:·:.: .. ~:: ... : ·: ·~::: u~~~ : .. :""" 
Somerset Coal Co .... 
Kin!( & Turnip eed .• 
~backer & Heonum. 
Weld Bros. .• 
\\'isbman &: Cumm1n~ 
!I ott & Baber .... 
N. 0 Hales 
s. C. Brxant .. 
J .-\. \VJJlJ,•m•· · · 
l:o:d Rowley ....• 
~~~'~;::0&1 k~·ncher.: · 
~-;,cl;::.".~•r&'l'arlin. · 
Lha'l Sass . . • 





Somerset .. . . 
Somerset... • 
~rneraet ••.• 
Carlisle ..... .. 
Milo ..... .. 
..• "tilo ...•.•. · 









IIDI'ItOWD . .. 
utfalo ..... .. 
Thos \Vebster . • . ..... · · o· •· .. " •• UuHalo ....... .. 

















Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. 





















OF T H E 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
R.MBRACISG 
Adair, Boone, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie, Jasper, Polk, Story, 
and Webster Counties. 





REPORT OF THIRD DISTRICT . 
The condition of the coal busine<S has been very satisfactorr tlunng the 
past bi~nnial period, ending June 30, 1901, for the demand has been good 
and prices have averaged much better than in former vears. ~liners have 
been benefit~d by the decrease iu hours, as eight hou,;. constitute a day's 
work around all the mines in this di.,.trict ; mining price bn.s been advanced, 
also top wages, and in a number of iustnnces wages for underground day 
work have met an ad,·ance. It is also noticeable that a kindly te.,!ing 'eerns 
• to prevail throughout the variou' mines between the officials nod employe~ 
The ~tate meetings calle<l y~arly by the operators and m'uers to talk over 
and adjust the scale of prices fu• mining, day work, hrusning and all other 
questions pertaining to the mining business, hn.s met with 1tnivenml satis-
faction There is an executive board ~lected by the operators and by the 
miners to act as an arhitr~Ltion board to decide the various C]Uesti(')ns that 
come up, from time to time. hetween the comp:tnieo; and their men, 
which has save<! a l{reat deal of the unplea<ant feeling that formerly existed 
durin!{ the adjusting of ll<fferen~es b~tween mine officials aud their men. 
'!'hi' all tend> to show that the interests of employer and employe are being 
apprt!<:iated by both alike, and thns they should be; for the succ .. ssful 
operation of a mining plant mean< a good investment for the company and 
likewbe a good investment to the miners for the time spent therein. 
I am plea,ed to state that my official duties between operators and 
miners have been very agreeable and 'atisfactory to me. And I wish to 
thank the officials of both operators and miners for the help rendered me 
and the interest they have taken in bringing about and securing the present 
very gratifying conditions of our mines, for the <arne is ben~ficial to all con-
cerned. During the pa't year the mines, us a rule were found to be in bet-
ter condition, from every p~int of view. 'l"'here are several reasonR for 
this; one i..;. business and prices ha.ve been better, which nil tend!; toward 
<uccessful operations. Also evi<lence of a willing spirit to fuithfu11y comply 
with the re,tuirements of our mining lnws has been shown, which greatly 
aids an inspector in carrying out the intent ot the law. 
This, the third inspection district, comprises the followtng counties· 
Po1k, Boone, \Vebstcr, Jasper, Dallas, Ure~n. Guthrie, Storr and Adair. 
'l'here are about one hundred and twenty six mines in the nine counties, 
and are c!a"ed as follows: Fifty-four doing an exclu.ive shipping 
bu<iness; twenty sell most of their product to local trade, but load Rome 
coal on cars; while fifty-two are operated for local trade onlr. There are 
within the district fifty·seven mine• equipped with steam plants for hoisting 
purposes. The balance use horse or mule power, whicheverisbestadapted. 
At different small local mines they have gasoline equipment£ for pumping 
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water and running fans, which seems to give good results, and sa,·es the 
expen'e of placing boilers and possibly the u;ing of poor boiler water. 
Very few of the mines coming under the jurisdiction of the inspector use 
furnace ventilation, for that method is expensive, inconvenient and unre-
liable. 
There were quite a number of good and subst:tntial improvements made 
during the past biennial period. Companies have enlarged their ventilating 
machinery, remodeled their pit heads and top equipments, and placed 
better hoisting appliances to handle their increased output. Also several 
uew shafts were put down, which were equipped with modern impro,·ed 
machinery and fitted up with la'Jor-saving devices. 
A WORD ON VENTILATION. 
The Inspector finds the matter of ventilation one of the most important 
feature.q connected with his official duties. as the health of those working 
underground depends largely on the condition of the air they breath. Alsea 
the conditions governing the ventilation of the mines are changing dail)', 
and require constant attention and careful supervision from the mine fore-
man to keep the mine in proper condition. 
The mining business, of this State, has reached the point that a mine 
manager or mine foreman cannot expose his incompetency in any better way 
than to have within his employ, and continue to have, a poorly ventilated 
or undisciplined mine. For, regardless of what conditions may exist, a 
practical and competent mine foreman will, in time, figure ahead on the 
laying out of hi• underground workings to such an extent as to take ad,•ant-
age of emergencies that he may come in contact with; and by so doing 
avoid dda)'S, extra expense, and uncalled for grievances; which all tends to 
reduce the cost of his products when landed on the tipple, and is further-
more a benefit to the ill\·estors, producers, and all concerned. 
The miners are greatly interested in good ventilation, and, as they spend 
a good portion of their time at the face underground, it is very essential 
that they should be. Yet, it is a common occurrence to find a room turned 
and driven in twenty to twenty·five yards without a break-through; and 
expect the •arne to be properly ,·entilated. This sometimes is the fault of 
the miners themselves, who in their eagerness to make money neglect to 
take the proper precaution to care for and ventilate the working place, but 
more often the neglect of tbe operator, who does not want to pay the 
expense incurred in making the necessary bre.ak-throughs, to allow the cur-
rent of air to reach the working faces. Also, very often after a break-
through has been made, there is fifty per cent of it filled up with draw slate, 
props, tool-boxes, or some kind of refuse, which all act as an obstruction to 
retard the air and reduce the quantity. In fact, many yards of entry, for 
air-ways, could be saved by hm·ing the •a me made a proper size and taken 
care of after it had been driven. Air traveling along an air-way of proper 
size, through break-throughs free from obstructions, means a great deal 
toward good ventilation. And to obtain this It is only necessary for &11 
employes working below to work to each other's Interests. 
The air traveling down one shaft, and along through the air-courses, 
• 
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returning to the up·cast shaft, ha\'ing only partially tr.weled along the 
faces, where the men are at work, it is not prope.r ventilation by au\ meaus. 
To properly \'entilate a mine, first have ventilating machine!)· and fan of 
sufficient capacity to handle 30 per cent more air than the law calls fnr, air· 
shaft, a••-cour-.e•, and break-through< made plenty large enough to admit 
a ,·olume of nir of sufficient quant tr with the lea.•t possible rcsistence to the 
same. The usc of o\·er or uoder·cn"ts arc n.lso of gre;tt benefit. Ry giving 
to each pair of entrie~ a scparat~ current nf air, vou de~.:reasc the friction 
increase the quantity t,f air. and U\'Oid the powder-smoke and imparities 
from other entries; also le ....... en the danger ~hould an explosion occur, lor 
there woul j be les~ men to come in cont.nct with tt. · 
Regarding the splitting of air, there is. of course, n limit. The \'Olume 
of air should nnt be reduced below a speed and quantity that will mix and 
remove the 1m purities from the workiug fnces. The speed or velocity of the 
air depends on the size of the nir·ways. They should, of course, always be 
large enough to permit a sufficient quantity of air to trn,•el at a reasonable 
velocit)•. The best law to go,·ern a mine foremnn on thh.; que .... tion is to hnve 
a1r enough tn remove all obnoxious f<ascs from the working places and 
replace the same with fresh air. To do this he will have large air-courses; 
divide his volume; place good substantial doors between entries; keep his 
unused break·thoughs bratt!ced up tight, and those that are in use free 
from obs.tructions, such as tool~boxes, timber, loo!';e sl:t.te, and rubbish; anll 
carry hi' air up through the la't open break-throughs where men are at work. 
~!1::\F: FORE~tAN'S LAW. 
During the session of the legislature of 1900, there was a law pns.ed which 
took effect January I, 1901, requiring all mine foremen and hoisting engi-
neers, being employeu at mines producing more than twenty-fi,·e tons of 
coal per day, to pass an examination or obtain a certificate for service from 
the ex3mining board. Said boanl consists of five members representing the 
different mterests pertaining to mining. Said board began holding sessions, 
in August, 1001, at the variou~ ruining centers, at such periods as the).r 
deemed advisable, for the convenience and benefit of all concerned. There 
has been issued, up to June 30, 1901, 605 mine foremeos' and-- hoisting 
engineers' certificates. 
In my opinion there has been no piece of legislation enacted in recent 
years that should be of more benefit to both miners and operntors alike than 
this act to tbe operators for the reason that it has sllmulated the mine foremen 
and hoisting engineers in their desire for kno,vledge pertaining to their dut-
ies, in order to enable them to pass the e:ramination and receive a certificate, 
which wonld enable them to hold their positions if already employed In 
either capacity, and if not so employed to enable them to secure •uch a 
position. This knowledge, on the part of the mine foreman, is alway• a 
benefit to the operator or owner of a mine, for the reason that it should 
enable him to keep his mine well ventilated, and pillars of a proper thick-
ness, and avoid extra yard.age on break-throughs. In fact, it will mean a 
better ventilated mine, and more regard will be paid to the law in reference 
to health and safety to those employed underground, also a benefit to the 
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mine foreman himself; as a man with a thorough knowledge of his calling 
can always get a better salary than one who is not so well informed. 
I have visited the mines, during the past biennial period, as often a!t 
time and occasion demanded. At these visits I did not always find the 
various mining plants in strict compliance with the mining laws. But I am 
glad to report that I have always found the officials in charge of the various 
plants ready and willing to make the necessary repairs and improvements 
suggested as being esseutial in the preservation of life and health of the 
miners. 
A WORD REGARDING FANS. 
lt1 some of our large mines there is not enough attention paid to the 
movement of the fan; especially during the night. \Vhere there are old 
workings in the various parts of the mine left open, they naturally fill up 
with damps; and unless properly bratticed up, the moment you reduce the 
air pressure, by opening doors or reducing the speed of the fan, the damps 
rush out on the entries and remain there until the pressure and current of 
air is again resumed; and when the curr~nt is increased the damps are car-
ried through the working places. And very often the damps that have 
accnmulatad during the night are not entirely removed from the working 
plact!s in the mine for several hours after the men start to work in the morn-
ing. This should not occur. The pressure should be the same at night as 
during the day To do this the fan must be kept at the same speed, so as 
completely clean the mine of all impurities throughout the working places. 
It requires very lilLie more fuel and attention to keep the fan running at the 
same speed, and there certainly is a great benefit to be derived by having 
the mine filled with fresh air in the morning when the men go to work. 
::I!Al'S OF ABANDONED MINES. 
It requires considerable urging, at times, to secure a compliance with 
the ruining hnv as regards the filing of a map of abandoned. mines with the 
inspector At times I think that the officials of the various mines do not 
realize the importance of the same. It is very essential that maps of all 
abandoned mines should be on file, for it affords those having adjoining 
territory valuable information; especially where a mine is filled with water. 
To know approximately the extent of such working<, so as to guard against 
holing through from adjoining !t:rritory, is not only a great advantage t<> 
the company, but a safeguard to the employes working below. 
SCALES. 
There was enacted during the Twenty-Second General Assembly a law 
r~quiring each mine inspector to procure a set of test weights for the pur-
pose of testing the scales at the various mines used for weighing the miners' 
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coal. This Jaw is still in vogue without any changes since the enactment of 
the same. 
During the past biennial period nine-tenths of the scales used for weigh-
ing miners' coal in the third distr;ct ha,•e been tested. and some of the:O 
several times The majority have been found deficient, and when found m 
such condition the company has, in nearly every case, been '"illing and 
ready to place the work of adjusting the same in a scale com.pany's b~nd~, 
to be placed in proper weighing condition as quickly as posstble. .Sttll, tn 
some cases, scales were found deficient after being taken out, repa1red and 
replaced. The only reason for such to occur was the iucompet~ncy of those 
attempting to adjust the same, which means onot only an add1t10nal expense 
to a company, but delay and annoyance to all concerned. 
The inspector finds, in a large majority of cases where he is called Olt 
to te't the scales at the various mines, that the trouble lies in the dividing 
of ea:h man's coal. \Vbere a scale·beam does not brenk quick enough or 
requires too much wf"'ight to show the movement of Lhe !-;arne, it is impossi-
ble for the weighman to give each man his just dues; and yet, on the ~th~r 
band, it is possible the aggregate or full car will have been weighed .w1th1.o 
one hundrt:d and fifty or two hundred pounds either way; sbow1ng, 10 th1s 
case that the weighman bas credited the men with all the coal that is due 
the~, but might not have placed on his bulletin the proper weight of each 
individual car, giving too much weight to one and not enough to another. 
·rhis may be cau,ed from a number of reasons: the weather, the c?n-
tracting and e:o:panding of the extension rods, knives or bennngs becom1ng 
dull; and foundations settling and becoming uneven, or being bound so 
that the platform does not work freely. 
Allowing locomotives to pass over a scale, or pulling loaded cars back 
over the same, bas cost more money than any one thing in connection with 
a scale. This should always be avoided if possible. 
BAROMETERS. 
There are two kinds of barometers, the mercurial barometer and the-
aneroid barometer. The mercurial barometer measures the variations o! 
the atmosperic pressure, by the raising or the falling o!. n:ercury in a g~ass 
tube. With the aneroid barometer the presst1re of the a1r IS measured with-
out the use of a liquid. The pressure of the atmosphere causes upon the 
circular metal boxes, which has been nearly exhausted of air and then 
soldered air-tight. The sides of the box are corrugated in concentric 
ring', so as to increase their elasticity. Owing to the box being nearl) 
exhausted of air, it becomes extremely sensitive to the changes and different 
weights of the atmosphere. 
WHAT CO:>INECTION liAS A BAROliETER WITH A PUMP? 
A barometer is used to obtain the weight of the atmosphere and the pr<s-
sure that the same is exerting wherever the barometer may be placed, either 
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on n high or lo" point. By knowing the weight of the air per square 
Inch rou nrc enabled to know how far a pump w1ll lift water. The wcil:ht 
of the a1r \'aries according to the density of the same. A pump, ha\-ing the 
plunger In the water C) Iinder properly packed, when put In motion creates 
"'acuurn m the C) Iinder nnd allows the pressure of the atmosphere, which 
IS pressing <lown on the surface of the water, to force the column of water 
up the uctlon pipe to a height equal to that of the weight of the air The 
mercury used in a mercurial barometer is 13.6 heavier than w•ter, so, if the 
weight of the air indicates 2911 on the face of the b:trometer, with a perfect 
vacuum the wa1er would be forced to a Je,·d with the we1ght of the air, 
which would be about 33•; feet in height; for 13.6 multiplied b)' 29 5, 
di,·i<led by 12 inches, which equals one foot, would give 33.4 feet that the 
water hn• been lifted b)' the nbo,·e pump nod pressure. 
A barometer is also used in connection with mmes, more especially where 
the mineN nre gi,·ing oil explosive gnses in sufficient quantities to cause an 
explosion when mixed with air in adequate proportions. The higher the 
barometer the less danger of escaping gases within the workings of a mine; 
for tht! reason that the air is hea\'ier, causing a greater press11re, and keep-
ing the lighter gases stored up in go,·es, abandoned workings, crevices, etc. 
A low barometer indicates Ieos weight, lighter air, and consequently less 
pressure In the mine; and allows the lighter I{B<;CS to come out frorn where 
they havu been pent up and mix with the ventilation or the volume of air. 
\\'e do not have marsh·gas, or firedamp, in the mines of Iowa- which is 
man;h·gns be ng mixed with air to an explosive pomt, at which point it be-
comes firedamp. A barometer placed at the bottom or top of a shaft at the 
\'ariuus mines in this state would be of considerable benefit, for this reason, 
"hen there Is a low barometer, indicating a lighter air, then, to avoid 
reducmg the quanti!\• of air in a mine, you can lncrea•e the speed of the 
fan, thereby overcou1ing the decreased atmospheric pressure. 
\'cry often, during a time when the air is moist or foggy, you will hear 
the men say the air is hen\'}' . By looking at the barometer you will find 
they nrc mistaken, for during such weather the air is lighter and require• 
more of it to nccomphsh the •arne results. A study of these questions will 
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LOCATIOS 01' 'liSE. 
SHJrPING PACILITII!:S. 
\Vebslt·r Countv Coal and Land Co. . ··~· •.. , ·13 milt"5 south"C'St of Lc-hia-h ••.• •• •• • . . .. f ~lason Cit)• & Ft Dcdge Railway Co Daii~· Coal and ~lining Cn . .. •• • . • . ] 1i mllcs :-;outhwe:;t of Lchiah .•. .... .. ...• .. .. • .. ~la~on Cu~- & F1, Uod~;e Haii\\IY Co. 
Crooked Creek Coal and ~linin¥' Co. ••• ••. .. . •• • :zU: miles south o( l.eh~~h -· • . • • •.. • Crocked <.:reek Coal and Railway Co. 
Corey Coal and ~~ 'nio_g Co. . . .. •• • . . . . . . . .. •.10 miles south of l.ohtgh.. .. .. .. . . . . Crocked.Cre.•k .Coal and Railway C?· 
Gleason Coal and Mmmg Co............. Coah·•lle .... .•... .•. ....• ...... ... ...... \1ason Cuv & I·t Ood~e Katl"ay Co. 
Plt.•asanh·ille Coal and ~linini: Co... .• .. . 1~ miles east of Coah:'Jie.. .. • . . .•.. .. .. 'Ia !<ion City & Fe. l)odlr{e Railway Co. Coii.ID:; Co. a I and ~~in in.~ c.·o ..... -... ' .. .. . . .. ''I Coai\JIIe ..... • 0 ..................... "" •• • ''.".~on Caty & F.t. DodR. c Railway Co. 
CriUilCoa.Jand ~1tninll Co; . • ······ ....•.• J.S.alo 4•••··· ••·••·••• .. ···••·•···•·••·• ·•· r MIIllll'a,.oi!S~!-it I .QUIS, loh!lson Coal, and ~I m~,:r Lo . •• . . . . .• .• • .. .. . iS-aJo . . .• . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . •. ~llnncapuhs & ~1. Lou1s. 
rwtn Brots Coal:!_nd ~1mmgCo Kalo......... ..... ~· _:. .. "·· ~1m_nea1~&..:::!... L~uls_._~ 
JASPER COUNTY. 
Jasr•er County Coal and ~linin.: C.:o. .. •.. .. .... 13 miles 11outb of Colfax. . .. ........... . .... . 
t'oH~:t~: <.:~1 fl_r_l_d Mwtnll ~ _ 4 mdes southeabt of Colfa~. . ....... .. ····I rowR & Northern; c ~- \V :c. R. 1. & P. 
.... Iowa & Nonh~ro; C.(.,,~ C. R l. & .!.._ 
DALLAS COUNTY, 
c.,J'If'Dtt'r CoaJ an~ Mlnln2' c-::- -... .. .. .. .. 16 mjles southwrst &f Madrid . . .. ... .• . ...... ··I <;h.icago, ~1!1waukee & St. PauL 
llufbtason Bros Cnal ar d M1n1n5r Co...... . 2 mtles we!lt nf Dawson . . . . . .... •. • ChttaflO, Mtlwaukee & St PAul. 








PLAN OF' WORK· 




0~1!1 Moinrs Cnal and Miniog Co. 
J _ M. Christ• Co• I Co. .. 
Saylor Coal Co .... 
-~-Chaa :Morris .• 
Geo. Grvhs . 
D B. Flemming, 
~ 
.Q 
Vl 0 .., 
~ I ·~~ 
... Vl 
I' Oe~ \JCI!ncs . I ~halt~~- Koom and pillar ·I Z:an., ....... ·-~~~team-~~ ~hippiorc. O!!:s \fotnes Shaft Room :md rullar Fan , ........ ,.. .. ~team .. Shipping. Ues )loines .. Shaft Room aud pillar .. Fan ................. Steam Sh1ppm~. 
~=-~----==-------· 
~mith & Lowe Coal Co., No. 2 ....... . 
Smith & Lowe Coal Co., No. J .••...•.••. 
1'\orwood Coal Co ........ ........ . 
Maple Gro.-e Coal Co ...... , •. _ ......... . 
Gtbson Coal Co • . ................ . 
Bloomfield Coal Co., No. • .... ••• .. 
Diam<tlld joe Coal Co ................ .. 
!fi~.~~t~~~ .. ::.:·:::::::::::::::::: 
Weat iltvenlde Coal Co ...... , ......... .. 
Flint Brick Cool Co .................. . 
Co-oP<"ratl•e <.:oal Co. . • . • . . . . • . ......... . 
Ceatral Co.l Co ....... .............. . 
Oat Park Coal Co • . . . • . • . • .. . .. . . . . . 
Glenwood Coal Co., No. 1 ............ .. 
Gleawood Coal Co .• No. 2 ............... . 
l'roctor Coal Co . ....................... . 
Rlko Coal Co . . . • . ....•..•.......... 
South Park Coal Co ...................... . 
•\von Coal Co ... , ...............• 
Coal Hill Coal Co .............. ,. ...... . 
HI• bland Coal Co ................... . 
Humes Coal Co .......... , .......... . 
Commerce Coal Co . .. • .. . . ....... .. 
Likes Brick and Coal Co . . •...•........ 
S.rtel Coal Co • . . • • .. ....... . 
Balrar Coal Co............. . •.• 
=!!~aae..' f'.!r.nd-Brick-CO ..... . 
Booae Valley Coal and R1y Co., No. 2 •••. 
8aoDe Valier Coal and R y Co .. No 3 .... 
Booae CoaJ .. d Mlutug Co., No 2 ••• 
Boone Coal and Mluluw Co .• No J ...... .. 
JMone Co.land Mioing Co., No. • .... .. 
:uo·!~:'~.,i.~~c.o .. ::: .. ::.:: .... . 
Ztmr.•maa Coat Co .................... .. 
Crow Coal Co ...................... . 
............ Culield ••...•............•. 
Beaoou Coal Co . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... 
~=~~-:"fi~·:i:.::. ·::::·:::::::· 
Rodrera Coal Co .• No. •· .........•..•..... 
Rqen Coal Co., No. J. . . . ........... · · 
~-----------------------· 
E. C. Smith ........ Carbondalr , _ .. , ~bah •.. Room and pillar. Fan ............. ..... Steam .. Sblpplnr. 
E. C. ~mnh .. ,, . Carbondale. Shalt Room and pillar ... Fan............... lSieam .. Shfppmg. 
Jos. Norwood ... , .. Des Moines Shalt Room and pillar Fan........... ... .. Steam ::,hipping. 
Chas. S"aoson. . .. Des ~loinel!l Shalt Koom and pillar Fan ... • . .. .. .. Steam . $hipp10e. 
Jno.G,bson ....... D~.·s Moines ~halt koomaud P!llar .. Fan ............ . ... ~team .. ~hippln". 
Geo. \ arn .... ... Des }1otnes ... Shaft Room and ptllar .. Fan... ..• .... •. .•.. Steam .. ~hippln" 
~~~M~G~=~Y :~:.:::: ~~~o~,~ines .. ~~:J! · .. ~~g: =~~ ~~~~=~:: ~:~·.::::~::::·::.:::. §:::;;: ·· ~~jgg:~~.' 
g: tf: v~l11~r;~n .::: g:: ~:~:~~=---- ~~=t~:. ~:~=~~ gm:~·: ~=~----· ·.::::::: .. ~::::. ~~:gg:~~: 
idrchJa~~~~~nn·: :::: &~: ~~~:~~: .. : ~~:f~ ·. ~~~: =~~ ~m:~ :: ~:~.- :::: :::·:. :::::::· ~:::;::: ~~i~gl~:·. 
A. Bloomquist. ... Des Moines... Shaft.. Koom and pillar. P'ao. ..... .......... Steam .. Shlpphir. 
Tom Ray . .. . .. DE's \loioes .. ~haft . Room and pillar. Fan.................. Steam Shipplne-
C. McClellan ........ Des )loioes Shalt. Room and pillAr .. Fan ................ Slenm .. !"ohlsJpin~. 
CalebJohn .......... Dn Momes •••• S.haft, .. Room and pillar .. Fsn ...... ........ .... !'leam .. Sblpp~n¥". 
CAleb ohn ......... Dt!i Mo1nes Shaft .. Koom and pillar .. Fan...... .. ••. .. Steam ShiP'-''"ll· 
\Vm . dge ... .. .... Dt"s Moines .. Shah.. Koom anU pillar .. Fan. ... ..... ....... Stearn Shlpvlog. 
Thos. Beck ...... Des Moines .. Shaft. Room and pillar .. Fan ............... Steam .. Sh!PIJing. 
Andy Carlson . .. Dt•s Moines ::-;hAft ••• H.oom and p1llar.. i_1·an ................. Steam. !'-ih!JJIIfng. 
tno. Enn~ ......... Le,-y ......... Shalt.. Koom and JJillar .. Fan • ....... . Steam Shlppin~ . W. Ham mood.... Levy ...... , .. .. Shalt . .. Koom and pillar .. Furnace ... . .. . .. Horse Sh!PJJinK' Limblom ......... J:?es Moine!i ... ~hall ... Room and pUiar. Fan ............... Steam Shi&Jplulf obt. Humes ... Comml'rCe ...... ShAft ... Long- wall....... Furnace ......... ... Steam. Local. 
L . Tihon . .. .. Comme~ce ..... Shaft ... Long- w~ll... .. t·an. ....... ... Horse. Loul. 
jos O'Neil ..... Des Momes .. ~lope .. Koom and pillar. Fao. .. .......... Sturn. Local. oo. Shortt!! I .. .. • .. Leq . !':-haft . . Room and pillar. Furnace .. ···- .... .. Horse . Local. no. Balzar .. . . . .... Oes Moiaea .. Shaft . .. l<oom and Jlillar .. Furnace ............. Horse .. Local. 
A. McKiney ... Runnels ........ 1 Slope ... Room and pillAr Furnace ......... Horae LocAl. 
Chas Newman . Hilstie Sin,.,... Room and pill:u. Purnace . ... Horse .. Loc1l. 
Thos. Carpenter .... .. 
Thos Carpenter .. . 
Samuel Ml·Ciure .. .. 
~muel McClure .. .. 
Samuel McClure 
\V. 0 Mor"an ...... . 
Geo. Heaps .... . 
G~..·o. Zimblemao. 
\Vm. Crow ....... .. 
\V. 0. MorR'an ... 
\Vm Benson ... .. 
T . \V. Hui.rhs .. . 
Geo. Kogers 
Geo. Rol{ers . ...... 
Geo RoKers ....•. 
BOONE COUNTY. 
Booue .... .. 
Jloone , ..... . 
Fraser ...... . 
Fraser ...... . 
Fraser _,,. ..... _ 








Boe'\osboro ... . 
















Long- wnll .•. 
Lone wall ... .. 
LonJf wall ..... . 
Longwitll ... . 
Long ~All •. 
Long wall ..... . 
Lon~ WAll .... . 
Long wall .... .. 
Loo.:- wall •.. 
Lon.: "'·a11 •.... 
Long w:tll , ... . 
Longwall. ... .. 
Lonw wall. ...... . 
Long wall ... . 
LonK" wall .... .. 
Fan_ ............ . 
Fan . ........ ........ .. 
Fan .....•.•. ... 
Fan. .. .. .. 
Fan ....•... _ .. . 
Fan •.....••••. 
Fan .......... -..... . 
Fan ........... .. 
Fao .. ........ .. 
Pan .... .. •• 
Fan •....... 
Fan . ... •..•....... 
Furnaceu ...... , ... 
Purnace •• .. .. • .. 
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:; Pl.AS OF WOM.x.~ INC NINI, HOW \ liNTILAlli.U 
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..c 0 -~ -; I I ~ I 1-e----- - .::._ - _I ---=- ~ -
one. Cool Co ....... " ..................... ~ Joo. &.OOD •••••.•••. , ClJ!den ........ Shall • . ,Lon~ ""II ..... , Fan . ......... .. · !'l<am ll.ocol. 
Wlleoa •lae..... • ................... J••· Wi110o u• •••••• P'llot Mouad Shaft 4 Koom 0\Dd 51illar. Furnace ............. llor.e.. I.ocal. 
McCor•ick Coal Co •• •• . •• • • . . •• ••••• . ••••••• , •. , • . . • •• • • . Luther • • • . • .• !'-lope. • • •• . . . •• • • •••• fo'urnace • . . . . • , •• • . • , l.ocal 
WiecapCoal Co...... ....... . • • •••• Lulher _-- · ... !'lope, ····.:....._ .!.:_·_·_ Furnace •••.•.• • . J.ocal 
WERST~;R COU:'\T\'. 
I .on~: "_·all • • · 1-:an .............. . . . . , !'.team l !"h~_ I·J,in.: .• 
Lon~ wall... .... l·am... . . • ~team. !'-h•t•J•IU~ , 
Long ..... 11 • f1an • . • • ••.• ••• ~~~;lm • ~htt·l~intr: 
Koom ~od J•iiJar Fam •••• , •••• , • . !)team • !'-lua•pto~: . 
t<oom and Jlill.r Fan . • ····- ••. ~team •• !"hit•Pio~ 
I.QnJ,! ""II - .• fo'""·-··,• •.•. ••••... ~t~am .• ~~~'I•!Jtn.:. 
Koom and pillar. Furnace ... • • • •• , ~team • ~htJIJ.IIIlt:". 
Lon" \\:til • • Furnace . • . ••. , _ •• !'lt·am !'-htJ•J•lnJr, 
Lon~~r wall .• 1 ••• Fan ,.... . . .......... Hon~. ~hiJ•pinr. 
Long v.·aiJ . . . .. •• Furnace •. , . ... , • o· lton•e.. Local , 
Lon~ wall..... • Furnace ·o· ... ... I lorse.. I.ocal. 
N.oom and t~lllar Furnace .... .. ... ,. Horae .• · Local. 
lonw- ••B • • . .. Fan •• _ ...... .... ... ~tum •• Shipplnw 
Long .,uti .... .. Furn~tce ..... _ . ... • Horse. . ~hiltJIInJ'. 
Lon~; Vtall o Furna('to .. .. . • .. .... I_ lone . . ,l.oc•l. 
Hoom a rut P!llar .. 
1 
1:-:urnace . ..... oo• •• , ~lt"a.m Local. 
Hoom and ptllar _ f' urna.:e •• . . • • . . • llorse,.. Lou I 
.t<oo~_and _l•tl~tr l"'urna.:t'! . • . . ... llor!lf" Local 
JASPER COUXTY. 
erCCMIDIJ t.::nal Co. No. S ............ Hean Thomas ...... CoUaxo ......... Shaft Koom and Jllllar I·ao ••• • ......... tum !"'ohii•Pin~ -__ -----~ -.--- --· -·-·••·o·.··········j H~ary Tbomu .. ~J_ -~~Uax ............ l ~haft ••. Room and Jllllar.l 1--:an ... : .. =····· -~ tru-~~ -~l ShtJ•I•;--_"< 
u Coal ud Mlalac' Co ............... Geo. Wlleoa . • •• I Colfax .... o• .... Shah •. , Room and JHIIar .. flao. •. .... •. ..... .. Stum ShiiiiHOf. 
.... •• . ... .. •• ...... • . J. W o Barret ......... CoUax .... . ••• •• Soatt •. l<.oom and JJI!Jar •. , Furnace ........... ~- Horse • Local . 
Chu. Anderson ...... Colfax........ .~haft .. 1 W:oom and pillar flurnace ........ , . I Hone o 
It P. Frrncb .......... Nr.ton ........ ~haft.. Room And pillu Faa. .. """ 1 !'ote2m. 
~m~·s:oo:t~o::::::~· ~::::: -~· .... ~~:t: ~=: =~~ ::t!:~ ~=~::~: -~:: , :·:_·,:·· ~ u:~:: -
Tboe Haaaoa .. . Colfax.. . ... • ~haft koom and pillar Furnace •• .. If one . 
~o . Gunter......... CoUa:r. .... ~haft Room and pillar. Furnace.. ... • •• ... II or~ . 
o. Waddel. ........ Vandalia. . •. ~haft t<oom and pillar Furnace . •. •• tlonc 
• Whue .. . . • • . \'andaUa .... • ' :-.haft . Room and 1JIIIar ·1 Jo'urnace .. , ..... ... , llorae 
........................ r Afrtd Ll1ter .......... Newton ......... Shalt ... 1 Room and ptnar. Jlurnacr . • • • •. • ll(ln.e . 
......... ··•·o·· ~~- Shalt Room __ A_ndpillar Furoace .......... . . IICtrse 
GUTHRIE COUNT\•. 
Reatdow Coal Co ........................... I Fred Renslow • • •• . . • . Fana1er, ...•.•• 
~~r~lr~~~[~.~. ~0 .::. ··:: .. ~:: .. : .. ~-~~0~.~~~~~~~. ~~:- J:::l::: ~:· ·"· · 
Thomaa Coal Co • .... .. •• •• •• .... Harry Tbomu . . . Fansler 
Merchant Coal Co .. ~........ ...... ....... Wm. Mt-rcbant ....... faosl~r 
~b'ii. ':t~·~e~iCc!.fCo~:::~::::::::::::: :: : . l~ob,f. 8If!~';o;··:·:::: ~:~1:~ ::·:::. 
Rlttaer C:.1 Co ........................ 0· , ,. Wm . Riltner. -•..•.. l'aosler.. . . . . 
H.,.bo Cool Co .................. . ......... S. T. llu~rho.... l'aool•r .... .. 
R .... CoaiCo •.•••••• o .................... [).H . Ree-!'e ••••.• -- Panora •• 
BacteyeCOII1 Co ............... .......... W. Embrey . ... l'anora ., ••••. 
Wblte Ash Coal Co........ ... . .. .. • M. Caoar~ ... •• Panora •. 
Shall .,Long wall ... 
~haft •• Lonr wall 
!'batt Long ••11 • 
f'haft . Loa~r wall • 
~halt Loa.- wall ... .. 
Sllalt .. Lon~ "all ..... . 
Sllafl .• Lon~ ull . •. 
Silo II 1 l.ong "all •. • • 
~~=:~ 0 I~::::::·::.:·: 
~halt • I LoDE ••II ....• 
Shah I lA)DIIr till ..• 
DALLAS COUXT\'. 
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-l STATE ;\liS£ 1~-.pf. •ron,.; 
Accidents fall lnto se\·eral cl • .cs fatal, non·fatal, seriou , and not 
enou • \\'e dra" a line bct\\een the different da.ses of accidents, ·et just 
where this line ,;hould be is oft~n a 4uestinn. Any rule adopted must be 
fiextble. Accidents occur [rom various .. ~auses in and around the mine:; 
II eems to he human nature for n large maJorit} of the men following a 
hauudnus occupation gradually, in many wnys, tn bcc(•me l"nrelc \Ve 
also find from stat •tks that more thnn slxty·lhe per cent of the acci•lent-
occurring below nre caused through the ncgligt:n~e uf fello\\ workmen, who 
ha,·e had, n a rule, years of practical experience in the mines. However 
we are glad to report thirtr·three per cent les.• fatal accidents during the laot 
b1ennbl period than the prevtous b1ennlnl ending June 30, ~~~;which all 
tends to •how that those h:n 1ng supen ton uf the mines and the employes 
re stradually bccnmiDg more careful :\cvertheless, there are accidents 
that occur in and around the m1nes that, with n reasonable amount of pre· 
cnutlon and care used <·ould still be reduc·ed in number, which would be an 
advantage to all concerned • more especially to the unfortunate mothers, 
"idO\ , nod orphans that are left beh1nd to bnttle for themselves. 
It is probable ace dents, that are not contained in this report, ha,·e 
o cnrred nt the various mines that have not been reported to this office ; 
etthcr !rum neglect on the part of the company, or thinking them not of 
uffic1ent inJury to report the same. 
There was reported to this office from the variou' mines in the third 
diStrict, during the past biennial period, thirty-eight noteworthr ncc•dcnL• · 
fourteen fatal and twenty-four non·fatal. The coroner's in'luest for each 
fatal nccillent is on file in the general office. 
'!"he following Is a summary of the accidents according to causes;-
S 0. Smith, "ho had been in the emptor of the Carbondale Fuel com-
pady onl) fi\·•· <lay, met with a very p:unful ncci<lent nbnut 3:30 P. M. on 
'\ngu t 15, 189!1, f•om the effects of which he died during the night. The 
accident was caused In the following way: Mr. Smith wa working In room 
number four turned from the seventh north, in min<· No. 2. lle had 
dnlled his holes for the e\"e"llng's blasts nnd went out to the room mouth to 
get the powder leavtng Robert Snook, who was working a room parallel, 
t the room face While he was In thu act of handling the powder at the 
tnol·box, the cornor's Jill)" lind that 10 ome unknown wa\' the powder wa• 
go ted from "bich explos ou he rec-eived bores inwBrdlr, to such nn extent 
that he died • 
At Boone Coal nod Mlning companv'A mine Xo. I , located at l nclme, 
Boone count). Mr. Robert Scollick, 4 '1 years of age, while ID the ad of 
plac1og some props tbat had been knock..d <lnwo loy a fall of coni, wll'l 
fatnlly inJured by roof falling on him before he had placed the necessary 
tnD hers under the same. 
li 
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Charle~ Moll; employed in fhe Carbondale Coal company's mine, located 
&t Carbondale; met death io«taotly by a piece of falling roof. The same, 
falling a distance of five feet, crushed Mr . Moll to the floor, where hew:.-
afterward found by Chas. Figg and Hugh Simp<;On; who callecl help to 
remove the slate from him; but life wa.s extinct. 
John Marshall was killed on the 29th day of November, 1!!99, in the 
Crow and :Man;hall shaft, located 5 1" miles west of Boone; in the followin~t 
manner: He was superintend~nt of the sinking of thi• shaft. He went t<l 
the bottom of the shaft, and when read y to return got on a loaded bucket 
to ride to the surface. ~laterial was bein" hoisted by a n engine . T he 
engineer hoisted the bucket , which Mr. Marshall wa" standing on , higher 
tha n usual. Mr. Marshall , thinki ng that he was being taken to the p nlleys, 
let loose, turned head down ward, going through t he ope ning at the top, 
and fall ing to the bottom of the shaft ; fro m which inj uries he died. 
While t he Carbondale Coal company was p utting up its tnwer over its 
No. 3 shaft all material was hoisted to the ground la nd ing a n d there ta ken 
off and d umped Mr. John Salvage, an employee of the company, was a 
top man . On the evening of D ecem ber 8th h e had taken a car nf d ir t off of 
the west cage a nd em ptied the same. Retu rning to the sha ft , the cage 
from which sa id car wa• ta ken had been removed to the bottom of the 
shaft, a distance of 125 feet. Mr. Salvage, not knowing o f the change in 
cage.., run the empty ca r into the open sh a ft a nd followed it do wn on to1> of 
the cage, injuring him internally, from which he died at 12;15 A.M. t he 
the following day. 
Joseph Kubic , who was m ining coal fo r the Chr isty Coal com pany, on 
December 15 , at 1:30 P . M., was found dead in his room under a sho t of 
coal. Having lit one shot and thinking it had gone off, he returned to 
light a second shot; whe n the firs t one , not having gone off , exploded; 
crushing him inwardly. 
On the morning of March 5, 1900, Jas . Powell came to his death by a 
fall of slate near the fncc of his room, while mining coal in the Avon mine 
near Levy , Polk county. 
Wm. Channels, a top employee of the Des 11oines Coal company , whose 
duty it was to handle the loaded cars as they were ru~ off from the s~a~es: 
was taking two cars down the main switch, and when 1n the act of twisting 
the brake he fell between said cars; the wheels passing over the body, crush-
ing the arms so that amputation was nece!\Sary above the elbows. He also 
received a number of other bruises. 'rhe injuries afterward proved fatal 
Time of the accident April 19, 1900, at 10:00 A.M. 
A. Windbush, a eager at the Des Moines Coal company's mine, on the 
20th of September, 1900, about 3:~5 P. M., was pushing an empty cu 
acros.s the cage to change the same end for end, when the cage was taken 
away, catching 1\!r. Windbush between the cage and the cap, crushing him 
inwardly, from which injuries he died soon after being taken to the tOJ> 
landing. 
There occurred at Carbondale mine No. 3, on December 5, 1900, about 
10:45 an accident to A. L. Johnson in the following manner: While in the 
act of loading a car a piece of slate fell striking him on the head anr! 
shoulders and pinning him to the floor of the room. When taken out he 
lived only a short time. 
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An inquisition was held at Des ~oines, Polk count)', Iowa on the 6th, 
9th and 11th days of February, 1901, before R. V. Ankeny, coroner of said 
county, npon the body of B. Logia, who while in the employ of the Christy 
Coal company, at Youngstown, Polk county, was killed on February 5th, 
about 4:43 P. M. Frank Jones was working in a room parallel to the room 
in which Mr. Logia worked, fired a shot on his right hand rib, which blew 
the shot of coal through into Mr. Login's room. catching him while he was 
pa.<sing, and killing him almost instantly. Wm. Grant and !<'rank J one.. 
both testified that !>'rank Jones stepped to the breakthrough, between the 
two room!\, a nd hallowed fire two different times. Whether ~fr Logia 
beard him or not IS a question we will never be able to find out The 
unfor tunate man met death while trying to pass the ,hot in the pi llnr 
between the two rooms. 
During the afternoon of April 13, 1901, ~[r. Henry Thomas and 1fr. 
Rynn were making a tour of their mine, ~o. 6, lot•ated at Colfax. T hey 
had visited nearly every working place in the mine, and when in the act of 
retur ni ng from the face of a room a piece of slate, weighing perhaps from 
six to e igh t hund red pounds, fell from between two slips, about ha lf way 
between the face and the mouth of the room, striking Mr. 'rhomas on the 
hea d , crush ing him to the Roor ; from which injury he died within one hour 
from the t im e of the accident. Mr 'l'homns had charge, as superin-
tendent, of t he J asper County Coal company's m ines, for more than 30 
years , a nd at no time pr ior to this accident did Mr . T homas receive an 
injury in or around the m ines of any conseq uence. Mr . Thoma.s \vas a 
man who was very careful; in !act , duri ng this tr ip a round the m ine he had 
caut ioned q uite a number of his men to be careful and timber their places 
11nd keep tbe~r working p laces a lways safe . But this seemed to be one of 
the unforseen accidents . 
On the 20th of April, 1901, Vin ton Swesia, a n e mployee of the Webster 
County Coal and Land company, at Lehigh , was in the act of loading a car 
o f coal at the road head, when a piece o f undermined coal a long the wall 
fell on him . catching him on the left side; a lso a piece of roof , from above 
the coal, fell striking him on the 'head; causi ng internal injuries from which 
he died His partner, Wm. Phillips, being duly sworn , testified that he 
spoke to him about the safety of the coal and roof , when the deceased 
expressed himself ru; thinking it was perfectly safe. 
Walter Miller, who wM working mining coal fo r the Carbonda le Coal 
company's mine No. 2, was asked on the morning of April 29 , 1901, to 
drive a mule, which he consented to do, and in the act of bringing his first 
trip down the lOth north he fell off the tail chain under the car and waft 
dragged quite a distance. He was removed to the pit-top, and into the 
engine room , at which time they did not suppose he was badly injured. 
Prom there he was taken home and a doctor called. Upon examination it 
was found that be had received internal injuries, from which he died at 9:00 
P. M. on the above date. 
On the morning of June 14, 1901, at ll:30 A. M .. John Jon1111 waslrflled 
1n a room turned off the 4th west entry on the north side of the Norwood 
Coal company's mine in the following manner: He had two sbota to fire. 
One wa• tamped with fuse Lighting them both at the same time ud going 
eut up•m the o:ntry, remaining there nntil be thought both sbota bad)'one off, 
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as he said to a man on the entry. Upon entering the room to see what the 
shots had done, when he reached the vicinity of the ~hot tamped with fuse, 
it went off, and Mr. Jones was completely covered by the shot of coal; 
breaking several bones and injuring him internally, from which be died 
within two hours after being taken to the surface. 
George Fox, who was acting in toe capacity as pit-boss for a short time, 
for the Gibson Coal company's mine No.2, met with an accident at noon 
on May 6, 1900, in the following manner: He and some other employees 
\Vere coming out for dinner, and a piece of rock on the entry fell catching 
:Mr. Fox between the shoulders injuring his back, from which injury be 
suffered untold ag<.ny for .,.,,-era! months, but finally dying from the effects 
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POLK COUNTY. 
The people of Iowa are largely an agricultural class, and Iowa, too, is 
above most states of the union a.s an agricultural producer. The mineral 
wealth, although superior to that of many other states, has not had the 
auention it merits. But in recent years especially her coal deposiL~ have 
be<n attracting increased attention and capital, to such an extent that the 
c.:ual industry of the state ranks it well up to the top of coal-producing states, 
:md makes it the largest coal producer west or the Mi'Sis.,ippi river 
The developed coal strata begins at Webster county, in the northwest 
part of the state, and continues southeast to the southern tier of couotit!s, 
•aoging in width from five to thirty miles. 
Polk county, located nearly centrally in this belt, and owing to her supe-
rior railroad facilities and the great demand for local consumption which the 
city of Des Moines affords, probably surpasses most other localities. The 
theory existing in the minds of many people as to the extent and shape of 
tiJe bodies of coal we will not discus.< or trouble the reader with here. It is 
only n<!cessnry to say that the different large companies which are locating 
plant' in this county, and the vast amount of drilling that is being done, 
from time tn time, by large mining companies in the various parts of the 
county, also the large, well-equipped mining plants that are now in opera-
tion, some of them ha,•ing an output of 1000 tons daily, onl)• demonstrates 
that Deh )foines, the countr seat of Polk county and the capital of the state 
of lowa, and much the largest city in the above state, is fast coming to tbe 
front a~ a manufacturing city; chieRy from the inexhaustible supply of 
steam coal so readily accessible. 
On mvestigation of the various drillings that have been done from time 
to time, also the mineh that arc now in operation in the different parts of 
the county, we find that the most careful calculations show it has in the 
mean 50,000 acres of coal land 'l'he coal under these broad acres varies in 
thickness from two and one-half to six feet; showing Polk county thus has, 
in round numbers, 152,000,000 tons of merchantable coal underlying it• 
~urfact;. 
The mines are divided up in groups, and are located on the various rail· 
road• in such a way as to be able to divide their product to very good 
advantage. :-lorth of Des ~loin'"· and within three miles of the city limits, 
we find two large modern equipped mines, located on spurs from the C. 8c 
~. W. R. I<., known as the Des Moines and Saylor Coal ond Miaiag com-
panies. The Saylor company has one of the largest and most complete 
direct firstmotioa engines now in use in the state, and has also placed a aew 
12x3j foot fan within a year over it>; airsbaft. Its main Mhaft is 225 feet deep; 
the emplO)'M in and around the mines number 264 men and boys; capacity 
1000 tons. The Des Moines Coal and Mining company use mechanical 
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haulage, having in use an endless rope system, which transports a large 
portion of their coal more than three-quarters of a mile . Within a year 
their top landing, tipples and chute have been raised six feet higher and 
completely remodeled. For furnishing ventilation the company has two 
large improved fans, placed at each airshaft, one being located near the 
extreme end of the west workings ; depth of main sh<lft 225 feet; employe> 
working in and around the mine 285. 
Northeast of Des Moines four to six miles, in conjunction with the C G. 
W. R'y, is located the Maple Grove Coal company's mine No. 2, which 
mine has been in operation for several years. Above the Maple Grove mine 
the Norwood Coal and Mining company is operating the plant formerly 
owned by the Evans Coal company. It is completely overhauling the tower, 
cages, tipples, scales and fan. \Vhen completed the mine promises to be 
one among the large coal producers. What was known as the C . G. W. 
mine is being operated by a new company East of the city of Ues Moines, 
near the edge of the city limits, the Gibson Coal compalll' has its No. 3 
mine, also on the C. G. W. R'y. 
Five miles east of Des Moines there are three mines located 011 the C. R. 
l. & P . Ry., namely: '!'be Christy Coal company's, and Lowe and Smith 
Coal company's mines Nos. 2 and 3. '!'he Lowe and Smith mines were 
formerly operated by the Carbondale Coal company, and are located near 
Carbondale, employing 350 men . 
The Christy mine has been in operation for a number of years, ha,·ing 
hauled a large portion of its coal over three· fourths of a mile of track; it 
hns in operation one among the best tail rope haulage systems in the state, 
which in former years was taxed to its capacity, for the mine was then quite 
a large coal producer. The depth of the coal from the surface in this 
locality varies from 130 to 200 feet. Veins of coal will average about 4 ~ 
feet in thickness. Employes in and around the mine number 125 men. 
The Beck Coal and Mining company, operates a m:ne 3,V: miles southwest 
of Des Moines, located on the Winterset branch of the C. R.I. & P. R, R. 
The Flint Brick Coal ~ompany operates a mine principally for its own use 
in connection with its brick plant; also ships considerable coal over the 
street railway, which connects with the plant. 'rhe Co-operative Coal com· 
pany hM a mine located on the same street railway, and has also a ,·err 
large local trade. There are a number of mines that have no railwar con· 
nections, that do quite a large shipping business. The Bloomfield Coal and 
Mining company has one among the best equipped mines for local trade, 
and bas a very large local business, besides the large amount of coal hauled 
from the mine aod loaded on cars. It employs during the winter 175 men. 
Northwest of the cit)' limits of th" city of Des Moines are located, within 
a radius of one mile of each other, the Keystone Coal company's mine No. 
1, Eagle Coal company's mine, and Central Coal company's mine. Eacb. 
have in its employ, during the winter season, from 60 to 125 men. While 
there is considerable coal loaded on cars from the mines, at least seventy·lh·e 
per cent of their entire output goes to the local consumers within the city 
limits. Coal averages in thickness from 4 to 5 feet, and is found from 90 to 
125 feet below the surface. 
Glenwood has within the last year, opened a mine east of the city limits, 
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equipped the same for a large local business, and e'<pects in tbe near future 
to have a switch from the C. R. J. & P.R. R. 
There are witb.in the countr 30 mines, which mines, during the biennial 
period, produced 1,793,000 tons of coal, which gave employment to 1310 
miners and 461 day men, making a total of 1770 men working in and around 
the mines. For their labor the miners were paid, during the period, 
$1,452,180, while the day men received $555,400, making a total paid out by 
the mining companies, of the county, $2,007,360; for the labor performed 
in and around the mines. During the la.•t year of the biennial period there 
was paid out for props, tracking, etc., $36,9!0, and there were improve· 
ments made during the year to the amount of $59,870. 
BOONE COUNTY. 
The output of coal for the year ending June 30, 1900, wns 281,180 tons; 
for the year ending June 30, 1901 , 302,1;()0 tons; making a total, for the 
biennial 1,eriod, of 583,480 tons; gtving employment, on an average, to 660 
mJDers, and 260 day men; making a total of 920 men, which were employed 
in and around the mines. '!'here was produced for each employe about 320 
tuns of coal per year. '!'a king into consideration the miners who mine 
coal only during the winter season, this certainly is an excellent average; 
moreover, a suspension of work at Fraser, during the early part of the fin;t 
year, reduced the output to considerable extent. . . . 
'!'here are several new shafts being put down, at thts wrtttng. They are 
betng equipped with the latest improved machinery and, when th?roughly 
opened up, will increase the production of coal in Boone county constderabl~; 
especially, taking into consideration th': large acrea.ge,of workable coal tern· 
tory surrounding some of the large mmmg compa~tes plants. . . 
The condition of the mines has been gradually tmproved, espectally wtth 
regards to safety appliances, traveling ways, escape-shaft, sa[ety-~atches, 
nnd other devices for safety, which have in some tnstances been constderably 
improved. . . 
The larger mines are controlled by the followtng compantes: Boone Val· 
ley Coal & R. R . Co. has in operation two mines at Fraser; Nos. 1 and 3; 
is now equipping its No. -l mine, and is laying the track up to the mtDe. 
ThL• comt>any has its own railroad connecting with the~[. & St. P. at Fr~r 
Junction, also with the C., R. I. & P. R . R. at Gowrte. The Boone C~al 
& Min inK Co. operates Nos. 2 and 3 at Milford, four and one· half mtles 
north-west of Boonsboro; ancl has shipping facilities over the C. , N. W. R. 
R. The balance of the shipping mines lying west of Boonsboro all have C., 
N. w. connections. The W. U. Johnson, Crow, Zimblemao, and Heaps 
Coal companies, all being withi.1 a short diotaoce of each other one and 
one-half to three miles west of Boonsboro; employing from seventy-live to 
150 men. 
Coal in this section lies from 200 to 22$ feet below the surface; averaging 
about three feet in thickness, and is of an ezcellent quality. 
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WEBSTER COUNTY. 
Webster county lies the farthest north of all our coal producing counties. 
Coal was being mined in this county, in small drift mines, between 1855 and 
1860, being more than forty years since the mineral was fi,.,;t discovered and 
mined in the county. Nine tenths of the coal tha( has been produced was 
from developments within a radius of six miles of Kalo, which town is 
located on the Des Moines river, six miles below Ft. Dodge; also within 
n radius of four miles of Lehigh. Thesearetheonlytwo points that coal bas 
been mined, to any great extent, in the county, except at Coalville, which 
lie• directly east of Kalo, which, at present, is quite a mining point. There 
was produced in this county, during the biennial period, 323,700 tons cf 
coul, which gave employment to an average of 385 miners and 105 day men, 
making a total of 490 employes in and around the mines of 'Webster county. 
Within the county are twenty-four mines, twelve of which are equipped 
with steam hoisting appliances and equipments. 
We find along the bank< of the Des Moines rh·er, which flows diagonally 
a~ross the county, from northwest to southeast, coal-measures expo~d at 
various points, showing that it is quite probable there is a large acreage of 
undeveloped coal within this county. While the coal is usually from two 
anu one· half to three feet thick, it is of an excellent quality, and is mined 
on the longwall sy•tcm. However, the Gleason Coal Co's. mine, located at 
Co::~h·ille, is working a siK-foot vein; yet, the adjacent territory is usually 
thinner. The vein lies from 40 to 130 feet from the surface. 
Some years ago practical investigation of the various geological forma-
tions, in this county, showed deposits of gypsum in paying quantities. 
Since then there have been several gypsum mines opened anu mills built, 
and the product bas gradually increased until they are now producing quite 
a large tonnage of the same. There are eight mines and mills, located with-
in a radius of five and one· half miles of Ft Dodge, producing gypsum and 
stucco uuder the following companies: Iowa Plaster Association, having in its 
employ 125 men; Duncombe Stucco Co., 35; Cardiff G)•psum Plaster Co., 4D; 
Ft. Dodge Plaster Co., 30; .Mineral City Plaster Co., 30; there being thus a 
of 2<JO men working in and around the gypsum mines and mills. 
JASPER COL"XT\'. 
Jasper county rang~s fourth as a coal producer in the Thiru district. 
However, the amount of drillinl{ that has been done during the last biennial 
period has clearly demonstrated that the best nod the thickest coal is now 
heing dc,·elopetl. '!'he Jasper County Coal Co., which has quite a large 
acreage of coal-land, after drilling quite a number of holes los:ated and 
opened its No. S shaft, three miles south of Colfax, being the first coal 
worked in this locality. Within the l:ht fifteen mo11ths this company bas 
done considerable drilling east of its );o. 5 shaft, where a thicker and bet· 
ter quality of coal is found. At this place, one· half mile east of No. 5, the 
company has sunk its No. 6 shaft; which shaft is equipped with the latest 
impro,·ed machinery, and one of the J. M. Christy box car loaders. '!'his 
plant employs about 270 rneo in and around the mine, and is connected with 
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the c. R . I. & P.R. R. and th<o C. G. W. R. R. by its own line of railroad, 
whtch line continues two miles farther east to where is located the Colfax 
Coal & :\lining Co'~. mine No. I, whtch is a large well proportioned shaft 
sixt\' feet in depth and equipped with good machinery and mining facilities. 
Tht~ company has a large acreage of coal land adjoining its plant, where 
considerable drilling bas been done, that will, no doubt, soon de~-elop 
re,ull>. Since making this opening, the company has built quite a number 
of houses for its emplo)e~s. and also made a number of improvements in 
the vicioitv. With the addition to Jasper county of the Colfax Coal & Min-
.n!( t:o., ,~bich promises to soon be a large coal producer, there is no doubt 
that the county will, in a very short time, show quite an increased tonnage. 
There was an avera~e of 255 miners employed at mining coal during the 
past biennial period, also 70 day men; making a total of 325 men workio~ iu 
and around the various mines in the county. There was vroduced, dunog 
the past biennial period, 291,000 tons of coal. 
DALLAS AND GUTHRIE COUNTIES. 
The coal measures are very much alike in these counties. The coal seam 
now hciu~~; worked. in the countie., lies in clo~e proximity to the South and 
!>l!drlle Raccoon rivers and the Des Moines river, and is of about_ the same 
thickness, quality, and nature of the roof throughout the counties. The 
,·eio of coal now beiug worked is very often exposed along the banks o.f the 
rivdS name<!. The coal is of n very good quality, being very ha~d, bn~ht, 
and..,. free burner. There is quite a dtmaocl for coal at the vanous mm~s 
dunng the winter months. Coal sells at the mines for $2.50 per too, and tt 
often occurs during cold snaps, that the mines are unable to supply the 
de:mand~, fo~ very few of our local mines ruuke the necessary improvements 
to stock coal ready for the extra demand made on them; but where the>' do 
prepnre for such they profit by it. Long wall method is u>~d throughout the 
various mines. 'The largest mining plant, in these count1es, IS operated by 
the Carpenter Coal company, and is located midway between M~drid no~ 
Wo(l(lward, and )1 2 miles south of the Milwaukee ratlway. Tlus plant ts 
eqUipped with an electric mining plant, and also with modern improved 
machinery, and has good shipping facilities, enabling the product to reach 
the northwestern markets for a lt'5 freight rate than tho'e plants farther 
anav. 
GREr;NE COUNT\'. 
There ire only six or eight mines in this county. They employ, duriag 
the winter months. about SO to 100 men; durtng the summer se&IOD they 
m:ne •orne coal, which they haul to Angus and load on cars. Being near 
the northern market they have an advantage in freights. The largest 
expen•e in operating some of the mineb near Angus is handlin.g the water. 
The coal seem~ to be of a Yery bright nature nnd of good quahty. 
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STORY COUNTY. 
There is a decrease in the output of coal in this coun ty, for the b iennial 
period, owing to the abandonm e nt o f the minin g p lant located at Sum m tt , 
which was o pera ted by Benson Bros., o f Boons boro. This plant heretofore 
produced seven- tenth s of the coal p roduced in the above count)". The 
equ ipments connected with it have been moved into Boone county. 
ADAIR COUNT\' . 
The mines of Ibis county a re small local mines that employ, during the 
wi nter season, from 4 to 8 men ; usually beginning work abo ut September 
l st , or near the time local trade ope11s ttp, and co ntinuing until spring . 
The coal is of an excellent quality, but only about 16 inches thick. Mining 
price is $1. SO per ton . 
TABLE No.1. 
ShowiNg flu: tmmb~r of miues, output of coal, llttmbu of miners a11d ollu:r 
employ~s. etc., i11 D istrict .Vo . 3, for the year emfitt,lf' Ju1lt: 30, 1900. 
NAMiiOJ. 
CO\J"''TY, 








Total . 119 1 . ~~ 030 
• 
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'l'ABLE Ko. 2. 
Slzo<l'iug lite 11UIIIber of mi11~s. output of roal , lllllflber of milrers and olltu 
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CO U NTII':.S, •Bon • 8?-.~. l~QQ. I9CO. 1900. 
.\daH .•. ........ ... 2, 500 '1,000 1 ,?00 3,8oo ~:l: Boone . .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... JZ9. 28S 314.997 3r~~ 281 ,1~ Dallas .... .... ... ..... ... .. .. . . ..... lb.'"' 12, <!100 18,oqo Z9,;00 
Grc~o~ . ... l), o85 21, Qo0 22, 6cxl 11 , 850 12, ,.oo 
(iuthru: .. .... . .. ..... ... .. 11. 3-40 16 000 .3~:~ 1?, 700 16, )10 ht!iptr ... .... ... •53- 000 IS) . 410 159 , 200 ~M:i:::: Polk ....... ....... ... .. .. .. .... .. \)2, i!qS m.:Po 71jiO,..fiO ss •• soo 
Stor' 12.2.-o Q,OIO q ,boo .~t: 1.200 Wl'l"lS1f'r 10 1. 6-t~ •• .,. 8"\2 18).6So 167.:\00 
A WORD REGARDING THE INTERESTS OF ALL CONNECTED 
WITH THE COAl, BUS!N&;SS. 
The coal trade, and the production of coal, rest upon a triangular ba.<e 
a nd equilateral triangle; namely , labor, capital and transportation. An)' 
one is indispensable to the other two ; therefore it is of the utmost import· 
ancc that all should work nn lines of common or mutual interests, though 
each one occupies a separate and distinct field. Yet the ultimate purpose 
of all is the same. Labor produces, or rather mines, the coal; capital, 
through the owner or operator of the mine, is the medium or agent between 
the miner, or laborer, and the consumers. Capital a lso furnishes the trana· 
portation, making the transaction complete. And the consumer pars for 
the value he receives, which, if oo an equitable basis, divided equitably 
between labor and capital nnd transportation, gives each a fair return for 
the part each performed in the transaction. 
Any differences of opinioft thnt are trivial should not be allowed to come 
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in the way of success from either base. Instead a generous policr should be 
adopted and maintained by all, to the end that all may be constantly em-
ployed ; for inactivity on the part of either is fatal to the other two; or I 
might say to the other two and the consumer also. Therefore any vital 
change in either base should not be made independent!}' without the careful 
consideration of the interests of the other two. Differences of this natu re 
cannot be, or we should more properly say, are not, prompt!}' settled But 
it may be as well, for thorough discussion does not hu r t a just cause , and 
an unjust cau<e is exposed by such discussion. 
A healthy, thriving business for the operator means plenty of work and 
its emoluments to the miner. The two are mutually dependent. The oper-
ator could not exist and be a dealer in coal unless the miner aided him in 
producing it; neither could the miner enter the mine nnd diK coal and earn 
wages unless there was some one to furnish the mine and the machinery to 
run it. 
In the event that the market does not justify the price paid for mining 
and transportation, the only al ternatives are to lessen the price of produc-
tion and transportation, to close down the mine, and when the r eceipt< 
become inadequate to cover expenses to change the method of the business; 
for it is just a.-; unreasonable to e:r.pect the mine to run at a loss . or in a 
manner that would ultimately bankrupt the operator, as it is to expect the 
miner to take his tools and go into the m ine and dig coal for less than livink 
wages, or at a price that would likely bring his family and himself to priva-
tion. Of cour>e, the closing down of a mine should not be considered 
except as o. last reso rt, as it unsettles bus iness, not only while the mine is 
inoperative, but often is the effect obvious for many months; while its con-
sequences are shared more or less by each individual who is dependent upon 
the work. 
To the ca.~ual observer the adjustment of these vexed and vo.ried que~­
tions is solely in the han<ls of the mine owners ; but it is not so, for the 
laborer jointly ha' an interest at stake equal to if not greater than the oper-
ator's. Therefore the interests of the laborer cannot be successfully ignored. 
It is a [act, though not recognized by some, that labor, o.s o. factor in the 
world's progre!ls, has rights that cannot successfully be passed over, inde-
pendent of the mere wages the individual receives. And we think it a safe 
proposition to say that the failure to recognize this fact is often the cause of 
strike.~ and so·called ' 'labor troubles" in this cou n tr}', as well as in Europe. 
For the fact has been demonstrated by experience in the manipulation of 
matters appertaining to the business that a digression of opinions, when in 
pursuit of the same object, seldom terminates with succe'", at least not with 
any degree of permanency, aud the!ll! disagreements, which occur between 
operator and miner, as a rule originate and are the outgrowth of wrong im-
pressions and misunderstandings. Often there developes a feeling 
among the miners that the operator is exacting, his rules are too oppressive, 
and his dividends are greater than they should be. On the other hand, the 
operator attaches too little importance to the considerations of the miner, 
especiall)• in relation to matters wherein the miner is directly concerned. 
The operator, or capital, takes voluntarily the obligations and risk of fur-
nishing the mine with all necessary equipments to operate it, and should 
ha\'e a fair retllrn on the capital invested, and on the capital necessary to 
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pay for all labor performed, clerical and otherwbe. But the miners and 
others that labor in and around the mines represent an equal interest jointly 
with that of the operator; and the risk to his life is more than equal to the 
capital, that is, the aggregate risk of the men. 
Moreover, the situation of the miner, his work, and the surrounding c<m-
ditions, with their attendant dangers, are of like importance; and when 
comparatively considered, with other kinds of labor, his hardships and en-
durances are more appareut, for when he takes his tools and miner's lamp 
and goes into the mine out of God's sunlight, to perform his arduous task, 
with the purpose in view of earning an honest dollnr; he ha~ no assurance 
whether he will walk out or be carried out, for his dangers are many nne! 
often not apparent. Even the precautionary measures of the mining laws 
are not always effective in averting casualties. 
Although the official requisitements upon the operator nrc principally in 
the miner's interests, for his preservation and protection; and notwithstnnd· 
ing, he may be diligent and observant in the pursuance of his duties regnnl-
ing sanitation, a nd the safe condition of the mine; yet there are many dpn-
gers unforseen, and frequently accidents happen from causes that are almo't 
unaccountable; evidencing the fact, that in the coal mine danger lurks in 
every entry, drive-way, and room. No matter how much di!'.cretio n or cau· 
tian the miner may exercise for his own protection, he is always liable ln 
accidents that come without warning, and probably from an unexpected 
source, with fatal results or the laming for life. And very often the Ullfor-
tuuate is the husband and father of a family, that are dependent, and like· 
wise are force<l to bear the burden of distress. 'l'hus the exposure and risk 
of the miner in connection with his labor, undoubtedly entitles him to a con-
sideration in the councils that govern his conditions, and regulate the price 
of his labor; which was formerly denied him. But, now he is receiving the 
share of attention, in part at least, that is his due And we are pleased to 
note the fact that those opera tors who the most fully recogni1.e the equitable 
rights of labor as entirelr independent of the individual are the best pleased 
with their business, and hnve the full confidence and respect of their men, 
without which , no business can be successfully conducted any length of 
time. 
The stability of the business is depende11t on, and can be regulated only 
by propositions that have their origin in, and are actuated by a joint repre-
sentative council. For unquestionably confidence is the only reliable agency 
of medium that can reconcile the interests of miners and operators when 
any ditrerenc"" arise, and place them on a substantial basis with harmony. 
At least it is evident that strikes emanating usually from the impulsive and 
unpromising element of organized labor, and always from lack of confidence 
1n the operator, have never been very effective in establishing favorable 
resultK. Nevertheles.q , organized labor is nece!IS&ry and needful to a certain 
estent, and very advantageous if properly manarecJ, but when controlled 
by rash acd indiscreet persons, that are guided more or less by ontJolde 
;nftaences, It becomes a menace to businese and In the malo domloatlft and 
arrogant; and tends to compel capital to combine for protection, thereby 
widening the breach between miner and operator; who othenrlle should be 
united in common efforts for the purpuee of contributing to the welfare of 
the coal industry. Full confidence In, and respectofor each other, by the 
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operators and men, also by and between the transportation companies and 
all other business, come under the same rnle, and would entirely overcome 
great evils (for it is surely nothing les.~), and strikes and lockouts would be 
unknown. 
Exercise tolerance and moderation in the light that each ha• rights that 
the other shonld respect, keeping in view at all times the fact that the man 
who furnishes the muscle, strength, and intellect to mine the coal should be 
credited in their business relations as the equal of the man who furnishes the 
capital and enterprise to build and operate the mine. 
Operators, miners, and transportation companies should all bani.•h 
prejudice; avoid competition, ns regards both wages, freight, and markets; 
endeavor to establish confidence in the trade commercially; and promote 
and protect home markets in the interest of miners and mine owners. All 
general business appertaining to the coal trade would be appreciative of its 
beneficial results. For, beyond a doubt, the inauguration of these principles 
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